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ABSTRACT

There are many potential benefits to the mining industry accruing from the
application of algal biotechnology. The main benefits are in the production of biodiesel
and in the remediation of mining brownfields. The research in this study was centered in
the original idea that these brownfields represent a tremendous opportunity for use as a
hybrid model for redevelopment into sustainable “mines” of biomass. The ability of
these underground spaces serving as bioreactors to control all aspects of the growing
environment, from lighting, to temperature, to biosecurity, are key advantages that have
been identified in the literature. The many benefits inherent in sequestering the growth of
phototrophic, halotolerant, eukaryotic, green microalgae within underground mining
spaces mitigates many of the recognized shortcomings of current commercial-industrial
models for algae culture. The singular challenge to the entire model was the effective
production of light energy and fostering maximum photosynthetic efficiency within the
microalgae. As a result, the focus on the experimental laboratory work concentrated on
the development of tools and techniques for evaluation of different lighting regimes with
an algae species chosen from a family with an industrial-commercial pedigree. The
fundamental experimental work with the microalgae Dunaliella viridis revealed a novel
and unforeseen aspect of experiments with monochromatic light sources. The results
demonstrated surprising and potentially beneficial morphology changes as a result of the
lighting treatments. Capitalization on these benefits in the proposed hybrid model were
then examined in a collection of proposed future experiments, sustainability analysis, and
fundamental economic analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND OF RESEARCH PROBLEM
There are many unique potential benefits in the multidisciplinary synergy of
developing algal biotechnologies from a mining engineering perspective. Mining
engineers are extensively trained to routinely deal with the monumental logistical
challenges of moving tremendous amounts of material for the cost-effective production
of wholesale commodities. Mining engineers are also keenly aware of the omnipresent
focus on cost-effectiveness of every aspect of operations. This unique skill-set of the
mining engineer is the needed perspective for the nascent commercial-industrial algae
industry to foster the development of a viable production model. Important mining
engineering concepts like limiting the re-handle of materials and proper ventilation of
vast tunnel complexes for removal of gasses are foreign concepts to biotechnologists.
Likewise, the sensitivities to the ambient environment and the specific culture conditions
for microorganisms are equally foreign to most practicing mining engineers. However,
the success of the project investigated in this manuscript, relies on a deep understanding
of such multidisciplinary knowledge. Not only will mining engineering be obviously
important for supplying the necessary raw materials to support a large-scale algae
industry, relevant engineering and operational philosophies and principles for bringing
bulk commodities to market will also be required to move microalgae out of novel
laboratory experiments into being a potent disruptive technology that can transform how
organic, carbon-based commodities are created.
1.1.1. Mining Engineering Interest in Algae Biodiesel The greatest benefit that
algal biomass can deliver to the mining industry is the development of a stable,
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sustainable source of liquid fuel. From the 1970’s to the 1980’s algae was going to
“save” the developed world from shortages of liquid fossil fuels [1]. Should suitable
amounts of algae derived biodiesel come to market via the proposed project model, it
may “save” some mining operations also. With diesel fuel costs consuming hundreds of
millions of dollars in coal mining operations [2, 3] and having similar impacts in
metal/nonmetal mining [3], the prospect that biodiesel derived from algae could provide
lower production costs; could improve capital equipment availability; and could improve
working conditions while being environmentally sustainable makes the concept proposed
extremely attractive to the mining industry as a whole.
1.1.2. Mining Engineering Interest in Algae for Remediation. Apart from the
direct impact of a cost effective and stable fuel supply, another considerable benefit to the
mining industry is the development of commercial-industrial microalgae production in
facilities on abandoned/vacant/unused mining properties. In addition to ameliorating
energy costs and volatility, placing major culture facilities on mining properties would
help to solve a major mine management issue: environmental remediation and
reclamation. Considerable economic and environmental challenges face mining
companies in the remediation of mine influenced waters. The perpetual and pervasive
nature of contamination from metals, acid, and residual chemicals from various
operations, combined with the colossal scale of the contamination makes for a
tremendous challenge for mining stakeholders to formulate effective and efficient
models. This project will put forth the idea that the large scale cultivation of algae on
mine sites could provide a significant remedy.
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1.1.3. Obstacles to Industrial Algae Development. The last nationally
sponsored assessment of resources related to algal culture as an “energy crop” was from
1978 to 1996 and summarized under the Aquatic Species Program [4] by the U.S.
Department of Energy. This landmark study illustrated many issues with the production
of fuels, specifically biodiesel, from photoautotrophic algae. Issues outlined in the
closeout report, and in a myriad of subsequent research efforts around the world,
enumerated several major impediments for the creation of an effective model for
commercial-industrial cultivation of microalgae. In brief, the impediments enumerated in
the literature include:
•

Negative impacts due to variation in ambient light

•

Negative impacts due to variation in ambient temperature

•

Negative impacts due to a lack of biosecurity

•

Competition for water resources with agriculture and municipalities

•

Exorbitant infrastructure and manpower costs

As a direct result of these major obstacles, industrial culture of algae has been limited to
niche markets employing culture models of minimal infrastructure producing high value
commodities.
1.1.4. Description of Standard Algae Culture Models. Approaches to
mitigating some of these issues have resulted in the development of two entrenched and
diametrically opposed models for algae culture: the open-pond system (OPS) and the
closed-photobioreactor (PBR) system. Table 1.1 lists the different systems and
qualitatively classifies key features or design aspects. The information for Table 1.1 was
provided from a review of selected publications [5-7]. The table is a general outline of
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characteristics for comparison between the two general model types as defined in the
research literature and industry.
Notable specific variations of OPS include raceway systems or high rate algal
ponds (HRAPs). In engineering terms, these systems consist of mixed batch reactors as
well as plug-flow designs. The specific variations have been engineered in an attempt to
address some issues related to algae production and the operational costs inherent in OPS.
However, they all share similar general physical and operational characteristics in that
they are open to the ambient environment and rely on solar illumination of the
microalgae.
Closed-photobioreactor systems include many plug-flow designs and batch
reactors that are completely enclosed by transparent or translucent materials designed to
encapsulate the algae for greater control of the culture environment. Again, specific
variations and modified reactor designs have been engineered to attempt to increase
production and reduce costs. These reactor types include flat-plate, tubular airlift reactor
types that are common in bench-scale experimentation [8-15].
From a review of Table 1.1, it can be seen that many significant obstacles remain
regardless of the conventional approach, OPS or PBR, to the development of
commercial-industrial scale production of algae biomass as a viable replacement for
fossil-carbon based commodities. While OPS systems are less costly to build and
operate, they allow very little control over growth conditions resulting in low population
densities and limited growing seasons when compared to PBR systems. Additionally,
OPS are not very efficient in utilizing volumetric space as the typically shallow ponds
take up much more area relative to the volume of the culture system.
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Table 1.1. Comparing and Contrasting Open-Pond Systems and Closed-Photobioreactor
Systems.
Feature or Design Aspect

Open-Pond System

Closed-Photobioreactor
System

Area to Volume Ratio

Large

Small

Algae Species

Restricted

Flexible

Algae Species Selection,
Main Criteria

Growth competition

Shear-resistance

Harvesting Efficiency

Low

High

Population Density

Low

High

Cultivation Period

Limited growth season

Extended growth season
(natural light) to unlimited
for artificial illumination.

Contamination

Possible

Unlikely and easily
controlled

Light Utilization
Efficiency

Poor to Fair (w/mixing)

Fair to excellent

Gas Transfer

Poor

Fair/high

Temperature Control

None to Poor (limited)

Excellent (precise)

Most Costly Parameter

Mixing

Oxygen Control,
Temperature control
(Lighting if artificial)

Initial Capital Investment

Small

High

Photobioreactor systems, regardless of artificial or natural illumination, are very
expensive to construct compared to OPS which so far precludes their industrial use for
lower value commodities like biodiesel. Furthermore, the PBR systems expend
considerable operational costs on pumping and mixing of the culture when compared to
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open pond systems, as the smaller surface to volume ratio requires that oxygen gas be
removed and carbon dioxide gas be provided via mechanical means. As is demonstrated,
neither traditional design is appropriate for the development of commercial-industrial
scale of microalgal biomass production.
An ideal model growth system would consist of a hybrid of the two algae growth
systems presented in Table 1.1. Such a hybrid system would have the same complete
control of growth conditions as the PBR systems, but have a very low capital investment.
Additionally, sustainability considerations would also be addressed whereby the
development of greenfields would be mitigated, and brownfields would be redeveloped.
Water resources would be highly conserved and not compete with agriculture or
municipalities. Operations would be located near enough to existing population centers
to minimize ancillary development of roads and infrastructure to support the workforce
needed to support the commercial-industrial scale envisioned.
The novel idea of utilizing vacant/abandoned/unused underground mining
brownfields was investigated as the ideal amalgam of the open-pond and closed
photobioreactor systems. Vast underground complexes remain as industrial brownfields
when deposits are exhausted and represent a tremendous opportunity for use as
bioreactors. Underground mining operations extracting high-volume, low-value
commodities such as limestone create voluminous room-and-pillar mines that are either
already equipped, or require very little retrofitting and improvement for conversion into
culture systems for algae. The inherent control of all aspects of the culture environment
in the underground conveys all of the recognized benefits of PBR systems, but at a
commercial-industrial scale. Furthermore, the properties are typically within short
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distance of population centers and would provide substantial economic benefits with
little, if any, necessary additional infrastructure in terms of roads and utilities.
The lynch pin in the success of the hybrid model envisioned in the project is the
efficient production, distribution, and absorbance of photosynthetically active radiation
(PAR). Without cost-effective energy balance in the system, whereby the light energy is
readily converted into microalgal biomass, the proposed system will fail. As a result, the
experimental investigations were focused on the interactions of light and biomass to
determine if the cultivation of industrial quantities of algae could be accomplished in the
underground spaces of vacant/abandoned/unused mine complexes.

1.2. STATEMENT OF RESEARCH PROBLEM
The most critical experimental aspects of the project were focused strictly on
elucidating, quantitatively and qualitatively, the effects of artificial illumination regimes
on a model halotolerant, strictly photoautotrophic, eukaryotic, green microalgae for the
express purpose of growing such biomass in underground mining brownfields. The
complete light security in underground mines means that absolutely all electromagnetic
energy for algae growth must be provided via artificial illumination. Optimization of the
lighting system is the linchpin for the model growth system proposed in this work. The
confluence of the economics and environmental sustainability lay with being able to
provide light energy efficiently and effectively to the photosynthetic apparatus of the
algae in an effort to maximize energy capture. Since the very first description of a
photosynthetic, eukaryotic, unicellular green alga’s (Cladophora sp.) preferential uptake
of red and blue wavelengths by Theodor Engelman in 1881, the intervening 130 years of
research have further refined his initial findings to the point that any basic textbook
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touches on the subject as illustrated in Figure 1.1 [16]. The photosynthetic pigments in
Figure 1.1 are chlorophyll a (Chl-a) and chlorophyll b (Chl-b) that were both extracted in
dimethyl ether [17]. However, the exact nature of the incident light needed to optimize
algae energy accumulation and storage remains a subject of vast amounts of research
effort. The sheer number of interdependent experimental variables, the existence of
several “black boxes” of unknown biochemical function, and even the discovery of the
influence of quantum entanglement [18-21] preclude a complete description of a
universal model of photosynthesis. As a result, the literature review provided a very
detailed background for formulating an experimental strategy. However, existing
research studies could not provide the veracity necessary for determining if the proposed
model of underground algae cultivation could be economically and environmentally
viable. To this end, many experiments were designed and conducted to elucidate the
relationships between growth rates and light treatments. The data from the experiments
could then be utilized in formulas for engineering, economic, and environmental
evaluations of the proposed model for industrial scale algae production in underground
mines. In such a way the model would be evaluated to determine the extent to which it
would be amenable to scale-up for the development of commercial and industrial
production of bulk commodity algal biomass within the existing infrastructure of
abandoned/vacant/unused underground mines.

Figure 1.1. Absorbance spectrum of chlorophyll a (Chl-a) and chlorophyll b (Chl-b). Pigments were extracted in dimethyl ether and
plot data was provided by [17]. Peak absorptions for Chl-a are at 428 nm and 661 nm. Peak absorptions for Chl-b are 453 nm and 643
nm.
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Given the size and the scope of the implications of this project for not only the
mining industry, but also for the much wider potential impacts on national, global, social,
environmental, and economic issues, the research study described in this manuscript is
only a beginning of what could become a powerful “disruptive technology” in the
production of carbon-based commodities.

1.3. OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF RESEARCH
The project reported in this manuscript for the partial fulfillment of the PhD
requirements of mining engineering was undertaken to provide an initial assessment of
the possibilities for engineering a hybrid model of large-scale cultivation of algal biomass
and the development of relevant engineering considerations arising from the deployment
of biotechnologies within the brownfields of underground mining operations. Initially,
research was done to assess current trends in biodiesel manufacture to further discern
direct and indirect applications of algae biotechnology in the mining industry. The goal
of this research project was to demonstrate that the use of abandoned/vacant/unused
underground mining infrastructure to culture strictly photoautotrophic, eukaryotic,
halotolerant, green algae for biomass production on a commercial-industrial scale will
provide meaningful advantages to OPC and PBR systems. Pursuant to testing this goal,
the following objective was required:
(i) To identify and isolate the factors of artificial illumination leading to the
highest growth rate in algae, including constant versus pulsed light and
blue versus red wavelength.
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1.4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A 2x2, fully-crossed factorial experiment was designed to test the interaction of
the wavelength of light (λ) to a lighting regime of either pulsed or constant illumination.
Table 1.2 illustrates the experimental organization under the factorial design. The
experiments evolved into a 2x3 factorial experiment as substantial morphological
difference manifested themselves in the experimental treatments.

Table 1.2. Table of Factorial Experiments

The original two-way ANOVA (analysis of variance) was replaced by a threeway ANOVA when the cell morphology difference became evident. The ANOVA was
preceded by separate tests for normality and equal variance of the data. The test for
normality was accomplished using the Shapiro-Wilk Test for Normality and the BrownForsythe Test was used to evaluate the homeoedasticidy. The three-way ANOVA was
followed up with the Holm-Šídák method for pairwise multiple comparison of the data in
lieu of multiple t-tests to compute the significance of the results (but not the confidence
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interval). Additionally, Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Tests were applied to the growth rate
data to determine the statistical significance of the data from the experiments.
Experimental treatments were conducted with triple replication for each treatment
cross in the experiment and descriptive statistics were developed to represent each
individual cross in the experiment. The mean values and associated descriptive statistics
were recorded and employed in downstream data analysis. Standard Deviation (SD),
Standard Error of the Mean (SE), and Kurtosis were all calculated as part of the
descriptive statistics.

1.5. SCIENTIFIC MERIT
The multidisciplinary nature of this research project lends itself to contributing to
the expansion of the knowledge frontier in multiple fields. The fundamental
experimental research revealed novel information about how Dunaliella viridis responds
to the experimental treatments where different light wavelengths and illumination
regimes were applied. The unique morphological response to the different lighting
experiments provides new design considerations for commercial-industrial algal
facilities. The absolute light security found in underground mines lends credibility to the
hybrid model presented for redevelopment and remediation of mines.
1.5.1. Novelty of Fundamental Phycology Research. The fundamental
research that led to the discovery of light-mediated morphology changes was a significant
finding of the research project. The novelty of the discovery in the laboratory work was
an original contribution to the body of knowledge in the field of phycology. Changes in
salinity have been previously described as a key factor in morphological changes within
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the genus of Dunaliella. However, the physical adaptation of D. viridis to different
lighting regimes has not been previously encountered in the literature. The experimental
results have likely illuminated one of the most perplexing aspects of D. viridis. Research
published more than four decades ago and in Russian, demonstrated that a variant of D.
viridis was described as preferring what continues to be thought of as a “stress”
morphology [22]. Figure 1.2 is a plate reproduced from Masiuk illustrating the
development of the palmella morphology in D. viridis variant palmelloides [22].
Figure 1.2 shows an illustration reproduced from the work by Masiuk to
demonstrate the physically much larger, more deeply pigmented, and non-flagellated
coccoid cells of the palmella morphology Masiuk documented in D. viridis. The results
of the experimental research in this project lend support to the idea that the preference for
the palmella stage may have been a seasonal adaptation to shorter wavelengths of light
(blue spectrum) that are encountered during summer months when the sun is more
directly overhead. Coincidentally, the warmer summer months were also when field
sampling is traditionally undertaken in the Ukraine. As a result, the specific behavioral
response to wavelength of light may also provide more of an understanding as to why D.
viridis has been so difficult to classify accurately based on physiology since first being
described by Emanuel Téodorescu in 1906 [23].
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Figure 1.2. Plate reproduced from Masiuk illustrating the development of the palmella
morphology in D. viridis variant palmelloides. Units of measure in the plate are in “MK”
which is the Russian abbreviation for metric length “micron” or micrometer [24].
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1.5.2. Implications for Development of Algae Industry. The experimental
work revealed important insight into previously undervalued design considerations of
commercial-industrial culture systems. While the intensity and the duration of light have
long been vital design considerations, the specific wavelength of light was not of great
concern. Amounts of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) were only reported, and
any specific peak or peaks in the light spectrum were ignored in most of the relevant
research in the literature. However, the advent of inexpensive high-output LEDs in
discrete wavelengths used in modern grow lights may now require more careful
consideration of the composition of wavelengths. Such concerns have already been a
major design consideration in commercial horticultural operations. Greenhouse
propagation of plants routinely employ different ratios of red and blue light within
operations as the light can affect hormone production in the plants resulting in either
flowering or vegetative growth [25]. With commercial-industrial algal culture, the light
may be used in a similar manner to manipulate the algal morphology to enhance or
depress critical aspects in production. For example, D. virdis has shown in this project
that blue light could be used to “turn” the algae into the easier to harvest, larger
morphology thus providing additional cost savings in operations that offset the capital
expense of the grow light systems. While not originally part of the scope of the study,
the new hypothesis that morphology change has an effect on the biochemical make-up of
the algae is important. While the exact nature of the biochemical adaptation in algae to
different wavelengths of light is proposed for future work, for now, the idea of simply
changing the wavelength of light to induce radical changes in the fractions of proteins,
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fats, and carbohydrates within the algae, represents a new factor to consider in the design
of commercial-industrial microalgal culture systems.
1.5.3 Contributions to the Field of Mining Engineering. This project was
originally conceived to investigate the potential role the mining industry could play in the
further development of a viable model of commercial-industrial algal biomass
production. The motivating force behind the interest was that the mining industry has
already recognized the many benefits of biodiesel. Major mining companies are already
investing heavily in biodiesel derived from vegetable sources for use in equipment as
well as drilling and blasting operations [26-31]. Many more companies are being
incentivized by governments in the countries in which they operate to pursue alternatives
to fossil-diesel [32, 33]. Algae-based biodiesel represents a much greater potential for
producing the vast amount of fuels needed for wholesale conversion from fossil-diesel
than other terrestrial energy crop. Furthermore, the utilization of biodiesel in ancillary
operations such as blasting and mineral processing only serve to reinforce the benefit of
fostering the production of increased amounts of suitable biomass for biodiesel.
Additionally, the improvement in working conditions by the reduction in carcinogenic
exhaust in biodiesel fueled equipment is another major benefit to the mining industry.
Finally, the prospect of culturing industrial quantities of biomass within existing
abandoned/vacant/unused underground mining properties yields even more benefits to
mining operations. The ability of algae to be developed into a biotechnology to both
produce biomass for biodiesel while simultaneously remediating mine influenced waters
is a tremendous benefit to the field of mining engineering. In the research literature,
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algae have demonstrated that they can adsorb a wide array of soluble metal ions and can
increase the pH of their aqueous environment [34-37].
The final proof of the scientific merit of this project for the mining engineering
profession has occurred only recently. In December of 2014, an announcement of a
formal research collaboration between a U.K. national laboratory, four research-intensive
universities in England, the U.K. Coal Authority and the waste and recycling firm Veolia
was made public. Specifically, the group working under the GW4 research project, has
just now begun investigations for employing microalgae in the clean-up of mine
influenced waters from the Wheal Jane tin mine in Cornwall. The researchers also expect
to be able to reclaim the valuable metals from the algae and process the biomass into
biofuels. The University of Exeter’s Camborne School of Mines has played a major role
in the project development and has provided substantial expertise[38].

1.6. STRUCTURE OF DISSERTATION
The dissertation presented in this manuscript in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the Doctor of Philosophy degree in Mining Engineering continues in
Section 2 with a full review of the scientific literature commensurate with the scope and
scale of the multidisciplinary research that was undertaken. Section 2 demonstrates the
applications of algal biotechnologies to the mining engineering field. Additionally, the
enterprise of the mass culturing of aquatic microalgae within the industrial brownfields of
abandoned/vacant/unused underground mining complexes is also reviewed as a
remediation/reclamation technology for mining. Collateral benefits are further examined
as part of the background leading to the formulation of a hybrid model of culturing algae
underground. The final outcome of Section 2 will provide the reader with a clear
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understanding of the many benefits and limitations inherent in sequestering the growth of
photoautotrophic, halotolerant, eukaryotic, green microalgae within existing underground
mining spaces.
Section 3 describes the extensive materials and methods developed for the
fundamental quantitative experimental research expected in a newly founded facility.
Included in Section 3 is a discussion of the rationale for the choice of a model microalgal
species. The Section also describes the extensive modifications to both the flow
cytometer machine and the flow cytometer sampling methods for enumerating algae.
Since the singular weakness to the entire proposed algae culture model is the effective
production of light energy and the fostering of maximum photosynthetic efficiency
within the microalgae, a substantial amount of method development was also devoted to
evaluations of light emitting diodes and electronic drivers for the purpose of powering
and modulating the light. As a result, Section 3 will provide the background and
rationale behind the development of specific tools and techniques for the evaluation of
different lighting regimes with a model algae species chosen from a family with an
commercial-industrial pedigree.
Section 4 will delineate the results of the fundamental experimental work with the
microalgae D. viridis within the factorial experiments. Also described in Section 4 are
the results that revealed a novel and unforeseen aspect of experiments with
monochromatic light sources on D. viridis.
Statistical analysis of the results and subsequent discussions about the
significance of the results are discussed and summarized in Section 5. Specifically,
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Section 5 contains an outline of the specific rationale behind the statistical treatments and
their implications on the experimental results.
Section 6 will discuss conclusions that can be drawn from the experimental work
and applied to the proposed model of underground cultivation of commercial-industrial
quantities of microalgae. Section 6 also describes recommendations for future work in
relation to further development and refinement of the utility of cultivation of microalgae
in abandoned/vacant/unused underground mine spaces.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. INTRODUCTION
The challenge issued in undertaking this research project as part of the fulfillment
of the requirements for a PhD in mining engineering was to integrate two seemingly,
diametrically opposed fields of research, mining engineering and biotechnology. The
production of mined raw materials for profit, and the need for sustainable environmental
remediation and reclamation seem to be irreconcilable. However, the integration of
mining industry needs for profitable production and mineral processing, with
biotechnology for the remediation and reclamation of mining properties, is important and
timely. In fact, these disparate fields can be combined to create a synergy of
sustainability, both environmentally and economically, to usher in an age of carbonderived commodities that can replace fossil sources.
The review of the literature provides the context for a better understanding of the
needs of the mining industry, and the direct and indirect benefits that algae-derived
products and processes can have in addressing those needs. The issues inherent in the
full development of the algal biomass industry, and the impact and relevance of this
proposed, unique model for commercial-industrial scale algal culture will be discussed.
Further, the key aspect to the success of the proposed, hybrid model: efficient and
economical lighting, which formed the focus of the fundamental, experimental bench
work of this research project will be reviewed. Finally, the literature review will present
the challenges facing the accomplishment of this project.
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2.2. MINING AND ENERGY
One of the most important considerations in managing modern mining operations
is the cost of energy. Everything from the extraction of gravels and sands, to the
extraction of rare earths and radioactive elements, carries a substantial overhead in terms
of the energy required. At the present time the mining industry uses 3% of the total
industrial energy consumed in the United States [33]. Energy costs are projected to be
more than 15% of the total cost of production in the mining industry in the US [33].
Further, globally, mining is estimated to consume 5-10% of the total primary energy
produced in the world [39].
The mining industry is slowly responding to the new reality, that energy is no
longer a dependable operational resource. The industry has slowly and steadily come to
grips with energy supply problems affecting the total cost and price stability for mining
operations from construction, extraction, and mineral processing. In terms of the
perplexing variations in energy costs for mine management, only the time span of the
research project needs to be examined. Figure 2.1 is a plot of the spot price of West
Texas Intermediate (WTI) benchmark spot prices from June of 2008 to August of 2015
from data provided from the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) [40].
The frenetic activity in the petroleum markets has played havoc with mining operations
even when all aspects of energy usage within the mining operations have come under
scrutiny by mining managers looking for cost savings. Very tight profit margins mean
that an even subtle increase in the price can strain the bottom line of operations to the
point of them being shuttered due to high production costs [41-43]. Further, trying to
forecast the markets has led to as many discarded theories, as there have been dramatic
changes in the price of oil. A case in point would be the theory of “Peak Oil” that was in
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vogue among those discussing the oil supply around the 2008 price spike and,
coincidentally, at the beginning of this research project [44].

Figure 2.1. Plot of daily WTI spot price, Cushing, OK. Plot data provided from [40].

However, the closing of the world’s leading website devoted to Peak Oil, The Oil Drum,
in 2013, demonstrates the fickle nature of theories in forecasting global trends in the oil
supply, even those theories proposed by recognized experts.
Extensive efforts to reduce energy usage have been successfully undertaken in the
industry. Other countries have also recognized the significance of mine power usage and
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the critical importance of improving energy efficiency. The magnitude of the energy
supply problems for the continued prosperity of the mining industry can also be seen in
the number of countries involved in creating new initiatives for alternative energy
development. Major mining countries such as South Africa and Australia, have
implemented strict new energy standards for mining operations [33, 45-47]. However,
the rising costs of energy are outstripping these gains in efficiency. Even with
maximizing worker efficiency and the employment of highly effective automated
systems, energy is still the main currency of production and the driver of profit margins
within any given mining operation. Despite the projected savings from research and
development, improvements, and the implementation of best practices, the mining
industry in the U.S. alone will still require 578.8TBtu·yr -1 [3]. In light of the wild
fluctuations in the petroleum markets, looking to efficiency solutions to the energy
supply issues of the mining industry, can only be part of the answer. With oil markets
subject to the whims of geopolitics and production issues, a stable energy supply with the
associated price stability, would greatly help mine mangers in project planning and
execution. This project proposes a new initiative in that the commercial-industrial scale
culture of algae could be an important solution to the energy supply problems in the
mining industry, as it could represent a stable, sustainable supply of energy.

2.3. POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF BIODIESEL ON MINING OPERATIONS
In a seminal study published jointly by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), energy inputs into different aspects of
the extraction and processing of commodities in mining operations were examined.
Figure 2.2 represents the energy sources used in the mining industry as reported in 2007
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by the DOE [3]. From the graphic in Figure 2.2, diesel fuel is a major portion of the
energy used in the mining industry and represents one of the largest opportunities for
improvement.

Figure 2.2. Onsite energy sources utilized in U.S. mining industry.

The confluence of the increase in energy pricing and volatility, more dispersed
and small ore bodies, and increasing environmental pressure, has made biodiesel a very
attractive option for the mining industry. Mining periodicals have recorded a steady
stream of mining operations that are looking at biodiesel for cost-savings, improved
working conditions, and stability in operational costs. A few mining companies are
beginning to invest in biodiesel as their energy and environmental needs continue to
grow. Energem Resources, Inc. acquired a 70% stake, costing $5.5 million (US), in a
jatropha based biodiesel venture in Mozambique [28]. Mining giant, Rio Tinto, has
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entered into agreements in its Pilbara drilling and blasting operations to purchase waste
cooking oil for biodiesel [26]. There has even been a case where an energy company
divested itself of all mining operations to focus on the development of biodiesel for the
mining industry [48]. Major oil and gas developers in Angola have also partnered to
develop biodiesel projects for local mining operations [49].
That biodiesel is gaining in importance can be seen as some countries are
mandating its use. Australia’s E3 Program and the Department of Minerals and Energy
(DME) in South Africa have strict mandates for the utilization of alternatives to fossil
diesel. The government of Indonesia also introduced legislation that mandates the use of
biodiesel in mining [32].
2.3.1. Base Power Production. The deployment of alternative energy
infrastructures like windmills and solar panels, also underscores the new reality in
mining, that energy costs are significant and any and all options are on the table to
mitigate both cost and volatility in the energy supply [50, 51]. Alternative energy
programs featuring solar and wind generation, the capture of coal mine methane (CMM),
pumped water storage, anaerobic production of methane, and the growth of biomass
crops to be burned as fuel are all being evaluated, developed, and deployed across mining
operations of many different sizes across the globe. As a specific example, Anglo
Platinum Limited demonstrated the use of large scale stationary fuel cell systems, fueled
by coal-bed methane located in Lephalale, South Africa [52]. Table 2.1 illustrates the
seismic shift in the mining industry to alternative energy generation for base power
production. The projects highlighted in the table have been developed within the last ten
years and show wide variability in terms of locations and size of operations.
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Research into supplanting fossil-diesel by bio-based fuels has been undertaken for
the purpose of reducing the cost and volatility in energy in base power production. Many
mining companies have already made arrangements to secure biodiesel. The proposed
use of algal biodiesel in this project is especially promising as a bio-based fuel for base
power production because of its potential to not displace food crops while retaining its
renewable and sustainable promise [53, 54].
2.3.2. Power for Mobile Equipment. Energy costs for the transport and
handling of materials represents a significant portion of operational capital [3, 55].
Further, oil market volatility presents a challenge to mine management to anticipate the
cost of fueling equipment over the duration of contracts, while ensuring profitability.
Another factor impacting the energy requirements of mining operations has been touched
on in “Lasky’s Law”, whereby there exists an inverse relationship between ore grade and
the size of deposits [56]. A similar relationship exists between ore grade and the
necessary energy for extracting similar volumes of the mineral. That relationship has
been confirmed in case studies [39]. As a result, the use of more mobile fleets of
equipment are being deployed at mining properties to bring these more dispersed and
lower grade deposits to market. This deployment of more mobile equipment is creating
pressure on mining companies to find cost-competitive solutions for the fueling of
equipment. Since major deposits of sufficient quantity and quality have been exhausted,
and most current deposits are more difficult to access, there has been a retreat from the
significant permanent and semi-permanent infrastructure that has traditionally supported
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Table 2.1. Listing of Wind and Solar Energy Projects on Mining Properties Worldwide.
Country
Chile
Chile
Chile

Company
Antafagasta
Minerals
Antafagasta
Minerals
Antafagasta
Minerals

Mine

Commodity

Installed
Power

Power
Type

Los Pembales

Copper

69.5 MW

Solar

Los Pembales

Copper

115 MW

Wind

Sierra Gorda

Copper

24.8MW

Solar

64kW

Solar

1.5MW

Wind

5 MW

Solar

Gold,
copper,
molybdenum
Zinc and
gold

Chile

Minera El
Tesoro

Sierra Gorda

Chile

Nyrstar

El Toqui

Suriname

IAMGOLD

Rosebel

Gold

Burkina
Faso

IAMGOLD

Esskane

Gold

Harmony Gold
Mining Co.
Ltd.

Kalgold

Gold

South Africa

Sibayne Gold

Beatrix,
Cooke,
Driefontein, &
Kloof

Gold

10-MW

Solar

South Africa

Anglo
American

Kriel colliery

Coal

240kW

Solar

Shanta Gold

New Luika

Gold

63kW

Solar

Brazil

Vale SA

Carajás

Iron

140 MW

Wind

Australia

Galaxy
resources

Mount Cattlin

Lithium

110kW solar
6.4kW wind

Solar &
Wind

Australia

BHP

West
Kalgoorlie

Nickle

300kW

Solar

Australia

Rio Tinto

Weipa

Bauxite

6.7MW

Solar

Australia

Sandfire
Resources

DeGrussa

Copper

10.6 MW

Solar

Canada

Glencore

Raglan

CopperNickle

3MW

Wind

Canada

Rio Tinto

Lac de Gras

Diamonds

9.2MW

Wind

United
States
United
States

Freeport
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resource extraction. Centralized energy generation and distribution, primarily the use of
corded electricity, has all but disappeared in most mining operations in regards to
extraction and hauling equipment. As mining operations have needed to become leaner
and more nimble, mobile diesel powered equipment has proven more flexible for
deployment in most operations. In the United States alone, 400 mines operate 8300
diesel powered vehicles, and are expected to continue to expand [57]. Well over 85% of
underground metal/nonmetal (M/NM) mines utilize diesel powered mine equipment in
the United States, with 100% of large mines (more than 500 miners) utilizing diesel
powered equipment in the M/NM sector [57]. However, moving to the use of mobile
diesel powered equipment has exacerbated problems associated with fossil-based liquid
fuel, rising costs and volatility. That these problems are acute is evidenced by the large
investments of heavy equipment manufacturers pursuing the development of a large
number and diversity of alternative fueled, hybrid-electric, and battery-powered machines
[51, 58-60]. In one instance, Vale has also committed hundreds of millions of dollars
(US) to converting locomotives and heavy equipment in its Carajas operations to
biodiesel blended fuels [61].
That biodiesel can represent a cost effective, stable, economically and
environmentally sustainable replacement to fossil-diesel, for use in heavy equipment, has
been demonstrated in the literature. The use of biodiesel over fossil-diesel in mining
equipment contains other certain advantages. The major advantages of biodiesel over
fossil-diesel are a greater cetane (CN) number, absence of aromatics, and a high oxygen
content [62]. The greater CN number ascribed to biodiesel fuel is an indicator of the
higher combustion speed of biodiesel fuel. The greater CN number means that engines
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fueled by biodiesel will run smoother and quieter with less “knocking.” The absence of
aromatics, consisting of benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene, and xylene (BTEX) reduces the
carcinogenicity of both the fuel and exhaust. The higher oxygen content ensures that the
fuel burns more completely, minimizing carbon monoxide.
2.3.3. Benefits to the Working Environment. There are many areas in which
the development of algal based biotechnologies can benefit the mining industry. The use
of algal derived biodiesel fuel in addition to reducing energy costs and market volatility
may have another added advantage, which is as a major contributor to a healthier
working environment. A review of the literature shows that the use of biodiesel has
dramatically reduced harmful emissions that include toxins, carcinogens, and particulates
in mining [63].
Soy-derived biodiesel is the only alternative fuel to be fully vetted under the
criterion set forth in the Clean Air Act (1990) Tier 1,and 2 [64-67]. However, it should
be noted that no organization other than the National Biodiesel Board (NBB, Jefferson
City, MO USA) has successfully submitted data for review by the EPA. The California
Environmental Protection Agency concluded a very detailed a Tier 1 concluding that
biodiesel use should be encouraged to reduce California’s carbon footprint [68].
Therefore, the advantages reported in the literature concerning biodiesel are primarily
from soy-derived fatty acid methyl esters (FAME), as viable amounts of feedstock for
fuel and chemicals have yet to be generated at the commercial-industrial scale from
photoautotrophic, eukaryotic, green microalgae. A major study conducted by the
National Cancer Institute identified fossil-diesel exhaust as a major contributor to lung
cancer in miners [69, 70]. The International Agency for Research on Cancer revised their
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assessment with an upgrade of fossil-diesel fuel exhaust from Group 2B (possible
carcinogen) to a Group 1 (known carcinogen) for humans [71]. Drastically reduced total
amounts of emissions and the wholesale elimination of highly toxic and carcinogenic
components of fossil-diesel from the cleaner burning biodiesel have been shown in the
literature to dramatically improve the working environment in and around extraction and
hauling equipment [63, 72-77]. Even in the most modern and efficient diesel engines, the
use of off-road diesel fuel has actually increased the number of diesel particulates while
making them smaller and more dangerous [78]. Environmental and public health
advocates have long tracked the impact of diesel particulates (DPM). As illustrated in
Figure 2.3, the total national particulate emissions of 2.5 micrometers in diameter and
smaller (PM 2.5) from off-highway engines (including mining equipment) exceeds onhighway emissions according to data retrieved from the National Emissions Inventory
(NEI) [79]. In the U.S., heavy duty diesel engines fueled by fossil-diesel found in mining
operations can emit between 100 to 200 times the mass of fine particulates, than similar
sized engines using more refined fuels like gasoline [80]. Specifically, the DPM
exposure of miners in the underground has been a major issue in the United States with
landmark legislation passed in the last decade to decrease the allowable DPM in working
environments [81, 82]. Biodiesel, being a highly refined fuel, has been shown to reduce
diesel particulate in government and industry research studies.

Figure 2.3. Plot of On-Highway and Off-Highway PM 2.5 as reported annually in thousands of tons in the NEI air pollutant emissions
trends data maintained by the EPA.
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The most dramatic reduction in DPM was found when soy biodiesel demonstrated an
80% reduction in worker exposure to DPM [77]. Biodiesel has also demonstrated
improved performance of passively regenerated diesel particulate filters (DPF), such that
they could potentially be utilized in underground mines [83, 84]. An excellent review on
the use of biodiesel for controlling worker exposure to diesel emissions in underground
mines is presented in [85].
With biodiesel a “drop-in” fuel for use in conventional diesel powered equipment,
many of the more costly environmental controls and exhaust mitigation equipment can be
eliminated. Biodiesel can simply replace fossil-diesel so that mining operations will not
have to purchase costly, more efficient engines, install engine control systems, improve
or expand ventilation systems, retrofit engine exhaust filtration systems, or use major
respiratory protective equipment for workers. With the most immediately tangible aspect
of employing algal biomass in mining as a feedstock for biodiesel, harmful emissions
affecting workers can be mitigated. Furthermore, the microalgal fatty acid composition
2.3.4. Biodiesel in Explosives for Resource Extraction. Since biodiesel is
chemically analogous, but more highly refined then fossil-diesel, it has utility outside of
the fuel tanks of power generation and mobile equipment. The second most prevalent use
of diesel fuel in mining operations is for mixing with ammonium nitrate to create a bulk
explosive. The ammonium nitrate-fuel oil mix (ANFO) is a ubiquitous explosive for the
removal of overburden and resource extraction. By utilizing a bio-based diesel in the
ANFO, the whole-sale elimination of harmful and toxic chemicals improves the
environmental impact. In research conducted at the University of Missouri Science &
Technology (MS&T), the use of this biodiesel as a direct replacement for fossil-diesel in
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the ANFO (ANSoy) mix was thoroughly explored, and has shown tremendous promise
[86]. Again, only soy-based biodiesel has been investigated for this purpose as no
research with algae-based diesel has been published.
2.3.5. Biodiesel in Mineral Processing. Research into the use of biodiesel in
mineral processing has only recently been investigated. In that research, biodiesel has
demonstrated an enhanced ability to float oxidized coal, and was a significantly better
collector than fossil-diesel or kerosene [87]. The use of vegetable oil in coal mining has
been researched previously for recovering coal from waste fines [88]. Exotic vegetable
oils from the polanga (Calophyllum inophyllum L.) and mahua (Madhuca longifolia)
seeds, have demonstrated great potential as flotation collectors in non-coking coals [89].
The use of biodiesel in mineral processing demonstrates yet another potential way that
the commercial-industrial scale culture of algae could benefit the mining industry.
2.3.6. Disadvantages of Biodiesel in Mining Operations. To be able to present
a complete evaluation of the potential of commercial-industrial scale algae culture, it is
necessary to review the potential disadvantages of the use of biodiesel fuel in mining
operations. Case studies from research presented in the literature have reported
drawbacks to the employment of vegetable based biodiesel under specifically defined
circumstances and situations.
2.3.6.1. Problems with biodiesel in supply. With the push by government
regulators and environmental groups to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG), and toxic and
carcinogenic emissions from the off-road diesel engines used in the mining industry,
biodiesel demand could easily outstrip supply. A recent report by the U.S. Energy
Information Administration (EIA) in July of 2015, forecasts the necessary growth in
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biodiesel as a result of the increased requirements of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency Renewable Fuel Standard as amended by 2007 Energy Independence and
Security Act (EPA-RFS2) [90]. A vigorous commercial-industrial scale algae culture has
the potential of significantly adding to the available biodiesel supply.
The law of supply and demand also affects the availability of biodiesel. Two
factors affect the supply of biodiesel, the price of oil and the price of the vegetable
commodities used in the production of biodiesel. The cost competitiveness of biodiesel is
an issue when the price of oil trends down. In 2008, rack prices (wholesale) for biodiesel
blended to B99.9 were $4.50 per gallon, which was cost competitive with fossil diesel at
the time [77]. However, over the course of this research project, the price of diesel has
decreased significantly with retail prices for fossil-diesel falling to nearly half of the
wholesale price of biodiesel in 2008. Biodiesel made from algae would still be subject to
the competition introduced by the fluctuation in oil prices. Further, biodiesel is subject to
spikes in commodity prices as FAMEs are vegetable derived, putting the industry at a
further disadvantage to fossil-diesel fuel [77]. However, because algae is currently not
traded as a vegetable commodity, this disadvantage would not affect the cost and
therefore, the supply of algal-derived biodiesel.
2.3.6.2. Disadvantages with biodiesel in operation. The wholesale change over
to biodiesel in mining operations has not occurred even though biodiesel use in mining is
eligible for renewable identification numbers (RINs) as specified under §80.1401 EPARSF2 [91]. Furthermore, the Mining Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) has not
reported receiving negative feedback from mining operations using biodiesel blends up to
B99 [75]. One major hurdle is that many of the major heavy equipment manufactures do
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not recommend or warrantee the use of the higher diesel blends in their engines. Most
major mining equipment and engine manufacturers give guidance on the amount of
biodiesel that can be blended with fossil-diesel without voiding warranties on their
equipment. As long as biodiesel blends meet or exceed ASTM International’s D975
specifications for 6-20% biodiesel blends, mining equipment manufactures will allow up
to B20 without voiding engine warranties [92-94]. However, few give any indication that
pure biodiesel, B100, is allowed [95]. Many operational issues occur when mining fleets
are switched over to running higher blends of biodiesel. These include the following
issues outlined in the literature:
•

The hygroscopic nature of biodiesel that increases the solubility of
water and can promote corrosion and microbial growth [96-98].

•

Poor cold temperature performance that includes the crystallization or
waxing of fuel which form at the cloud point [99, 100].

•

Oxidation stability, whereby the oils breakdown over time in the
presence of oxygen [101-103].

•

Solvency, where the higher biodiesel blends work as solvents in the
fuel systems and can lead to blockages in filters and systems [104,
105].

These issues appear to arise mainly from the basic feedstock used to create the biodiesel
and the subsequent quality of the final fuel product. While these issues are significant,
they are not insurmountable with proper quality control in fuel procurement, and
additional maintenance of equipment. Further, higher quality feedstocks with a better
mix of chemical properties could provide solutions to most of the issues. Utilizing oils
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that are more saturated would mitigate almost all of the aforementioned issues and have
already been characterized in several species of algae [106].
2.3.6.3. Potential negative impact of biodiesel on the working environment.
Testing on the biological effects and on the toxicity of biodiesel exhaust has found
negative impacts on the working environment in three areas:
(a) The production of harmful organic aerosols. A significant issue was
examined in relation to the increase in the soluble organic fraction
found on DPM that was emitted by equipment using biodiesel.
Testing showed higher organic carbon aerosols in engines that were
operated under light-loads and fueled with B50 [62]. Organic aerosols
are known to be detrimental for human health on a number of levels.
However, the addition of a diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC) effectively
reduced the aerosol emissions as did the utilization of B100 in the
same testing [107].
(b) An increase in nitrogen oxide emissions. The burning of biodiesel also
results in nitrogen oxide emissions and the potential to increase
aldehydes, depending on fuel quality [108]. These emissions are likely
to create stress in living organisms [109].
(c) A higher mutagenic response. Testing on the general biological
effects and on the toxicity of biodiesel exhaust, found another potential
problem with the use of biodiesel. In one study, a mutagenicity
analysis was conducted using an Ames Salmonella Assay with the
bacteria Salmonella typhimurium. A higher mutagenic response was
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noted when biodiesel B100 was used under light-engine loading
conditions. However, the introduction of a DOC dramatically reduced,
between 59% and 69%, of the mutagenic activity [110].
These disadvantages, while reported as part of this complete investigation into the use of
biodiesel, are either correctable or small, compared to the significant reductions in the
DPM and BTEX associated with fossil-diesel exhaust.

2.4. POTENTIAL FOR PHYCOREMEDIATION OF MINE INFLUENCED
WATER.
The large scale cultivation of algae on mine sites can provide other major benefits
to mining operations. In addition to ameliorating energy costs and volatility, algae can
provide both remediation and reclamation on mining properties. The development of a
sustainable mining industry has traditionally been challenged because of the industry’s
history of the wholesale degradation of the environment, and the highly publicized
instances of catastrophic mismanagement of natural resources. Some critics have even
gone so far as to characterize mining operations involved in the recovery of metals from
pyritic ores as "geochemical trauma" [111]. Mining wastes represent a perpetual and
pervasive environmental impact that lingers long after mineral deposits and reclamation
funding have been exhausted. Discharge of effluent and water run-off from mining
properties represents one of the largest environmental issues facing mining and
environmental engineers [112]. Mine influenced waters (MIW) can be delineated into
three major categories: acid mine drainage (AMD), metals contamination, and nitrate
removal.
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Because of the mining industry’s acute focus on capital and operational costs,
enhancing natural systems has long been at the center for treating MIW [113-116]. As a
result, the best documented systems in the literature are systems like engineered wetlands
and buried anaerobic microbial cells, as they are very low-cost, low tech solutions [114,
117-120]. Both engineered wetland systems and buried anaerobic microbial cell systems
have three significant disadvantages which severely limit their capacity for treating mine
waste. First, both systems are affected by changes in ambient temperatures so that they
cannot be deployed effectively year round in most climates. Second, both systems are
prone to hydrodynamic loading so that eventually the systems need to be stirred or
replaced. Third, the systems do not provide a cost benefit. Building and maintaining
these systems adds additional cost to the mining industry.
The commercial-industrial cultivation of algae in underground mine sites, as
proposed in this project can provide both remediation and reclamation on mining
properties without the disadvantages of both the engineered wetland systems, and the
buried anaerobic microbial cell systems. Temperature is controlled because the algae are
cultured underground. There is no problem with hydrodynamic loading. There is an
expectation of a cash crop. Integrated algal culture systems for biofuel and
bioremediation have been discussed extensively in the literature, as a means to utilize the
full potential of microalgae for both creating a valuable resource in biomass, while
simultaneously cleaning up the environment [7, 121-126]. Continuous development of
green engineering technologies is paramount to the mining industry as ore body quality
continues to decline, and environmental sensitivities become more acute [127, 128]. The
limited niche development of applied biotechnological processes like bio-leaching and
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bio-hydrometallurgy within mining and mineral recovery, has created a beachhead for a
more economically and environmentally sustainable industry built on biotechnology.
The research presented in this dissertation was undertaken to demonstrate the confluence
of opportunities for the sustainable deployment of algal biotechnologies for
environmental remediation and reclamation of mining properties.
2.4.1. Metals Remediation of MIW. Industrial cultures of photoautotrophic,
eukaryotic, unicellular, green algae would be uniquely suited to effectively deal with one
of the most pervasive environmental problems facing mining companies, dissolved
metals in MIW. Dissolved metals exposure has demonstrated negative impacts on fish
and invertebrate communities in bodies of water downstream of mines [129]. Human
health concerns in regards to acute and long-term exposures to heavy metals related to
mining and energy producing operations are well documented around the globe [130134]. The non-biodegradable nature and bio-magnification potential of these
contaminants makes them particularly vexing to remove and recover from mining
effluents [135, 136]. Even with the most advanced engineered systems, the sheer volume
of waste water to be remediated can result in tremendous costs [137]. In the past, both
biological and non-biological systems and strategies have been deployed to address this
problem with limited success.
2.4.1.1. Contrast ion exchange with algae bio-sorbents. Many different nonbiological strategies utilizing activated carbon, natural zeolite, and synthetic ion exchange
resins have been researched, developed, and deployed to address this ubiquitous
problem.Bio-sorbents for heavy metal removal are not a novel biotechnology for mining
operations as they have been key to surface flow (or aerobic wetland) remediation
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systems for decades [114, 115, 138]. The general advantage of biologically mediated
adsorption of metals as compared to the most common form of non-biological treatment
(ion exchange) can be seen in Table 2.2 that was adapted from the literature [115]. While
Table 2.2 does not distinguish between bacterial and algal bio-sorbents, it is clear that
bio-sorbents, in general, have some attractive advantages, from an operational standpoint,
as they can be very flexible and forgiving.

Table 2.2. General comparisons between bio-sorbent and ion-exchange in terms of key
operational characteristics. Reproduced from [115].
Characteristic
Organic Tolerance
Osmotic Shock

Metal Selectivity

Dissolved Solids
Tolerance

Bio-sorbents
Organic contaminants have
little or no effect
Not sensitive

Metal preference ratio of 2:1;
minimizing chromatographic
effect
High tolerance

Ion-Exchange Resins
Organics can foul resins
Sensitivity to rapid
changes in ionic
concentration
Non-selective resins have
metal preference ratio of
150:1
Less tolerance to high
TDS; Ca, and Mg affect
metal loading

As a renewable and inexpensive bio-sorbent, algae have demonstrated much
higher uptake capacity of metals then non-biological materials like activated carbon,
zeolite, and ion exchange resins [37, 139, 140]. For that reason, studies of bio-sorbents
involving algae, have greatly expanded. One review alone examined thirty-seven
different algae species for uptake of cadmium, copper, nickel, zinc, and lead [141]. In
addition to base metals, precious metals [142] and even radioactive metals absorption by
algae has been explored in the literature [143, 144].
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2.4.1.2. Bacteria versus algae. Bio-sorbents utilizing bacteria cultures have had
a long history of interest from gas, oil, and coal industries for cleaning up soluble metals
that are produced directly from the mining and refining of ores, to indirect sources such
as the combustion of fossil fuels used by power generation equipment [145]. Many
significant studies have reviewed the capacity of not only bacteria, but also algae, yeasts,
and fungi for heavy metal removal and recovery [34, 35, 146, 147]. A review of the
methods for removal of soluble metals from aqueous solutions by microorganisms
include the following.
(a) Volatilization- the methylation of metals.
(b) Extracellular precipitation- immobilization of metals in the
environment through complexing with secretions from
microorganisms.
(c) Extracellular complexing and accumulation- chelation of metals with
cell’s siderophore systems or extra cellular polymers in mucilage.
(d) Binding of metals to cell walls or membranes.
(e) Intracellular accumulation via active transport [145].
As a result, one of the most accepted methods for metals remediation on mining
properties is the engineered wetland systems [118-120]. While the uptake of metals by
other fauna in a wetland are significant, the biomineralization mediated by the anaerobic
bacterial assemblages within the wetland systems are key to sequestering the metals from
the natural environment. As the engineering has evolved, more focus has been placed on
enhancing the biological productivity and activity of bacteria in these systems. The
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development of compost reactors and submerged flow constructed wetland systems (CW)
have been developed as a result.
2.4.1.3. Algae metal sorption mechanisms. The term “ion-exchange”, as noted
in the literature, is actually an umbrella term for experimental observations and not
indicative of the precise binding mechanisms that range from physical to chemical in
nature [148]. Algae biomass is most often described as operating in a manner similar to
ion-exchange resins and many physical and chemical processes have been identified
[149, 150]. Metals can be sequestered by algal cells by several different mechanisms, as
presented in Figure 2.4 that was adapted from [148]. Beginning on the extreme outer
boundary of the cell, extracellular mucilage and exopolysaccharides contribute to a very
large portion of the metal binding affinity of algae. Some of the earliest studies on metal
affinity of alginates examined the polyuronides, which are polymers of uronic acids like
glucuronic and galacturonic acids within the mucilage and cell exterior [151]. Most biosorption of metals takes place at or in the cell boundary, where the greatest amounts of
negatively charged amino groups reside. Metals may also be actively taken into the cell
to become sequestered by a number of detoxification mechanisms. Metals may enter the
cytoplasm of the cell due to ion exchange, complexation, electrostatic attraction, or
through micro-precipitation within the cells. Once inside the cell, metals may be
sequestered by the accumulation on polyphosphate bodies, metallothioneins, and/or
phytochelatins, which are specific intercellular metal-binding proteins [152]. Heavy
metal ions may also be sequestered within vacuoles. Further, sulfated polysaccharides
are responsible for uptake of trivalent species of metals, and can reside in the cytoplasm
of the cell along with alginates. However, it is the algal cell wall that is recognized as the
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main metals binding site, and contributes greater than 80% of the total metal
accumulation [153].

Figure 2.4. Diagram of the relative location and affinity of algal cell to metals in
solution.

Analysis of recent literature also points to specific molecular components, and highly
developed specificity for metallic ions among algal species. In particular, extracellular
polysaccharides function as highly selective, organic ligands [154-157]. These polymers
have high concentrations of negative surface charges, and have been shown to be very
effective at chelating a number of heavy metal ions [158].
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However, these co-production facilities deal primarily with the reduction of
nutrients and not necessarily metals [7, 159-162]. In fact, reviews of the literature
demonstrate that metal sopriton by algae is novel in comparison to work with fungi and
bacteria [163]. Since the late 1940’s alginates have been examined for their tremendous
capacity to absorb metals in aqueous solutions [151]. However, the identification of
microalgae as a biosorbent has only recently been investigated as a way to reclaim toxic
and sometimes precious metals for reuse from metal laden mining effluents before they
can enter the natural environment [164]. Algae have even been investigated for creating
cryptogamic soil crusts to stabilize and cover spoil from oil shale mining [165]. Research
in the literature has found that, alive or dead, algae make excellent biosorbents of heavy
metals found in aqueous solutions. The use of algae offers some potential upsides that
cannot be realized using other conventional methods. These include a low cost of raw
materials, no secondary pollution, and the production of a marketable commodity.
Deployment of algae in large scale remediation has been limited due to reported
slow and erratic growth rates in open-pond cultures resulting in long retention times that
increase capital costs due to the requirement of larger retention tanks and ponds.
Harvesting of microalgae presents another large hurdle for their implementation in
commercial-industrial applications because of high costs [166]. A possible solution
presented in the literature would be to employ macroalgae, seaweeds, or filamentous
algae because they offer similar performance to microalgae, but have the benefit of being
easier to harvest [167]. However, these same studies conceded that the lower surfacearea-to-volume ratio and difficulty in “farming” these organisms may nullify the cost
benefit. Another potential problem may arise with the deployment of algae in mixed
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metal ion systems found in actual mining effluents. The research literature related to the
uptake of metal ions by microalgal species has been commonly limited to an examination
of only monometallic aqueous systems [35, 139, 148, 167]. The presence of two or more
dissolved metal ions in solution can have dramatic results on the uptake of algae, ranging
from synergism to antagonism in the uptake rates of metals by microalgae [168].
Additionally, the health of some microalgae have been negatively impacted by the
chemicals used in mineral processing, as well as, diesel fuel [169-171]. Finally, the
research in the literature has shown that a number of environmental factors (temperature,
alkalinity, salinity, pH, & etc.) also impact the ability of microalgae to treat MIW
depending, as well as, the proportions and valance states of the metals in solution [37,
145, 153, 172-175].
However, the aforementioned issues with metals remediation by microalgae can
be addressed in the microalgae culture system proposed within the project described in
this manuscript. The growth of algae in underground workings of
abandoned/vacant/unused mines is highly controlled by virtue of its location.
Consistently favorable temperatures and illumination can be maintained for algae species
that are best suited for a given contaminant and environmental profile. This control is in
contrast to the reality of open-pond systems where algae biotechnologies have been
severely limited.
2.4.2. Nitrate Removal from MIW. A major water quality issue for mine sites
is nitrate [176]. Modern commercial explosives contain between 70% to 94% of an
oxidizer consisting of ammonium, calcium, or sodium nitrate compounds which are
highly soluble in water [177]. The massive amounts of large quantity/low frequency
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explosives used create significant water quality issues from spillage during handling or
from explosives that are left in blast holes that fail to detonate [178]. Residue and
spillage of the ANFO mixture represents a large portion of the total environmental
contamination on mining properties. Figure 2.5 shows the loading of blastholes with a
considerable amount of spillage of excess explosive around each of the holes.

Figure 2.5. Grid of blastholes filled with ANFO. Note gray mounds denote excess
nitrogenous chemical around each blasthole.

High rate algal ponds (HRAP) systems, or algal turf scrubbers, have been utilized
in wastewater treatment for removal of nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium nutrients
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[179-183]. One finding provides a basis for a combined nutrient removal-metal
sequestration system utilizing additional industrial or municipal waste streams to provide
a synergistic affect in metals removal. Studies on Heterosigma akashiwo show that metal
sequestration and storage capacity of the algae increased when phosphate was replete to
excessive in the culture media [184]. A major research effort has been undertaken by the
United States military to investigate algae’s ability to remediate explosive residue. The
United States Army has been actively researching the use of algae as a way to recycle M6
artillery round propellant to create biofuel at the Picatinny Arsenal [185]
2.4.3. AMD Remediation. As can be seen from the earliest regulations of MIW,
the 1937 exclusion of AMD from the Clean Streams Law was a matter of necessity as
technologies for the effective treatment of the problem were unavailable [186]. Of
primary concern, then and now, is the development of methods to adequately deal with
the acidic waters produced, as well as the increased solubility of toxic metals in AMD.
AMD, or acid rock drainage (ARD) is the name for waters draining off of mining
properties that have come into contact with rocks containing iron sulfide minerals in the
form of pyrite (FeS 2 ) and/or marcasite (Fe 11 S 12 ) that have been exposed to oxygen and
water to create sulfuric acid [112, 187, 188]. The primary issue with AMD mitigation is
trying to control chemical reactions that are autocatalytic in nature. The reactivity of
pyrite is such that it can occur even in dry environments as illustrated in Equation (1)
[187].
FeS2(s) +3O2 →FeSO4 +SO2

(1)
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As outlined within the GARD Guide, mitigation of pyritic reactions is an
important goal towards meeting the mining industry's objective of being truly
[environmentally] "sustainable" [112].
Pyrite can also react in the absence of oxygen in acidic waters as seen in Equation
(2) using only the iron(III) ions (Fe3+) to propagate the formation of acid [189].
+
FeS2(s) + 14Fe3+ + 8H2 O → 15Fe2+ + 2SO24 + 16H

(2)

However, in most mine waste piles and workings, there is sufficient moisture and
oxygen present to favor the following set of Equations ((3)-(5) taken from Strumm and
Morgan (1996) [190]. When exposed to air and water, the following reaction equations
characterize the oxidation of pyrite and the formation of protons to develop acidic water
conditions that are commonly described as AMD. The oxidation of pyrite to sulfate
releases dissolved iron (II) and acidity into the water as seen in Equation (3).

FeS2(s) +

7
+
O + H2 O → Fe2+ + 2SO24 + 2H
2 2

(3)

The iron (II) product in the previous Equation (3) is oxidized further to iron (III)
by the following Equation (4):
1

1

Fe2+ + 4O2 + H+ → Fe3+ + 2H O
2

(4)

Finally, the hydrolysis of the Fe3+produces iron(III) hydroxide and releases
additional protons. The formation of the pale-yellow to reddish-orange iron(III)
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hydroxide (yellow-boy) precipitate is a hallmark of AMD waters and is the result of
Equation (5).
Fe3+ + 3H2 O ↔ Fe(OH)3(s) + 3H+

(5)

Further, under the acidic conditions, the Fe3+ will exist in significant quantities as
different species of iron(III) hydroxides that also influence further pyrite oxidation. In
addition to the neutral species of iron(III) hydroxide, these additional species would
include Fe(OH)2+, Fe(OH) 2 +, Fe(OH) 4 -. The aforementioned positively charged species
have been shown to also increase the abiotic pyrite oxidation rate [189].
In addition to the abiotic pyritic reactions, microbes are responsible for increasing the
kinetics of these reactions. The rate-determining step, at the low pH values of pyrite
dissolution, is the oxygenation of Fe2+ to Fe3+. This is usually catalyzed by autotrophic
bacteria such as Ferrobacillus ferrooxidans, Ferrobacillus sulfooxidans, and Thiobacillus
ferrooxidans [191]. Such biotic reactions can accelerate the rate of conversion of Fe2+ to
Fe3+ in Equation (4) via enzymatic catalysis by 6 to 8 orders of magnitude [191-193].
This regeneration of Fe3+usually occurs as the result of indirect metabolic oxidation
according to Equation (6) below:
4FeSO4 + 2O2 + 2H2 SO4 → 2Fe2 (SO4 )3 + 2H2 O

(6)

In both the abiotic and biotic mediated AMD generation, Fe3+ is the key facilitator
as can be seen in the previously presented equations. The effectiveness of Fe3+ breaking
metal sulfide bonds is greater than that of protons. This is because Fe3+ is much more
efficient at extracting electrons from the metal sulfide lattice than is O 2 [194]. Further,
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the oxidative Fe3+ attack also applies to Equations (7)-(10) of other notable metal sulfide
systems [193]:
2+
+
PbS2(s) + 8Fe3+ + 8H2 O → 15Fe2+ + 2SO24 + 16H + Pb

(7)

+
2+
ZnS2(s) + 8Fe3+ + 8H2 O → 15Fe2+ + 2SO24 + 16H + Zn

(8)

+
FeAsS(s) + 13Fe3+ + 8H2 O → 14Fe2+ + SO24 + H3 AsO4(aq) + 13H

(9)

+
2+
FeCuS(s) + 16Fe3+ + 8H2 O → 17Fe2+ + 2SO24 + Cu + 16H

(10)

From the aforementioned reactions, it is clear that Fe3+ is pivotal in the creation
and perpetuation of AMD along with the more ubiquitous water and oxygen. The idea of
actively removing the iron from AMD has been attempted before with the use of
hydrogen sulfide to precipitate the iron as an insoluble sulfide [195]. The expense and
handling difficulties of hydrogen sulfide resulted in a cumbersome treatment method that
was actually benefiting more from the additions of limestone used to adjust the pH.
Prevailing wisdom among many, regarding AMD, is perhaps best described by
the title of an early paper on the subject, Acid Mine Water + Limestone = Clean Stream
[196]. Today, most "best practices" seek only to minimize the exposure of pyritic rock to
water and oxygen along with neutralization amendments like limestone. The ability of
the proposed system is unique in that it will seek to remediate waters by sequestering the
Fe3+ out of the environment via hybrid passive/active bioremediation. To better
understand how such a biologically based system would effectively mitigate the Fe3+ ion
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specifically, a discussion on the nutrient requirements of photosynthesizing algae is
prudent.
In contrast to bacterial metabolism/catabolism, algae utilize the most common
nuisance metals in ARD, iron and manganese, for biological processes associated with
photosynthesis. Thus, algae have physiological systems that can readily remove these
metals from the environment. It is important to note that algae's need for iron
(specifically as Fe3+) as a primary macronutrient, is only surpassed by its need for
nitrogen and phosphorous. In terms of total physical composition, approximately 0.2 to
34µg·mg-1 dry weight of algae will be iron [197]. While iron is the most important of the
metals required for critical photosynthetic functions, manganese is also an essential
component of the water oxidizing center of photosynthesis [198]. The general
mechanism for the assimilation of Fe3+ can be viewed in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6. Microalgae uptake mechanism of Fe3+
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The diagram demonstrates that the inorganic species of Fe3+ chelate to a ligand which can
either be produced by the algae, or by bacteria in the surrounding environment. The ironligand then interacts with the iron uptake sites called transferrin membrane-bound
proteins, (trans) within the outer membranes of the algal cells. Once conveyed into the
cells, the iron is generally used to assemble the large amounts of cytochromes and iron
(II) sulfide (FeS) redox centers required for photosynthesis [155, 198].
Similar to conditions found in sea water, the Fe3+ in AMD can strongly react with
water such that the iron in solution will be in both colloidal form and as metal-ligand
complexes, such as siderophores or ferriooxamines that are produced by bacteria [199].
Algae have developed highly specialized systems for iron uptake where Fe3+ is
exclusively selected for by plasma membrane bound transferrins [200]. As such, these
bio-sorptive surfaces of algae not only efficiently collect Fe3+, but take on a more
important role of sequestering the iron within the biomass of the organism.
In addition to the ability of algae to mitigate Fe3+, algae can also make direct
improvements to the pH and the alkalinity of AMD waters without the expensive addition
of limestone or other chemicals [201]. As an aquatic phototrophic organism, algae
incorporate aqueous bicarbonates (HCO 3 -) by first transforming them into CO 2 through
catalysis by carbonic anhydrase (CA). The resulting CO 2 is incorporated into the
biomass via photosynthesis, and a carbonate (CO 3 -2) and water are released back to the
environment as seen in Equation (11).
CA

2HCO-3 �� CO2 (𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒)+CO-2
3 + H2 O

(11)
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The result is an increase in pH through the formation of hydroxide ions (OH-)
upon carbonate's reintroduction to water, as well as more bicarbonate as seen in Equation
12.
CO-2
3 + H2 O → HCO3 + OH

(12)

The major advantage to an algae-based bioremediation technology is that it is
uniquely suited for AMD remediation based on the aforementioned merits of being able
to selectively assimilate Fe3+ ions into the biomass while creating alkalinity.
2.4.4. Restoration of Soils. Algae can be used as a soil amendment to restore
fertile cover for establishing flora. Unicellular calcareous algae produce unique “shields”
of complex crystals of CaCO 3 via biomineralization in unique coccolith vesicles [202].
These would be useful for mixing with acidified soils. Algal biomass, both cyanobacteria
and true eukaryotic, have been found to be excellent biofertilizers for crops such as
sorghum [203]; however high costs in early analysis have hampered further development
[204]. Based on research into the terra preta or “black earth” found in the Amazon rain
forests of central South America, biochar from algae would likely make an excellent soil
amendment as fine-grained charcoal has been used for millennia in agriculture as a soil
conditioner [205]. Cost savings for mine remediation could be realized in the reduction
of the total fertilizer required for reclamation projects as biochars from pyrolysis of algae
biomass could help the soils hold onto phosphorous and agrochemicals as well as water.
Because of its persistence in the soils due to being relatively inert, this could also
represent a potential “low tech, low cost solution” for carbon sequestration that makes
better use of carbon containing molecules then other methods [206].
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2.4.5. Mining-Specific Issues with Employing Biotechnologies. The
operational mining environment is a harsh landscape for most living organisms.
Similarly, the aquatic environment within a mine can be very challenging for organisms
to survive, let alone flourish. This particular section outlines some of the areas of most
concern relating to the culture of microalgae.
2.4.5.1. Concerns with the toxicity of flotation reagents. Mineral processing
operations can create potential issues with the culturing algae on mining effluent. A
potential problem has been illustrated with studies of bacterial sensitivity to flotation
reagents. At concentrations commonly found in mineral processing effluent,
iron/mineral-oxidizing bacteria were found to be particularly sensitive to most of the
flotation reagents [207]. While the intent of the aforementioned study was to examine
the potential problems in using microorganisms to process gold-bearing and metal sulfide
ores in bio-mining/bioleaching applications, it does reveals a potential vulnerability of
growing algae on MIW.
At concentrations commonly found in mining effluent, bacteria were found to be
particularly sensitive to most flotation reagents resulting in dramatically reduced
populations due to cellular damage and death [145]. Other issues specific to bacterial
growth for metal remediation on mining properties are the sensitivities of the bacteria to
diesel fuel and other chemicals used in extraction and mineral processing. Specifically,
some species of cyanobacteria exhibit decreasing chlorophyll a content when exposed to
diesel fuel and gasoline [208].
Median tolerance limits for some reagents used in mining have been established
for some of the most common chemicals used in mineral processing. Table 2.3 lists the
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96-hour median tolerance limit (TLm96) or the median lethal concentration (LC50) for
several reagents in relation to the inhibition of algal photosynthesis as well as other
common aquatic bio-indictors [169].
However photosynthetic, eukaryotic algae can also degrade alkylphenols found in
nonionic surfactants which is important for simultaneously treating these endocrine
disrupting chemicals used in mineral processing [209].

Table 2.3. Table of hazardous chemicals used in mineral processing. The table has been
reproduced from [169]. The TL m 96 values reported are equal to or less than 100 ppm by
weight in water or the median aquatic lethal concentration is equal to or less than
100mg/L of material in water (LC 50 ) when administered for 96 hours to warm water fish
such as bluegill or fathead minnow.
Reagent

Type

Fathead
Minnow

Bluegill

Snail

Algal Photosynthesis

Methyl isobutyl-carbinol

Frother

100-1000

-

-

-

Frother

>1000

>1000

100-1000

-

Frother

100-1000

50-100

100-100

100-200

Potassium amyl xanthate

Collector

1.8-18

100-200

1.0-10

100-200

Sodium isopropyl
xanthate

Collector

0.18-1.8

0.01-0.1

10-100

10-100

Sodium ethyl xanthate

Collector

0.18-1.8

-

-

100-200

Collector

-

1.0-10

100-200

Promoter

10-100

10-50

10-100

100-200

Promoter

-

660-1000

>1000

-

Propylene glycol-methyl
esters
Long chain aliphatic
alcohols

Minerec B
(Dixanthogen)
Isopropyl ethyl
thionocarbamate
Sodium Diethyldithiophosphate

2.4.5.2. Concerns with toxicity of metals. The mechanism of oxidative stress
both increases reactive oxygen species (superoxide anion, O 2 -; hydrogen peroxide H 2 O 2 ,
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hydroxyl radical, •OH, and singlet oxygen O 2 *) and reduces the antioxidant capacity
within the cells of the algae [210]. Issues with types of dissolved metals can have a
dramatic effect on stress in ecosystems exposed to mine drainage [211].
2.4.5.3. Concerns with acid. The acidity of many mine waters poses a
significant problem for aquatic organisms. Most living cells maintain an internal
biochemical state that is kept within a narrow range of pH neutrality. In the presence of
increased concentrations of extracellular protons, the cell must invest heavily in actively
pumping out H+, possibly utilizing up to 50% of the ATP synthesized [36, 212].
Eukaryotic green microalgae that are acid adapted, such as D. acidophila demonstrate
greatly reduced light harvesting complexes resulting in decreased total absorption of light
[213]. Additionally, the biosorption capacity of biomass assemblages in activated sludge
exhibited negligible uptake at low pH values (pH ≈ 1 to 2) [214].
2.4.5.4. Concerns with dissolved solids Another concern for cultivation of
algae in MIW is the prevalence of dissolved solids. Algae can efficiently and effectively
uptake most heavy metals and radioactive ions that may be entrained in these waters.
Most metals found in MIW are dissolved and are found as part of the total dissolved
solids (TDS). Metals become dissolved into the water as a result of the exposure of rock
to oxygen and water. This exposure creates an environment where anions and cations are
released resulting in increases in calcium, sulfate, magnesium and bicarbonate being
dissolved in MIW [215, 216]. Further, underground operations or particularly deep pit
operations can produce highly saline waters. The major concern with the dissolved solids
is when the precipitate out as a result of forming insoluble oxides in responses to
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exposure of MIW to higher pH environments. The accumulation of formerly dissolved
solids have been found to be physical stressors for algae. [211].

2.5. LIGHT EMITTING DIODE DEVELOPMENT
One possible solution to fully exploit the biotechnological potential of algae is the
employment of light-emitting diodes as grow lights [217-219]. Biological response to
monochromatic light can alter carbon fixation activity in oil-producing algae [220].
Amino acid and protein production in algae has been found to be profoundly different
when grown under blue light [154, 221]. Furthermore, the amount of light saturation
(light intensity) can also have a dramatic effect on the photosynthetic apparatus of algae
[222, 223]. The “light regime” in reference to PBRs is a common term that describes the
irradiance of visible light on microalgae cells in experiments [11, 224-227].
Investigations of green algae showed that organisms grown under high intensity light
developed smaller Chl antenna size that resulted in greater photosynthetic productivity
and incident light efficiency [14, 228-232].
One of the major hurdles facing the research into the development of grow lights
from LEDs was the absences of true-blue peak emission. The use of red LEDs had been
comprehensively investigated by many research groups as the technology had been
around since the 1960’s [217, 233-236]. The first major advancement in LED grow-light
technology was the development of high-intensity red devices produced in high volumes
as a result of research and development by Hewlett-Packard into aluminum-galliumarsenide materials [237]. The next major advance in LEDs as a grow light technology
was the development of a device with a peak wavelength in the visible blue light
spectrum. The first true-blue LED (indium-gallium-nitride ) was developed at the Nichia
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Cooperation by Shuji Nakmura in 1999 [238]. In less than 20 years, the blue LED has
revolutionized lighting as it provided the final piece of the red-green-blue additive color
model (RGB) for creating efficient “white” light. As a result, few if any devices were
available for consumers when the research project began and most blue emitting devices
were not within the action spectrum of the photosystems for green plants. In fact, only a
handful of very expensive residential LED replacement light bulbs came to market in
2008 and the U.S. Department of Energy had just rolled out the first L Prize competition
for the further commercial development of solid-state lighting technologies when this
project began [239]. The L Prize competition was not awarded until August of 2011 by
Philips Lighting North America and since then LED devices have become more diverse,
more efficient, and less expensive. The U.S. Department of Energy estimated that fewer
than 400,000 LED lights were installed in the United States in 2009 which rapidly grew
to over 78 million bulbs installed residentially in 2014 as a direct result of the 90%
reduction in cost since 2008 [239]. The most recent update to the U.S. Department of
Energy’s Solid-State Lighting R& D Plan explains that LED lighting has considerable
room for improvement in terms of technology as the DOE goal is a luminaire efficiency
of over 200 lm·W-1 [240]. As a result, very little research utilizing LED blue grow lights
for algae research had been documented prior to 2011 [241-247]. The blue LED device
continues to be improved as blue phosphorescent organic materials have been created to
improve the energy efficiency [248].
A major issue with efficiency of LEDs is the “trapped light” problem that has
been observed since the birth of the technology in the 1960s. The active or light emitting
region is actually formed, through epitaxial layering, within the semiconductor materials
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as seen in Figure 2.7 that has been modified from [249]. The efficient liberation of
photons from the active layer is confounded by the index of refraction of the surrounding
layers. In materials with a high index of refraction, such as those found in most highefficiency LEDs, the high-index of refraction of the semiconductor layers surrounding the
active layer results in a very narrow escape cone for photons with the rest of the light
trapped by internal reflection.

Figure 2.7. Typical layered structure of a high-brightness aluminum-gallium-indiumphosphorous (AlGaInP) LED.

Research into changing the refractive index of the materials has resulted in
increases in light extraction, thus increasing the efficiency of the device. The study of the
optical properties of the bioluminescent apparatus in fireflies (Photuris Lampyridae), has
lead research scientists to developed novel supplementary over-layers for LEDs that
improve light extraction by up to 55% [250].
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More commonly, the physical shape of the device has been modified to improve
the light extraction. Since LEDs are built up of different layers of materials as previously
illustrated in Figure 2.7 using traditional semiconductor fabrication technologies, the
most common geometric shape is the rectangular parallelepiped and results in large
amounts of light trapped by internal reflection [249]. Ideal structures would be spheres
or cones and the future is very promising with the advent of manufacturing technologies
to cost effectively produce such 3-D structures [251].
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 INTRODUCTION
The materials and methods developed for this project were extensive by virtue of
the fact that the project involved the development of a completely new experimental
laboratory within the Missouri University of Science & Technology’s Rock Mechanics
and Explosives Research Center. The development of the laboratory space and
experimental infrastructure was funded in part by a grant from the Missouri University of
Science & Technology’s Energy Research and Development Center. Beginning with the
selection of a model organism, the creation of the methodology and tools for professional
quality experimental work in developing biotechnologies for mining applications was a
considerable portion of the project described in this manuscript. What follows is an
accounting of the exact method of development leading to the capstone experimental
research project undertaken for partial fulfillment of the requirements for a PhD in
mining engineering.

3.2. PHOTOTROPHIC MICROALGAE SELECTION
Multiple criteria were set for determining which organism would be employed in
this work. The initial parameters were set by the physical and logistical constraints
necessary to keep the overall cost of the proposed underground algal culture system
competitive with more traditional and commercially proven OPS and PBR systems.
Intuitively, the growth of non-photoautotrophic microorganisms or heterotrophic algae
would have been better suited to the absolute darkness encountered in underground
mines. However, underground mines are designed to optimize the removal of vast
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amounts of commodities and not necessarily for bringing materials back into the mines.
Heterotrophic bioreactors would require tremendous amounts of carbonaceous feedstock
to be brought down into the mines. Compounding the high cost of procuring
carbonaceous feedstock with the additional costs of transporting them into the mines
would erase much, if not all, of the cost-benefit of utilizing the underground mining
brownfields. Conversely, the transportation of electrical energy is easily accomplished
with existing infrastructure into the underground spaces. Power transmission systems
within underground mines are extensive and represent a considerable resource that is left
abandoned in most mining operations when the mine is no longer in production. Taking
advantage of the existing infrastructure through the utilization of artificial illumination of
a strictly photoautotrophic organism was a key consideration in the selection of a model
organism.
Similarly, the extensive ventilation of the underground mine spaces provides an
equally well suited method of bringing in carbon, as CO 2 , to strictly photoautotrophic
organisms. Additionally, pneumatic systems for supplying gasses under pressure, such as
pure CO 2 and/or ammonia into underground spaces are another omnipresent piece of
infrastructure within underground mining operations. From an operational point of view,
the use of photoautotrophic algae was determined to be the best way to fully leverage the
existing infrastructure of underground mines as little to no development and additional
equipment would be needed for bringing down into the mine spaces the two major
resources required for industrial scale algae culture, light energy and CO 2 . Further,
infrastructure cost savings could be realized as algae could be concentrated in the
underground and then transported to the surface via slurry pipelines similar to those used
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in the dewatering of mine spaces. Similarly, the movement of nutrients could be
accomplished as they are dissolved as a concentrate on the surface and pumped down into
the underground mine spaces. As a result, almost all mechanical handling equipment,
such as ore skips and LHDs (Load, Haul, and Dump machines), would not be needed,
significantly offsetting capital and operational costs.
In order to maximize the cost savings found in the redevelopment of underground
mining spaces, the project scope was distilled down to examining the growth of strictly
photoautotrophic, eukaryotic, green algae on artificial lighting. If this most basic precept
of the model could not be justified in terms of expense and environmental sustainability,
the model would be easily invalidated.

3.3. SELECTION OF A HALOTOLERANT MICROALGAE
Further refinement of the scoping process for selecting a model organism was
required after initial attempts to grow cultures of freshwater algae failed. The complete
saturation of cultures by invasive mold and fungi into the freshwater algae cultures grown
originally in the MS&T experimental mine illustrated a major unforeseen problem with
the growth of algae in such spaces. While several ways of encapsulating the freshwater
cultures were suggested, they were all ultimately dismissed because they eliminated any
cost advantage over existing PBR systems. As a result, a switch to a marine/halotolerant
species was made to mitigate the problems with contamination. An ancillary advantage
with utilizing marine algae was the ability to utilize groundwater that occurs at depth in
mines, and is often salty to briny. In the United States, a large portion of the ground
water below 500ft (150 m) is considered saline where the dissolved salts range from 1000
to 10,000 parts per million [252]. Research from South Africa demonstrated a patented
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process for “bio-desalination” of MIW in which HRAPs were used to effectively remove
80% of sulfates [111]. The switch to a marine/halotolerant algae species also fits well in
keeping the model environmentally sustainable as the system would be able to utilize a
water source that did not interfere with the needs of agriculture or municipalities.
Finally, extremophillic organisms were determined to be a robust biotechnology due to
the unique biology of the organisms [253].
A further consideration in the choice of the model algae species was to choose a
species from a family with a long industrial pedigree. The genus of Dunaliella was an
obvious choice in this respect. D. salina is one of only a handful of algae that have been
successfully used in the commercial-industrial production of algal biomass. Starting in
the 1970’s, D. salina has been cultivated in large outdoor ponds in Australia, Israel,
China, and India for the specific purpose of collecting beta-carotene for the nutraceutical
markets. Furthermore, the genus has been the subject of over 100 years of research
[254]. The first formal description of the genus Dunaliella was made by E. C.
Teodorescu in 1906 [23], and volumes have been written since as the genus has proven to
be very easy to culture. The citations in the following list of characteristics has been
limited to only those resources addressing the species Dunaliella viridis.
(a) Wide salinity tolerance (0.1 to 5M NaCl) [255-258]
(b) Tolerance to heavy metals [259]
(c) Resistant to large changes ( ≤ 3M) in salt concentration [260]
(d) Wall-less cells for easier disruption [261, 262]

(e) Resistance to variable nutrient concentration [262]
(f) Physiological plasticity to changing irradiance [263]
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Comprehensive reviews of the state-of-the-art in research studies would include seminal
works by Avon & Ben-Almotz, Borowitzka & Borowizka, Masiuk, and Oren that span
over 100 years of the research on the many unique and commercial important species
within the genus Dunaliella [22, 254, 264-268]. Further, some members of the genus
have an exceptionally high oil content (Dunaliella tertiolecta) making them perfect
candidates for further study on optimizing biofuel production [269-271]. Finally, several
species within the genus have been discovered to have unique properties that may
contribute to the success of future work in phytoremediation studies of mining properties.
Many species within the Dunaliella genus are able to grow in relatively harsh conditions
similar to those found on mining properties. The research effort is ongoing to discover
and characterize more members of the genus. Thus far, examples from the Dunaliella
genus include species that can flourish in extremely low pH, Dunaliella acidophila (D.
acidophila) [272], and even a recently described species that can survive in the subaerial
habitat of the Atacama Desert [273]. The choice of Dunaliella parva (D. parva) from the
Culture Collection of Algae at the University of Texas at Austin (UTEX LB1983) was
chosen to be the model species for this project based on a number of a factors. Since the
production of biofuel as well as other chemical feedstocks are a high priority for the
mining industry, an organism was needed that had the potential to produce suitable raw
material for such applications. D. parva was identified in the literature as having a
similar lipid chemical profile and content as D. tertiolecta [271], and as having shown
that special phospholipids were used in retaining intercellular glycerol against strong
osmotic pressures [274]. An additional advantage is that D. parva does not accumulate
β-carotene like D. salina [275]. This advantage can manifest itself as cells expend energy
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and cellular resources in creating useful precursors for biodiesel instead of β-carotene.
Finally, D. parva was proven to be a strict phototroph in the research literature [276].
This attribute was particularly important to prevent confounding results as the main goal
of the experimentation was to investigate providing absolutely all of the cellular energy
via artificial illumination, and all of the cellular carbon from CO 2 . Apart from these
considerations, the D. parva strain in the lab that was purchased from UTEX had also
proven to grow well in preliminary experiments in different media formulations. The
biochemical machinery that provided the organism’s halotolerant status also imbued it
with the biochemistry and physiology to withstand infrequent culturing, and to tolerate
wide temperature swings such as those encountered in the mining biotechnology
laboratory. Furthermore, D. parva was not as well characterized in the research literature
for growth under artificial lighting, especially under LEDs.
Micrographs of the D. parva under culture in the lab can be seen in Figure 3.1 that
were taken with a digital microscope camera (Ken-A-Vision 1401KR Pupil Cam, Kansas
City, MO, USA) attached to a American Optical microscope ( Model #1034, American
Optical Co., Buffalo, NY USA). The digital photograph was taken at 400x optical
magnification. Shown in this digital photograph, taken at the beginning of the research
project, are the two cell phenotypes types that were a constant source of consternation.
The smaller, egg-shaped algae are the textbook flagellated organisms that comprise much
of the morphology found in the genus of Dunaliella. However, the larger, more spherical
cells in the picture were more difficult to classify. Early in the research project, the larger
cells were thought to be undivided cells or zygotes of the algae. Later, the larger cells
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were thought to be contaminant algae that may have come from an unfiltered field sample
that was brought into the lab from Boothbay, ME.

Figure 3.1. Digital photograph of UTEX LB1983 used in research project (from 2008).

Part of the reasoning behind the “contamination” theory came from observations
that purified, stock samples showed no trace of the large cells. However, after transfer to
bioreactors for experiments, the large cells would appear and grow at such a prolific rate
that several experiments were halted as a result. For several years of the project, the
larger algae would appear to overtake the experimental samples and many different
methods were attempted to purify the samples. Occasionally, the larger cells would be
seen in spot checks of stock cultures under light microscopes, but they were always very
few. After endless cycles of attempts to purify the samples because of the presence of a
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contaminant algae, experiments were finally performed to completion with the inclusion
of the contaminate algae. Previously, the experiments were stopped as soon as a
significant population of the contaminant algae were noted.
Investigations of different strains of Dunaliella had been analyzed in the literature
according to their rDNA internal transcribed spacers (ITSs), and the UTEX LB1983
strain of D. parva was found to have more similarity to Dunaliella. viridis (D. viridis) in
the analysis than with other conspecifics [277, 278]. Upon this discovery, that the strain
of algae assumed to be D. parva was actually D. viridis, further review of the literature
specific to D. viridis found that this particular member of the Dunaliella family has had a
long history of being difficult to identify based on work translated from a seminal book
on Dunaliella by Teodorescu [23]. The incompleteness and many inaccuracies in
Teodorescu’s 1906 original description of D. viridis contributed to a long standing
confusion in the formal classification of the organism [22]. The result has been that
names D. viridis, D. parva, and D. euchlora have been used without much scientific rigor
and would explain why a mistake from a very respectable culture collection like UTEX
could have been made. To help confirm the discovery, a sample of the algae was sent to
be analyzed by Julie Sexton, the curator of the Culture Collection for Marine
Phytoplankton (CCMP) 1. Sexton reported that in the mixed sample of large and small
algae cells, the larger cells had a decidedly un-Dunaliella-like appearance. However,
when Sexton placed them into their incubators with fresh media and grow lights, only the
smaller morphology were present after two weeks [279]. Evidence of dual morphology
had been presented before where Dunaliella salina had exhibited two different

1

In 2011, The CCMP was renamed the Provasoli-Guillard National Center for Marine Algae and
Microbiota, NCMA
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morphologies, “motile” and “vegetative,” [280] but not for D. parva. However, after the
partial translation of the works by Masuik, a variation of Dunialiella viridis Teod., Var.
palmelloides, was described as preferentially existing in the palmella stage whereby the
algae lose their flagella, grow into a much larger coccoid form, and excrete a thick,
extracellular layer of mucilage [22]. Formal DNA analysis of the algae would have been
the logical next step, but such analysis was beyond the limited resources of the
laboratory. However, publications in the literature about the misidentification of the
UTEX LB1983 culture, and the corroborating observations from other scientists provide
the support that the D. parva name was inaccurate. As a result, the model species of
algae for the experiments in this project is correctly referred to as D.viridis and not D.
parva.

3.4. MAINTENANCE OF CELL LINE PURITY
The maintenance of the purity of the algae cell line was a critical venture within
the laboratory. Keeping pure samples of the model algae was a key consideration for the
elimination of confounding experimental factors in the experimental protocols. The
laboratory had only basic equipment for aseptic techniques and a number of procedures
were employed as, initially, the apparent contamination of the model algae stocks seemed
to be a constant problem. As a result, as stock cultures were refreshed every month,
samples of the stocks were taken and isolated. The procedures for the following were
adapted from both course training and text [198]. They included the following isolation
techniques:
(a) Single-Cell Isolation by Micropipette
(b) Serial Dilution
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Almost all isolations began by letting the media evaporate so that the salinity of the
culture to be isolated increased to around 40‰ as the D. viridis proved to be halotolerant,
and the salinity increase would serve as a first step to drive out contaminants.
Preliminary work also showed that letting the algae culture go to a high salinity level
eliminated most of the larger algae that were in the culture. Finally, isolation techniques
were always applied to cultures growing in natural light and placed into full-formulations
of stock maintenance media that had been autoclaved and cooled. As the preliminary
work was done before the true identity of the algae was discovered, increasing the
salinity probably only served to reinforce the morphogenesis of the algae into the smaller
stage as the salinity increased.
3.4.1. Glassware and Equipment Cleaning Method. The preparation and
cleaning of the glassware was a high priority given the perceived incidence of
contamination in the stocks. New glassware was seasoned in accordance with procedures
in Andersen’s text [198]. Used glassware, such as test tubes and flasks containing algae
grown for stock cultures or experiments, were first placed in a bleach (6 mL of
commercial bleach per L) for 24 hr. Glassware was then rinsed with tap water, and then
rinsed in a bath of sodium thiosulfate (Na 2 S 2 O 3 ·5H 2 O, Aquatic Ecosystems) that was
created with 250 g per 1 L reverse osmosis water (RO,1 MΩ). Both used and new
glassware were then hand scrubbed in a solution of Contrad 70 (Decon Lab, Inc. King of
Prussia, PA, USA). Glassware and equipment were then rinsed three times with tap
water, and then rinsed three times with RO,1 MΩ. The glassware was then steam
autoclaved at 121°C & 2.0 atm for 30 min before being used.
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3.4.2. Sterilization Procedures. As already noted, a steam-autoclave was
utilized extensively for glassware sterilization. As is standard in method preparation, a
steam autoclave reaching 121°C & 2.0 atm for 30 min was used to sterilize both liquid
media and dry equipment. The preparations of media and associated chemicals were also
sterilized by microfiltration methods. Vacuum filtration was accomplished with sterile,
disposable 0.22𝜇m, polyethersulfone (PES) filters (Corning®, 341174, 1000mL
capacity). PES was chosen for its relatively high flow rates and protein retention
characteristics that were important for removing biological material from both the
rehydrated sea salts (synthetic seawater) and the natural seawater used in the lab. Fresh
and synthetic saltwater used for sheath fluid in the flow cytometer were triple-filtered
using the vacuum filters previously described. Stock vitamin mixtures were also vacuum
sterilized directly into glass storage bottles with GL-45 screw caps. Finished culture
media was steam sterilized as previously described within the respective test tubes and
bioreactors that were inoculated.

3.5. GROWTH MEDIA DEVELOPMENT
Another aspect of the project was the development of a suitable working media
for the experiments. The maintenance media in which algae are cultured in collections is
formulated to primarily preserve the morphology of the organism. In these cases, “soil
extract” and “enriched seawater” are not strictly quantifiable and are used to ensure that
the algae do not undergo “test tube evolutions”. Furthermore, the nutrient additions are
kept minimal as accelerated growth of the algae is not encouraged, but rather the slowest
allowable population growth is preferred to prevent excessive re-culturing costs for these
mostly non-profit organizations. As the purpose of the experiment in this project was to
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analyze accelerating growth rates in algae, the standard culture media recipes needed to
be tested and modified. The stock solution included with the UTEX LB1983 algae was
Erdschreiber’s Medium. Appendix contains the recipe provided by UTEX for the
creation of their media. Initially, complete media was purchased from UTEX only for
maintaining the stock cultures of algae. In order to develop a media for experimental
purposes, the original media was deconstructed into its component parts. Two minor
changes were made and they are noted in Appendix. Since the initial algae cultures in
the lab were all from UTEX, they had independent recipes that were also evaluated for
use with the D. viridis. These different recipes can also be found in Appendix along with
the alterations made.
As part of the review of the methods, other media formulations were sought.
Upon researcher request, the staff of the Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Sciences at
Boothbay, ME, suggested other media for the algae [281]. Evaluations of Prov50, f/2 and
L1 were performed on D. viridis with a synthetic seawater base. The only results of the
experiments that survived multiple computer failures encountered early on in the
laboratory research that erased the experimental data files. The only surviving remnant
of the data was recorded was as a graphic of data from experimental growth of Dunaliella
viridis (at that time it was known as D. parva) and Tetraselmis suecica (UTEX LB 2286)
within an internal Quarterly Research Summary prepared in October of 2008 in Figure
Figure 3.2. The data presented show an increase in growth rates when synthetic seawater
(as described in the Appendix) was substituted for natural sea water in the formulation of
Prov 50. The trendlines found in Figure 3.2 reflect only the slope of the exponential
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portion of the growth curves fit by eye and were not subject to the rigorous data analysis
described in §3.14 of Material and Methods.

Figure 3.2. Comparison of Dunaliella viridis grown in Prov 50 media with natural
seawater (blue circles) and synthetic seawater (green triangles). Tetraselmis suecica was
grown in Prov50 and synthetic seawater is represented by red squares.

All recipes used and the modifications made in the experiments conducted can be found
in the Appendix. The results present in Figure # demonstrate a notability better trend in
the growth rate using the Prov50. From this point on in the experiments, D. viridis would
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be cultured in a Prov 50 formulation for both stock cultures and experimental media.
Major modifications to the formulation included:
(a) Using synthetic salt water in both experimental and stock media
(b) Doubling the concentration of nutrients for experimental media
(c) Leaving out the soil extract for experimental media

3.6. LIGHTING TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION
Detailed reviews of the literature revealed that there were far too many variables
to adequately appraise the cost-benefit of subterranean algae culture utilizing
photosynthetic algae without experimentation to determine ideal lighting conditions and
the technology to support them. Conclusions based on the rudimentary cost-benefit
analysis of existing illumination technologies did not provide definitive answers that
could be confidently applied to specific systems of lighting and algae. The choice of the
lighting device for this project was based on finding the lowest-cost photons of the
required wavelength and energy that could be adequately scaled up to grow large cultures
of algae. After surveying the state of the art in artificial lighting research, the light
emitting diode (LED) was determined to be the most efficient device for generating the
required light energy at the beginning of the experiments. Further, the future advances in
LED efficiency have gained tremendous momentum as their refinement is driven by both
extensive research and development, and economic factors that will continue to reduce
the cost of producing the photons needed for supporting the model put forth in this
project [251, 282] . Finally, additional operational cost savings was sought by
deconstructing photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) into just the narrow
wavelengths of visible light required for driving photosynthesis, and the application of
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pulse-width modulation of the lighting. However, the literature results were again
inconsistent in regards to definitive answers on how to specifically modify both the
frequency of light and pulse-width to optimize growth. The complex interaction of
biochemical factors in the photosynthetic process of the algae meant that experimentation
would be necessary.
Specific evaluations of the different lighting technologies involved the exclusive
use of a spectroradiometer to not only quantify the light quality (peak wavelength
analysis), but also to measure of the spectral irradiance in units of watts per meter
squared over the wavelength range in nanometers. The analytical instrumentation used
for these evaluations included the following:
(a) A fiber optic coupled spectrometer with a range of 350-1150nm
(GREEN-Wave-Vis, StellarNet, Inc., FL, USA)
(b) An integrating sphere (2 inch cube, IC2, StellarNet, Inc., Tampa, FL,
USA)
(c) A cosine receptor (CR2 UV-VIS-NIR for 200-1700 nm with a 180°
field of view, StellarNet, Inc., Tampa, FL, USA)
(d) A precision aperture was also employed in some cases (CR2-RA, 10%
aperture, StellarNet, Inc., Tampa, FL, USA).
The precision aperture reduced the area of the cosine receptor by 90% to allow for
measurement of the more powerful lights that were employed in the capstone
experiments of the research project. Spectra Wiz software (32bit-version, StellarNet,
Inc., FL USA) was used to capture spectrum data and analyze the files. Additionally, a
NIST-calibration was performed on the equipment and a software file containing the
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relevant software compensation for the spectrometer was included, (IRRAD-CAL file
provided from StellarNet, Inc., FL, USA). The purpose of the software calibration was to
allow the determination of the spectroradiometric properties of light sources. Cosine
receptors provide a perfect cosine response to give accurate measurements of absolute
intensity when multiple LED arrays are evaluated. Standard measurements were made
using the procedures outlined by the company for evaluations of LEDs with their
equipment [283].
The first step in determining the output of an LED was to set the proper voltage
and current for the specific device. Power to the LEDs being evaluated was provided by
an Agilent Technologies power supply (Model E3649A Dual Output, San Jose, CA,
USA) that was also NIST calibrated (Z540 Certified, Certificate # CO15907-3, Newark
Services, Aurora, CO, USA). The LEDs were allowed to warm up for 5 min, or until the
digital mulitmeter (DMM) reading by the power supply showed a steady amperage for
the device. This process allowed the semiconductor matrix to come into thermal
equilibrium, and represented the “normal” average output of the device. In the case of
the 5 mm through-hole devices, a heatsink was not necessary. Figure 3.3 illustrates the
typical testing setup for a 5 mm through-hole device. However, a heatsink was required
for the higher powered devices (Endor Star™ High-Power LED light Module, 3-Up,
Deep-Red, 07007-PDRED-C & Endor Star™ High-Power LED light Module, 3-Up,
Royal-Blue, 07007-PDR000-B, LEDdymanics, Inc., Randolph, VT USA ) used in the
capstone experiments of this project. A heatsink constructed of a single 1 mm (≈ 0.04 in)
thick plate of copper that was cut into a square with sides approximately 10cm (3.9 in)
long. A standoff of approximately 1 cm (≈ 0.4 in) was created with 14mm (≈ 0.5 in), #4
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screws installed on the edges of the plate to allow air circulation underneath the device.
A picture of an LED device used in the experiments is pictured in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.3. Experimental setup for taking spectroradiometric measurements with a 5 mm
through-hole LED.

Passively, the copper heat sinks were able to maintain temperatures of between
50-54°C for the Royal-Blue devices, and between 67-72°C for the Deep-Red (ambient
temperature between 20-23°C). The high-power devices, usually required 20 min to
warm up until the DMM registered a stable amperage reading (0.841A for Royal-Blue
and 0.855A for Deep-Red). Precision temperature measurements were made with a NIST
traceable Type-K thermocouple (Fisher Scientific, 14-649-81, Pittsburgh, PA, USA).
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Figure 3.4. High-powered, 3-up LED (Endor Star™) mounted on copper heatsink.

Once LEDs were warmed up the analysis was conducted as follows:
(a) The integration sphere was placed over the light source and the
integration time was adjusted in the SpectroWiz (Version 4.2) software
to render the spectrum.
(b) Scope mode was chosen in the SpectaWiz to determine the optimal
integration time for the scans of the LEDs. These initial measurements
were done with counts as the abscissa and wavelength on the ordinate
axis. The optimum integration time (in ms) was used to create a
spectrum that utilizes between 90 and 95% of the abscissa scale.
(c) A calibration file was then loaded in order to use the spectrometer in
spectroradiometer mode.
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(d) A dark field spectrum, or dark scan, was then taken to “zero,” a
baseline measurement for the live spectrums. This was simply done by
detaching the fiber optic cable from the cosine receptor or the
integration sphere, and covering the end of the fiber optic port with a
light proof cap. The unit of photon flux (area) density was recorded in
μmol photons m-2 s-1.
(e) Spectrums were saved and then exported to a spreadsheet program,
“Microsoft Excel” (2007).
The peak emission wavelengths for experimental conditions were determined
from the “Scope” mode of the SpectroWiz software using the integrating sphere
previously described. The LEDs were powered by the 12 volt battery source previously
described and regulated with a FlexBloc driver without any dimming or flashing added to
the circuit. The results of the relative emissions from the red and blue LEDs used in the
experiment are presented in Figure 3.5. The results showed a peak emission wavelength
for the blue LED to be 449.5 nm and 660.0nm peak for the red Endor Star™ LEDs used
in the experimental matrix for the capstone experiment.
In “Spectroradiometer” mode, the photosynthetic photon flux density PPFD was
determined for each of the lighting conditions for each of the experimental illuminations
within the experimental matrix. The PPFD was adjusted in the “Constant Illumination”
experiments by using a precision 20 KOhm rotary potentiometer (20K-POT, LEDsupply,
Randolph, Vermont, USA) to dim the LED. The LEDs needed to be dimmed because the
illumination would be provided constantly whereas the flashing light would only be
intermittent.

Figure 3.5. Plot of relative illumination intensity measured in “Detector Counts” versus the peak wavelengths of visible light emitted
by blue (left, blue peak) and red (right, red peak) Endor Star™ 3-Up LEDs respectively.
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To adjust the “Flashing illumination”, a potentiometer was also used in conjunction with
a signal generator to adjust the PPFD for the red and blue light also. The PPFD for the
flashing experiments were higher as they were only providing an equivalent illumination
for a short duration (approximately 1% of the duty cycle). The resulting PPDF measured
for the experiments are presented in Figure 3.5.

3.7. ENUMERATION METHODS
The primary source of data for the experiments relied on accurate accounting of
the growth rates of the microalgae. Within the literature, such measurements of
microalgae growth rates were done using many different procedures, leading to
considerable disparate outcomes, which call into question the veracity of much of the
data. While the first organisms seen by the human eye through a microscope were
phytoplankton, visual counting of microalgae has been supplanted by a host of other,
indirect methods striving to improve upon the tedium of counting and increasing the
statistical reliability of enumeration of algae in experimental samples. An accounting of
the different methods found in the literature is tabulated in Table 3.1. The table shows
the many different methods, and their relative merits for use in studies of microalgae that
rely on determination of growth rates.
3.7.1. Turbidimeter. Early in the project, a considerable amount of time and
resources were put into the development of indirect methods of measuring the growth of
algae in experiments. The first and most ambitious method was the development of a
turbidimeter for estimations of growth rates within the PBRs constructed prior to the PhD
project. Figure 3.7 illustrates the first attempt at creating a turbidimeter for indirect
measurements of algae growth rates.

Figure 3.6. PPFD measured for each of the LED illumination regimes for the experiments described in the capstone experiment. Blue
peaks (left) represent blue experiments and red peaks (right) represent red experiments. Solid lines represent constant illumination
and dashed lines represent the flashing light illumination.
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Table 3.1. Enumeration methods for microalgae.
Statistical Sample
Capital Cost Upkeep Cost Notes
Ref.
Significance Preparation
Dry-weight
Cannot determine any specific growth
Novice Slow
Low
Minimal
Moderate
Low
[284]
Mass
characteristics of the algae
MicroscopyHighly tedious and difficult for dilute,
[242,
Novice Slow
Low
Minimal
Low
Low
Hemocytometer
small, and rare cells
260]
MicroscopyGreat for small and rare cells. Can
Inter. Slow
Low
Some
Moderate
Moderate
[285]
Epifluorescence
detect hard to visualize plankton
MicroscopyModerate to
No standard method in literature.
Inter. Slow
Medium
Minimal
Moderate
[286]
Image Analysis
High
Software interface can be cumbersome
Cannot detect cells that don’t fluoresce
Fluorimeter
Novice Slow
Low
Minimal
Moderate
Moderate
[287]
without additional sample prep
Counts all particles without being able
[233,
Coulter Counter Adv. Rapid
High
Minimal
High
High
to differentiate them on any other metric
241]
than size
Can differentiate cells on more than size
Minimal to
metrics to detect different populations in [288Flow Cytometry Adv. Rapid
High
Very High High
294]
Extensive
a given sample. Addition of stains can
make sample preparation complicated
Slow
Only gives rough approximations of cell
(calibration)/
density based only on absorption of
[295,
Turbidity, LC Inter.
Low
Minimal
Moderate
Moderate
296]
Rapid
specific wavelengths of light
(sample)
Extensive
Use a 560nm UV/vis Spectrophotometer [243,
Photometer,
Adv. Slow
Low
(absorbance Moderate
Low
correlated to dry weight
260,
optical, O.D.
to absorption)
297]
Method

User
Skill

Analysis
Time
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Turbidimeters, however, are a very poor substitute for accurately determining growth
rates as the two factors, opacity and cell density, cannot be accurately correlated with
much quantitative accuracy [285].

Figure 3.7. Initial, rudimentary turbidity sensor previously built for the project.

The disconnect between the attenuation of light and the relative number of cells comes
from the fact that microalgae cells will modify the presence of photoactive pigment
concentrations in response to different lighting conditions, nutrient levels, salinity, and
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pH. As such, cells can become physically darker or lighter in terms of pigmentation
resulting in a lack of correlation of numbers of cells with attenuation of light.
Furthermore, cell detritus and dust can skew results since they cannot be discerned from
algae in the global measure of turbidity [298]. Additionally, there are many factors in the
growth medium that can also affect the absorption and/or the reflection of incident light.
As such, the attenuation of the incident light used to measure the relative density of the
algae cultures was determined to provide a misleading accounting of actual cell density.
The data from these early experiments was discarded from this project.
3.7.2. Light Microscopes and Hemocytometers. The second method of cell
counting used in the earlier stages of this project depended on the employment of a light
microscope and a hemocytometer of 0.2 mm in depth with a Fuchs-Rosenthal pattern
(Hausser Scientific, Co., Horsham, PA USA). Using techniques and training taken from
an algae culture course at Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Sciences at Boothbay, ME, cell
counts were made visually and recorded on a click-counter. The count data was then
further processed by dividing the cell count by the total volume of the hemocytometer to
the proper degree of significance. Many issues were encountered with this counting
method. The primary problems with the use of a hemocytometer were the user amount of
time required and the user fatigue encountered. As explained in the research literature,
the counting of enough individuals to provide a 95% confidence factor was required for
the statistical significance to support conclusions on experimental treatments [299]. The
minimum number of individuals that needed to be counted within a given volume was
determined to be at least 100 individuals. In the early experiments, an exorbitant amount
of time was needed to count the minimum number of individuals in each sample.
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Furthermore, as the algae population reached exponential growth, the cultures would
become much too dense, which required dilution of the samples. The dilution procedure
was time consuming and cumbersome. The added handling of the samples also gave rise
to more sources of error in the experimental determination of the cell counts, as each
transfer incorporated the standard error in the glassware employed. The experimental
throughput was very low as a result of the sample preparation and the amount of time
needed to make accurate cell counts of the algae. As a result, a considerable effort was
made to find a method to supplant pure visual counting methods to improve the quantity
and quality of the experimental work.
3.7.3. Flow Cytometer. After a comprehensive review and consulting with
experts in the field, enumerating algae by flow cytometry was determined to provide the
necessary capabilities required for this project. While counting cells with a light
microscope remained in use for monitoring stock cultures, a flow cytometer was
employed for all determinations of cell density in experimental work. The major
advantages of the machine were the ability to obtain count data, and to mitigate much of
the user error associated with the techniques of light microscopy, while having the ability
to count thousands of cells. Furthermore, the flow cytometer uses several concurrent
parameters to enumerate cells based not only on size parameters, but also the auto
fluorescence of the chlorophyll. The flow cytometer created a richer data set than could
be obtained by any other method. In fact, the use of any other indirect method like
turbidity or fluorimetry, would have missed one of the most significant findings of this
project, the radical change in the morphology of D. viridis expressed under illumination
by monochromatic lights.
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In brief, the basic principles of flow cytometry allow for particle concentration to
be estimated from illumination by laser light. The machine has several different methods
to not only enumerate particles, but to provide a host of other information. The flow
cytometer employed an air cooled, 15 mW Spectra-Physics 15 mW argon ion laser
emitting at 488 nm. That laser beam would excite the chlorophyll (Chl) in photosystem II
(PSII) to fluoresce in the deep red range (approximately 685 to 800 nm) and be detected
by photomultiplier tubes mounted in the optics bench of the flow cytometer. Figure 3.8
shows a plot of the typical emission wavelengths from Chl-a and Chl-b when extracted
with dimethyl ether with data provided from the software [17]. The flow cytometer used
in the experimental work in this project could discriminate along five different
parameters. The first parameter that would be resolved was called “Forward Scatter”.
The forward scatter channel (FSC) would resolve the relative size (cross-sectional area)
of the particles from the shadow cast by the cell as it moved in front of the laser beam.
The second parameter the machine would record was called “Side Scatter”. The side
scatter channel (SSC) also resolves the relative size of particles in a similar fashion as
FSC. However, the scattering of light evaluated was orthogonal to the laser line. As a
result, SSC information would also resolve the granularity and internal complexity of
particles. The foremost utility of the FACScan resides in the machine’s ability to also
discriminate fluorescent properties of particles when excited by the laser.
The three remaining parameters concern fluorescence. The optical bench of the
FACScan was configured to split the emitted fluorescence into the following
fluorescence channels (FL#), where photomultiplier tubes would absorb the following
wavelengths of light:

Figure 3.8. Emission spectrum information for Chl-a and Chl-b extracted in dimethyl ether.
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(a) FL1 530 ± 15 nm -- green,
(b) FL2 585 ± 21 nm -- orange,
(c) FL3 >650 nm -- red
While the addition of specific binding dyes was not necessary for the work
undertaken in this project, florescent staining is a major tool used in other fields of
cellular and molecular biology, and has been applied to related work with Dunaliella,
[294] specifically to D. viridis [300].
The ability to resolve the populations of distinct morphology was made possible
by the employment of the flow cytometer and modified sampling procedures. The
FACScan™ flow cytometer (Becton Dickenson, Mountain View, CA,USA) pictured in
Figure 3.9 was employed to enumerate microalgal cells in experimental samples in the
laboratory.
The FACScan flow cytometer uses a flow-through cuvette constructed of quartz
that has excellent optical properties compared to other FC systems. The basic principle
behind the operation of the FACScan is to hydro-dynamically focus the sample of cells
such that the laminar flow created will usher the cells in the sample through the optical
chamber in a single-file fashion ensconced within the central core of the sample fluid
being drawn. Figure 3.10 is a basic diagram of the aforementioned process provided by
N. Poulton [301]. Therefore, the key to the improving performance for the gravimetric
technique used in this project was optimization of the fluidics system on the FACScan
machine. The response of the fluidic system needs to be nearly instantaneous for the
gravimetric technique used in this project. For that reason, several modifications were
made to the machine. Optimization of this process involves careful regulation of the
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back-pressure of the system that pushes the sample up into the machine. Machine
modifications and upgrades were made under the direction of William Eads, Director of
the Siteman Flow Cytometery Core Laboratory, Washington University School of
Medicine, St. Louis, MO.

Figure 3.9. FACScan flow cytometer used for enumeration of microalgae cells grown in
this study.

These major modifications to the FACScan included:
(a) Re-plumbing of the Fluidics System: The machine arrived to the laboratory
with a completely stock configuration of the fluidics system. In brief, many fluidic lines
in the sheath and waste paths were shortened and rerouted. In all, roughly 2 feet of
tubing and 6 connections/terminations were eliminated. The result was a higher
backpressure in the machine for better performance for the procedure used in this project.
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Finally, the simplification and consolidation of the system greatly helped to make the
machine easier to maintain.

Figure 3.10. Diagram of the theory of operation for a standard flow cytometer.

(b) Elimination of the Sheath Filter: Because of the sporadic use of the machine
and the high cost of consumables, the sheath filter assembly was removed and directly
bypassed. This modification, again, shortened the fluidics path such that the machine
response was optimized for the modified gravimetric method used in this project. The
modification reduced the lag in the sheath supply and provided for a more instantaneous
response when a sample was mounted to the sample injection port (SIP). Furthermore,
the removal of the sheath filter reduced the amount of time needed to purge the synthetic
salt water from the fluidics pathway when the machine fluidics path was rinsed as part of
the shutdown procedures. Instead, 3L of sheath fluid (either salt or freshwater) was
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vacuum filtered three-times using 0.22𝜇m, PES filters (previously described) into
sterilized plastic storage bottles for use during experiments.
(c) Modification of the SIP arm: A modified SIP arm was designed and
machined to replace the standard equipment. The reason for the modification was that
the standard arm would not allow for the modified technique used in this project for
determining the microalgae’s cell density in experiments. Figure 3.11 shows the specific
parts that were designed and machined using waterjet technology for the modified SIP
arm.

Figure 3.11. Modified SIP arm assembly designed for the research project.

The pieces were cut from 316 stainless steel plate that was 0.25 inches (6.35 mm) thick,
fabricated with the waterjet machine. The rubber pad was also cut on the waterjet to
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create a cushion for storage tubes mounted on the machine. Figure 3.12 is a picture of
the installed SIP arm assembly in standard or storage configuration. Figure 3.13 is a
picture of the SIP arm assembly in experimental configuration with the storage pad
swung open to allow for the placement of the sample tube onto the SIP while in RUN
mode.

Figure 3.12. Modified SIP arm installed on the FACScan in standard configuration.

Most other machines that employ the techniques used in this study cut the factory SIP
support arm off to allow for the placement of the tube onto the SIP while the machine is
in RUN mode. The modified SIP arm that was created as part of this project was used to
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maintain the normal functionality of the machine for other investigators, in addition to
providing support for the storage tube.
(d) Elimination of the Droplet Containment Tube: An ancillary piece of
equipment was removed from the SIP assembly to help simplify the fluidics system. The
tube was originally intended to eliminate drips of sheath fluid that would occur from the
SIP assembly when placed in RUN mode. Figure 3.14 is a picture of the drip of sheath
fluid from the droplet containment tube.

Figure 3.13. Modified SIP arm installed on FACScan in algae counting or
“experimental” configuration.

Management of the extra drops of sheath fluid were a vital component of the
gravimetric technique. The issue caused by allowing drops of liquid to mix with samples
caused inaccuracies in the measurement of the actual volume of samples withdrawn into
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the machine. The added drops from the sheath would create a smaller difference in the
pre- and post- sample run mass, resulting in a higher cell density being calculated. The
droplet containment tube was factory installed over the sample injection tube to vacuum
up the occasional drips of sheath fluid that fell as the machine waited in the STANDBY
position of the Fluid Control dial.

Figure 3.14. Picture of a drop of sheath fluid forming at the end of the SIP tube.

The elimination of the tube allowed for better gravimetric measurement of the
actual sample mass that was pulled into the machine by being able to completely dry the
SIP just before analyzing a sample on the machine and minimize error from additional
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mass added to the sample tube. Along with the removal of the droplet containment tube,
the droplet containment peristaltic pump (DCM) was disconnected and the fluidics
bypassed as the DCM was no longer needed to manage the drops from the droplet
containment tube.
(e) Preferential Calibration- Another modification of the generally accepted
procedures of the FACScan operation was the preferential calibration of the machine to
the FL3. When performing quality assurance and quality control (QA&QC) evaluations,
Q&b validation particles were used (97-17890-00, Cyteck Development, Fremont, CA
USA), and the machine was preferentially calibrated to optimize the machine sensitivity
to detection of counts in the FL3 at the expense FL1 and FL2.
(f) Providing “Clean” Line Power: A final consideration in the setup and
operation of the FACScan was to provide the appropriate “clean” line power to the
machine. While often overlooked in the laboratory, the supply of pure sine wave power
with additional voltage regulation is critically important in research that relies on
sensitive electronic equipment. Furthermore, the analog nature of the FACScan machine
meant that sags and surges in the power supply would directly impact the system’s
performance. Additionally, the protection of the power supply to the antiquated Apple
Power Mac (Apple M8493 G4 733MHz “Quicksilver”) that was used as the computer
interface for the FACScan was also important to protect, as it also proved vulnerable to
inconsistencies in the power supply to the lab. A Tripp Lite uninterruptable power
supply (TRNF005, SmartOnline UPS 3000VA, Tripp Lite, Chicago, IL, USA) with
battery back-up, voltage protection, and true pure-sine wave output was installed to
protect the FACScan and the ancillary systems.
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However, the age of the FACScan (built in 1989) and the rough condition of the
used machine resulted in many major repairs to the system. These repairs were very
costly in both time and resources. Major repairs were made to key systems that directly
affected experimental results. Therefore, extensive QA&QC along with re-establishment
of baseline data of the basic machine operations were carried out after each major repair.
Major equipment replaced during the project included:
(a) Replacement of the cooling fans for the laser
(b) Replacement of the pressure transducer
(c) Replacement of the analog/digital interface
(d) Replacement of the flow proportioning valve assembly
(e) Replacement of the laser
(f) Replacement of two computer control systems and software

3.8. EXPERIMENTAL TEST STAND
The basic procedures of the experimental design involved testing the effects of
different artificial lighting protocols on the growth response of the algae. As the
experiments for this project were performed in a completely new start-up experimental
laboratory, no existing experimental appliance for containing multiple experimental
replicates with suitable infrastructure for maintaining consistent, light proof conditions
for living organisms was available. As a result, much time and effort was devoted to the
design and construction of a universal testing appliance for standardized testing of the
required experimental replicates. A review of the literature for guidance revealed only a
few instances of any mention of methods addressing light security in experiments. These
included:
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(a) aluminum foil covering the bioreactor [243]
(b) a dark box [242],
(c) “just in the dark”[233].
However, the mention of a light tight cabinet was also made in the literature [235, 302]
and inspired the design of the test stand for this project.
The design and construction of a formal test stand was required in order to
optimize the experimental infrastructure under which multiple replicates could be utilized
in this project. The test stand provided a uniform experimental test bed to directly
support the main experimental goal of the research of evaluating the response of algae
growth rates to artificial illumination. Adequately isolating the individual experimental
replicates while providing identical provisions for key utilities like electrical power and
aeration were important to the veracity of the project. Key provisions of the formal test
stand design were made to address the following:
(a) Provide centralized and standardized supplies of power and aeration
(b) Provide a light-tight environment for enabling individual replicates of
experiments
(c) Streamline experimental procedures by providing a standard method
for more effective and efficient experimentation while levering limited
experimental resources
(d) Provide physical support for monitoring equipment and the
experimental apparatus necessary for experiments.
The basic experimental apparatus consisted of a cabinet that was constructed out
of 0.75 inch (19.0 mm) thick, furniture grade plywood. All of the carpentry was done by
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the researcher using advanced cabinet making techniques to produce a robust and
utilitarian testing bed to support the experimental efforts in the laboratory. Figure 3.15
shows the layout of the individual compartments and the router jig employed for creating
the dado and rabbet joinery that was used to construct light tight joints in the
experimental test stand.

Figure 3.15. Picture of the dado and rabbet joinery used to construct a light-tight
experimental test cabinet.

The main cabinet features were ten individual compartments that were 8 in by 12 in by 48
in (20.3 cm by 30.5 cm by 122 cm) with individual supplies of filtered ambient air
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controlled by acrylic flowmeters with a 0.04 to 0.50 liter per minute (LPM) range (FL2010, Omega Engineering Co., Stanford CT, USA), and separate 110V GFI breakers for
each compartment’s electrical outlets. The flow meters were necessary as aeration of the
culture was important for both the mass transfer of gases, and for keeping the algae
agitated [284]. A flow rate for experiments was set between 0.40 and 0.50 LPM to
maintain a sufficient amount of gas volume to culture volume as well as, adequately
agitate the algae with the given aeration apparatus. A unique aspect of the design of the
compartments was the use of a tambour door surfaced with a reflective silver film
(NP5605STS-8, Stainless Interlocking Tambour, 5/8” wide x 5/16” thick, Tape-Ease,
Denmark, WI, USA) that allowed the door to be rolled up to open up the top of the
compartments such that cylindrical photobioreactors could span the entire height of the
cabinet. All of the interiors of the compartments were surfaced with horticultural grade
Mylar film. Another unique feature was a full-length access door on the front of the test
cabinet so that aeration tubing could be accessed, as well as, wiring for power and
lighting controls. Figure 3.16 is a picture of the finished experimental cabinet with the
front access door closed. Figure 3.17 is a picture of the finished experimental cabinet
with the front access door opened to reveal the electrical and air supply lines for each
cabinet compartment.
Aeration to the experimental cabinet was provided by a diaphragm air pump
producing 3.7 cubic feet per minute (CFM) (1.75 LPM) at one atmosphere of ambient
pressure (Sweetwater® Linear II, SL94, Aquatic Ecosystems, Apopka, FL, USA). The
air pump was plumbed into a pressure balancing loop of PVC conduit to more evenly
distribute the air pressure to the individual flow meters.
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Figure 3.16. Finished experimental cabinet with front access door closed.

Figure 3.17. Finished experimental cabinet with front access door opened.
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A structure was designed and installed by the researcher to create a temporary
dark room around the experimental cabinet to provide additional light security for
experiments. The basic structure was built from 0.75 inch (19.0 mm) electrical conduit
with special canopy fittings (C-1, C-2, C-3, & C-7, Pacific Superior Imports, Shade King
Shade Canopies, Burleson, TX, USA) to create a framework which can be seen in Figure
3.18.

Figure 3.18. Picture of framework built around the experimental cabinet to support
theater curtain.

From the conduit framing, black-out curtain purchased from a theater supply company
(26oz. IFR Prestige Velour Remnant, eggplant, Rose Brand, Secaucus, NJ, USA) was
applied in two layers to create a light-tight temporary darkroom around the experimental
cabinet. The finished room is pictured in Figure 3.19.
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Figure 3.19. Finished darkroom with black-out curtain applied.

A major factor adversely affecting the initial experiments was problems with the
electrical supply in the laboratory. Strange results were being observed in the signal
analysis of the pulsed light experiments. Oscilloscope plots of the pulsed signals would
be exceptionally noisy, making auto detection of the frequency by the machine
impossible. Extensive examination of the timing circuits and redesign of the LED drivers
and controls did not improve the signals. A power outage in the laboratory caused an
uninterruptable power supply to switch to battery-backup and the signal noise mostly
disappeared. It became apparent that the source of the noise in the pulse-width signals
was originating from electrical mains in the lab. To remedy the problem, experiments
were switched over to running off of large, 12VDC, deep-cycle marine batteries (8052161 D31M Blue Top, Optima Batteries, Milwaukee, WI, USA), with direct-current,
buck-boost, power regulating LED drivers (A011 FlexBlock, LEDdymanics, Inc.,
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Randolph, VT, USA ). The new buck-boost drivers for the LEDs assured that a constant
current was delivered to the LEDs as the batteries’ voltage varied in response to
discharge. This switch dramatically reduced the amount of noise in the circuit and made
for more accurate measurement of the frequencies generated.

3.9. LED AND LED DRIVERS
The development of the LED portion of the project was also an evolutionary
process leading up to the capstone project. Many of the LEDs available in the early years
of the project were prohibitively expensive, did not produce the necessary peak
wavelength, did not have good switching performance, and/or had energy outputs that
were too low. LEDs were selected for this project based on their peak wavelength and
their relation to the basic absorbance spectra data of Chl-a and Chl-b provided from
“PhotochemCAD” (Version 2.1, The Lindsey Lab, North Carolina State University,
Raleigh, NC, USA) and documented in the literature [17]. The analysis of the plots of
pigment absorbance and other literature resources [175, 303-305] resulted in the
following peak wavelength preferences:
(a) preferred “red” colors had wavelengths in the rage of 640 to 680 nm
(b) preferred “blue” colors had wavelengths in the rage from 420 nm to
460 nm
Many different devices were evaluated for creating light arrays. For the purpose
of maximum utility and experimental flexibility, the standard 5 mm through-hole design
was found to be the most flexible and least expensive option for creating grow light
arrays. Figure 3.20 shows the typical 5 mm through-hole design as reproduced from the
literature [249].
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At the time the project began, the 5 mm through-hole design was the most widely
available design, and had the greatest variety of color options available. The legs of the
LEDs were spaced 0.098 in (2.5 mm) on center and fit into sockets from Mill-Max Mfg.
Corp. (310-43-164-41-00100, 64 Position, through hole, Oyster Bay, NY, USA).

Figure 3.20. Typical anatomy of a 5 mm though-hole LED. Graphic reproduced from
Schubert 2006 [249].

These single in-line sockets were then trimmed into pairs and soldered into
commercially available printed circuit boards (PCBs) to allow for individual devices to
be interchanged to create different color mixtures. The circuit boards were arranged in
three parallel groups of three series sockets. Provisions in the PCB board could also
incorporate carbon film resistors to better balance the current when LEDs of different
manufacture and color were combined in the arrays. Single sockets cut from the buss
were soldered directly to the PCB boards to also allow for the swapping out of resistors.
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The result was a basic design that allowed LEDs to be interchanged within PCB boards to
formulate different mixes of color. As illustrated in Figure 3.21, the boards were
arranged with 9 sockets with provisions for resistors to provide proper current when
different types of devices were on the same PCB.

Figure 3.21. Photograph of first attempt to develop experimental grow-lights with 5mm
through-hole LEDs.

The modular nature of the individual boards made it possible for different
geometrical arrangements to be created. The first arrays using the nine-LED PCB boards
consisted of hooking the boards into long strips to illuminate early tubular bioreactors
used in the lab. This arrangement can be observed in operation in the lab in Figure 3.22.
The bare circuit boards came in attached groups of 10 strips, with 9 LEDs in each, and
could be used as a whole as pictured in Figure 3.23. Early boards were found to react
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with salt from the algae samples and many experiments were impacted by faulty boards
as a result.

Figure 3.22. Photograph of light strips composed of the nine-LED PCB boards.

After issues arose with splashes of salt-water onto the arrays, the backs of the PCB
boards were coated with liquid electrical tape. Coverage with insulating “liquid tape”
alleviated some issues, but any splashes of culture media on the front of the LED arrays
would short out the boards. A final attempt to alleviate issues with the nine-LED PCBs
resulted in the most unique design. 5 mm LEDs mounted on the nine-LED PCB boards
were arranged in a cage that conformed to the shape of the final bioreactor design. As
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can be seen in the photographs in Figure 3.24, conducting wires were used for both
power delivery and structural support to create a “cage” of light that resulted in more
even coverage and an increase in the incident radiation level by conforming to the flask
walls.

Figure 3.23. Photograph of nine-LED PCBs and a ninety-LED PCB array built by the
researcher.

The conducting wires were then coated in the same liquid tape to insulate and
protect the exposed wires. The design was an attempt to get the LEDs mounted closer to
the microalgae in the bioreactor to increase the light energy incident on the microalgae.
While an interesting design, it was discovered that circuitry would be needed to better
balance the power for the different PCB boards in the array to provide a consistent
current and therefore, a consistent illumination intensity from each LED component.
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However, the main problem with the 5 mm component LEDs was the extremely low
outputs of light energy. Huge arrays of the components were later built, but total
emissions were still very low and only resulted in either, no growth or very slow growth
rates in experiments.

Figure 3.24. LED “cage” design built to accommodate a 2000mL Erlenmeyer flask used
as a bioreactor.

Another lighting technology that was briefly investigated was electroluminescent
wire (EL-wire). EL-wire works with an alternating current (AC) that is used to stimulate
phosphors coated on a copper wire. The high voltage (120VAC) and high frequency
(1.5-2.0 KHz) create a very efficient light emitting package that claims to be more
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efficient than LEDs [306]. Further, the light emitted is continuous along the entire length
of the device and radiates in 360° around the wire, making it perfect for the use of
illuminating algae cultures from the inside of a bioreactor. The EL- wire is also very
flexible and coated in a water resistant, clear polyvinylchloride (PVC) sleeve that made it
an ideal candidate for the project. The EL-wire came packaged with a driver and 3m of
wire. Purple wire was used in preliminary experiments (COM-10196, SparkFun, Niwot,
CO, USA). Figure 3.25 is a photograph of this experimental setup. However, similar to
the problems with the 5 mm through-hole LEDs, the EL-wire didn’t have enough light
energy output to inspire robust growth in preliminary experiments. As a result, this line
of research was abandoned.
After the discovery of suitably high-powered LEDs in ranges that were not ideal,
but close enough to those of the peak absorbance ranges in the Chl-a and Chl-b
spectrums, the PCB arrays of 5 mm through-hole devices were abandoned completely.
The specific devices purchased by the researcher and used in the capstone project were
Endor Star™ High-Power LED light Module, 3-Up, Deep-Red, 07007-PDRED-C , and
Endor Star™ High-Power LED light Module, 3-Up, Royal-Blue, 07007-PDR000-B
(LEDdymanics, Inc, Randolph, VT, USA). The new LEDs also had provisions for the
incorporation of different filters and lenses that could be directly attached to the factory
LED mounts (Carclo CO-105xx series optics). While a few samples of the filters were
evaluated in the lab, they were ultimately ruled out because of the attenuation in the light
energy into the bioreactors. A photograph of the device mounted to a heat sink can be
seen in the Figure 3.4 previously. Air lines were added to help cool the high-power
LEDs by blowing ambient air over the heat sink. This was an important provision as the
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enclosed space of the experimental test cabinet did not allow for adequate passive cooling
of the devices.

Figure 3.25. Picture of a preliminary experiment using EL-wire to grow microalgae.

Monitoring with a NIST-calibrated thermal couple showed that the temperature of
the LEDs remained around 65°C and 75°C for the red and blue lights, respectively, which
was under the manufacture recommended temperature of 100°C.
Furthermore, these new, high-powered LEDs were coupled with matched LED
drivers that could be more easily incorporated with 12V DC battery powered supplies, as
matching buck-boost supplies were available for their specific current requirements. The
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specific LED drivers used were A011 FlexBlock made by LEDdymanics, Inc.,
(Randolph, VT, USA ). Furthermore, these LED drivers could be easily integrated into
the systems for producing light pulses without the need for specialized custom timing
control circuitry. The availability of the FlexBlock drivers was a very important
development in the research effort as LED drivers and pulse-width control were a
continual source of problems in the preliminary work. The factory schematic from
LEDdynamics for configuring the FlexBlock for pulse/strobe input is illustrated in Figure
3.26.

Figure 3.26. Electronic wiring diagram provided by manufacture for A011 FlexBlock as
configured for pulsed illumination experiments with a small signal negative-positivenegative type transistor (2N3904).

A signal generator could trigger a relay to cause power to be modulated such that the
LEDs would precisely pulse. A photograph of an example of the A011 FlexBloc device
used is pictured in Figure 3.27. The FlexBloc LED drivers were further modified with
the addition of Deutsch DT Series, 2-way, waterproof wire connectors (TE Connectivity
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LTD, Schaffhausen, Switzerland) to connect to power, LEDs, and frequency modulation /
dimming equipment.
Working closely with the electronic engineering staff of Missouri University of
Science & Technology’s Rock Mechanics and Explosives Research Center, a BK 3020
Precision Sweep/Function Generator (Dynoscan Corp., Chicago, IL, USA) was used
along with a triggering relay to create pulses in the LEDs.

Figure 3.27. Photograph A011 FlexBlock modified for use within the experimental setup for blue LEDs used in the capstone experiment

A Tektronix 2211 oscilloscope (50MHz, dual trace, Beaverton, OR,USA) was
used to confirm the instrument settings and monitor the experimental set up throughout
the capstone experiments. The specific signal characteristics can be seen in a photograph
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of the oscilloscope output in Figure 3.28. The main issue with working with an
antiquated frequency generator was the limitations on duty cycle and frequency stability.

Figure 3.28. Photograph of oscilloscope measurements of the pulse-width modulation of
LED light in experimental work.

The cycle period was roughly 1% of the duty cycle of the generator and the equipment
was able to maintain a stable cycle of 21.92 ms which yielded a pulse of approximately
0.2 ms.

3.10. DEVELOPMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL BIOREACTORS
Another major consideration in the development of the material and methods for
the research project included designing and building bioreactors. As with many other
aspects of the experiment, the experimental bioreactors evolved until the capstone
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research project was undertaken. Originally, the bioreactors were made of clear,
extruded acrylic tubing with an internal diameter of 3 in (7.62 cm). The tubes were 1 m
in length (39 in) and held 3 L (0.80 US gal) of volume. A photograph of an example of
one of these bioreactors is found in the previous Figure 3.7. Endcaps had been machined
to provide a base for fixtures and different ports with which to attach aeration lines and
drain/fill valves. These endcaps were permanently epoxied into place, and were the main
obstacle to completely sterilizing the tubes between experiments. Any small gap between
the endcaps and the tubes provided a pocket from which algae were impossible to
remove. The hard-to reach angles in the caps and the bleach-soaking method of
sterilizing the tubes were thought to be inadequate and the source of persistent
contamination problems. Furthermore, sterilization of the tubes proved to be
cumbersome in transferring tubes from baths of bleach-water and sodium thiosulfate.
Also, scrubbing the tubes scratched and reduced the clarity of the tubes. As a result,
different photobioreactor designs were undertaken.
Glass tubing for laboratory plumbing was purchased from Schott A.G. Corp.
North American distributer (Chesterfield, MO USA). The 3 in (7.62 cm) Schott
Kimax® glass drain line (6501-3000, Jena, Germany), with bead-to-plain end couplings
(6661-3000, Shott A.G. Corp., Jena, Germany) that were made of stainless steel and
neoprene. These couplings would form a watertight seal between a standard glass bead
and a straight run of pipe. A 5 foot (152.4 cm) length of 3 in (7.62 cm) O.D. rod of
polyetherimide (PEI) was chosen for creating endcaps for the new bioreactors because
the plastic is steam autoclavable (Natural, ULTEM 1000, ThyssenKrupp Materials North
America, Southfield, MI, USA). These new glass pipe bioreactors were sized to fit
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within the large autoclave in the Biology Department of Missouri University of Science
& Technology. Only one prototype was able to be completed by the researcher before
the design was abandoned. A photograph of the prototype can be seen in Figure 3.29
mounted in the experimental test stand.

Figure 3.29. Prototype of glass photobioreactors that replaced original extruded acrylic
type. Note endcaps are constructed out of PVC and not PEI plastic in this model.

Unfortunately the glass beads on the tubing were machined incorrectly and were not
watertight. Thus, the design was abandoned at great cost in both time and resources.
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However, this design holds great promise for potential use in scaling up experiments, and
should be reexamined at such time that expertise and resources become available.
Another design approach that was attempted to address contamination issues in
the bioreactors was the design and construction of disposable, or single-use plastic
bioreactors. Polyethylene bags were first proposed for culturing algae in the 1970’s
[307]. Samples of different types of plastic sheeting that were amenable to impulse
sealing were obtained from Tufpak, Inc. (2.5 MIL PP94 CLR and 1.8 MIL PP94.5VR
CLR, Ossipee, NH, USA). The polypropylene bag material was made into bags using an
impulse sealer with a 39 inch (1 m) long sealing element (Kehtron model HI-1000MM,
Wenzhou Hongzhan Packaging Machinery Co., LTD, China). Tests on different types of
plastic sheeting produced satisfactory results in terms of light transmission, and the
ability to be steam autoclaved. Light transmission losses due to the plastic were
negligible when tested in the preferred red and blue wavelengths previously discussed.
The plastics were able to be autoclaved without loss of structural integrity or leakage.
However, cages were required to add mechanical support to the bags as the seams would
split under the weight of the liquid culture contained within. A wider heating coil for the
pressure sealer would have improved the bonding of the plastic sheeting, as the seal
proved to be the most prone to leakage. However, the endcap designed initially for the
glass pipe reactors were unable to be re-machined due to lack of resources. The
disposable plastic bioreactor was abandoned as a result.
With perceived, persistent issues with contamination, the focus on the sterilization
of the bioreactors via steam-autoclave was pursued. The final design was to incorporate
a standard 2000 mL Erlenmeyer flask with an open GL-45 screw cap as seen in the
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photograph in Figure 3.32. While use of a 2.8 L Fernbach flasks would have been ideal,
the scientific literature specifically allowed for the use of 2 L Erlenmeyer flasks as a
suitable replacement [280]. Specially designed three-port caps made from 316 stainless
steel components were designed and built by the researcher. Each port consisted of three
6.35 mm (0.25 inch) O.D. tubes cut to different lengths as pictured in Figure 3.30.

Figure 3.30. Stainless steel experimental port assembly for algae growth experiments
reported in the capstone study.

The vent tube was the shortest of the assembly, measuring only 5 cm (1.97 in), and
served as a “breather” for the assembly by allowing air to equalize inside the bioreactor
when it was aerated, and when samples were withdrawn. A 1.5 in O.D., 0.22 μm nylon
air filter was attached to the port via Tygon® tubing (E-3601, 0.25 in. I.D., 0.50 in O.D.,
Saint-Gobain Corp., Courbevoie, France). The second tube was cut in such a way as to
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reach half-way into the volume of the 1 L liquid culture which was approximately 26 cm
(10.2 in), depending on the exact height of 1 L of volume in the individual Erlenmeyer
flask. Samples for cell enumeration were taken from this port with a steam-autoclaved ,
25 cc syringe. The third port’s tube that was submerged in the culture, was designed to
reach almost completely to the bottom of the flask. In the last 1.5 cm (0.60 in) of the
third tube, a series of 12 small ports measuring approximately 1 mm (0.039 in) were cut
via water jet. These holes are orthogonal to one another to create a diffuser/aerator. The
holes can be seen in Figure 3.31.

Figure 3.31. Photograph of small ports cut via waterjet into the aeration downtube.

The end of the tube aeration tube was plugged with a small piece of Viton gasket material
(DuPont Performance Elastomers, L.L.C., Wilmington, DE, USA) , cut via waterjet, to
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force the air out of the small ports to create currents enabling the agitating and mixing of
the culture. The final working assembly can be seen in Figure 3.32 with syringe, air
filter, and aeration line attached to the stainless steel manifold.

Figure 3.32. Final version of the bioreactor utilized in capstone experiments.

These units were completely autoclavable once loaded with growth medium in
accordance with the procedure specified in §3.4.2.
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3.11. DATA COLLECTION METHODS
Flow cytometers were developed for the express purpose of the identification and
differentiation of cells used in health science research. The general practice is to use flow
cytometers along with stains or fluorescent labels to probe cells for different activities
such as intracellular antigens, apoptosis, and protein expression. The samples of cells
analyzed by the FC are measured in terms of numbers of cells, cell volume, and cell
morphological complexity, as well as those things that can be differentially labeled with
fluorescent dyes. The overall cell density of the differentiated cells are only given
relative, qualitative estimates based on the flow rate of the sample. In normal
applications, enumeration of different cell types is only examined relative to the cell
counts recorded and not in absolute quantity. In order to determine the absolute cell
density, a modified method of gravimetrically determining the amount of the sample that
was analyzed by the machine is required.
A modified technique that is outlined in the literature [285, 308], was taught by
Poulton [301], and Sieracki [309] during a workshop held at the Bigelow laboratory for
Ocean Sciences in East Boothbay, MA USA. The workshop included intensive training
in aquatic cytometery in the J. J. MacIsaac Facility for Aquatic Cytometery that housed
the first flow cytometer used in aquatic research. The technique taught by Poulton and
Sieracki was employed in this study to determine the actual volume density of the algae
samples withdrawn for analysis by the FACScan. The name-plate specifications for the
sample pump rate on the machine were 60 𝜇L·s-1 ±7 𝜇L·s-1 for the Hi-Flow setting, and

12 𝜇L·s-1 ±3 𝜇L·s-1 for the Lo-Flow setting. The estimated uncertainty within the

factory specified flow rates was too large to utilize in this project. Further, the relative
age of the equipment, and the extensive modifications made on the machine listed on
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pages 76-82 would also impact the rate at which the samples could be analyzed by the
machine. An example of a typical QA&QC evaluation of the sample volume withdraw
for Hi-and Lo-flow rates is presented in Figure 3.33 and Figure 3.34 respectively. The
plots in both Figure 3.33 and Figure 3.34 illustrate the variability of the volume of
samples withdrawn by the machine as determined from gravimetric analysis and
corrected for temperature. Figure 3.33 and Figure 3.34 show a wide variation in the
actual volume of the samples withdrawn during tests with samples of filtered RO water
only. In each of the samples taken in Figure 3.33 and Figure 3.34 the run time was
exactly the same (183 seconds) for each sample. However, when the actual sample
volumes were statistically analyzed against the average nameplate value for each of the
flow rates, a statistically significant difference was found (p > 0.05) using a t-test.
Furthermore, the data was consistently skewed to give a higher volume then the average
nameplate for each flow rate. This difference was attributed to modifications made to the
machine.
The literature also recognizes the problem in consistent sample volume
measurements determined solely from nameplate information on commercial flow
cytometers [308]. As a result, the gravimetric method for determining sample volumes
analyzed by the machine was utilized.
The basic experimental procedure began after the manufacturer’s standard startup procedures were complete. The instrument’s initial settings were set as follows: FSC
= E00, SSC gain =300, FL1 gain=400, FL2 gain =450, and FL3 gain=350. However,
these were just starting points and were adjusted to optimize the particular conditions of
each replicate sample for the best visualization of the counts.

Figure 3.33. Hi flow rate samples (in mL), plotted along with the upper and lower limits as determined from the factory
specifications.
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Figure 3.34. Lo flow rate samples (in mL) plotted along with the upper and lower limits as determined from the factory specifications.
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For example, if samples were hard to detect, the FL3 gain may go to as high as
450, not 350. The basic procedure would be executed for each sample as follows
(modified from [308]):
(a) Select the sample flow rate used for analysis (preference for Lo-flow).
(b) Place the machine in Ready mode.
(c) Fill the sample tube (Falcon 2063, Becton Dickenson, Mountain View,
CA, USA) with a 2-3 mL sample.
(d) Weigh the sample on an analytical balance with a capacity of 110 g
and a resolution of 0.1 mg (Ohaus Adventurer Pro Balance, AV114C,
Pine Brook, NJ, USA).
(e) Quickly and smoothly seat the Falcon tube onto the SIP assembly, the
instant after a droplet of the sheath fluid has fallen from the sample
needle, and before the next one forms.
(f) Simultaneously start the software to initiate the sample analysis.
(g) Run the sample for between 3-5 min to yield a particle count between
1000 and 10,000 individuals.
(h) Remove the sample tube and simultaneous stop the sample analysis.
(i) Weigh the remaining volume of the sample.
(j) Syringe filter (25 mm diameter, 0.22 μm polyvinylidene fluoride filter,
miyashop, Hong Kong, Hong Kong) the sample.
(i) From the sample in the syringe, place a drop or two on to a
hand-held salinity refractometer (Aquatic Eco-Systems, SR5AQ, Apopka, FL, USA).
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(ii) Deliver the balance of the syringe filtered sample into a
18x100mm test tube for pH determination.
The pH of the sample was determined by a S40 Mettler-Tolledo SevenMulti™
meter with ION module for ph/mV/ORP (Model# 51302807, Mettler-Tolledo,
Switzerland) that was attached to an InLab Versatile Pro (Model # 51343031, MettlerTolledo, Switzerland) probe. The meter was calibrated using a three-point, segmented
method with Mettler-Toledo Rainbow Pack Sachets (Product#: 51302080 MettlerTolledo, Switzerland). The display resolution was set for “three decimal” places, and the
stability criterion was set to “normal”. This calibration was performed once a week
during experimental trials.
An amount of fluid equal to the volume of the amount of the sample withdrawn
from the bioreactor would be returned to the bioreactor. The fluid would consist of either
sterilized RO water, or sterilized synthetic sea water, based on salinity measurements.
Salinity was strictly monitored as an indicator of the evaporation of media and to help to
maintain the experimental volume of the bioreactor. In this way, the salinity was
maintained within 2‰ in experiments.
Figure 3.35 demonstrates a data run for one sample taken during the capstone
experiment (data file 0.063). Figure 3.35 illustrates the graphs used in discriminating the
populations using bivariate dot plots and placing gates around areas of high dot density to
determine cell counts. Specifically, dot plots were created in CellQuest (Version 3.3)
software by selecting SSC (Y-axis) and FSC (X-axis) dot plots for the top graph in Figure
3.35. Similarly, the bottom graph in Figure 3.35 was created using FL3 (Y-axis) and
SSC (X-axis), with all channels set to log scale.
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Figure 3.35. Example of sets of bivariate plots created in CellQuest software and
monitored in real time during sample runs on FACScan. The red dashed line was added
for improved clarity between two populations of cells.
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Thus, the specific populations could be discriminated by observation of the
bivariate log plots in real-time. Figure 3.35 shows distinct populations, both in size and
red fluorescence in FL3 that clearly differentiate the different morphologies for D. viridis
within the experimental sample. These counts were then recorded along with
temperature, salinity, and pH data for the sample run. Counts were discarded or rerun
under higher flow rates or longer times if they were found to be under 1000 individuals,
as counts below 1000 were too low to be deemed statistically significant as explained
previously.
The volume data for the cell densities used in the analysis were developed from
the standard calculation of density of the water corrected for both temperature and
salinity data, generated from the Equation (13) presented in the literature [310].
Specifically, the following equations were used to experimentally determine the density
of water (ρ water ) in units of kg·m-3 for each sample, based on the sample temperature (T)
in °C, and the salinity (S) in units of g·kg-1:

3

𝜌𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 = 𝜌𝑇 + 𝑎𝑎 + 𝑏𝑆 2 + 𝑐𝑆 2

(13)

The water density, as a function of only temperature, (ρ T ) was derived using the
following equation:

𝜌𝑇 = 1000 �1 −

(𝑇 + 288.9414)
�
(508929.2)(𝑇 + 68.12963)(𝑇 − 3.9863)2

(14)
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The coefficient a in the equation for ρ water was calculated using the following equation:

𝑎 = (8.24493 × 10−1 ) − (𝑇 ∗ 4.0899 × 10−3 ) + (𝑇 2 ∗ 7.6438 × 10−5 )
− (𝑇 3 ∗ 8.2467 × 10−7 ) + (𝑇 4 ∗ 5.3675 × 10−9 )

(15)

The coefficient b in the equation for ρ water was calculated using the following equation:

𝑏 = (−5.724 × 10−3 ) + (𝑇 ∗ 1.0227 × 10−4 )(𝑇 2 ∗ 1.6546 × 10−6 )

(16)

Finally, the coefficient c in the equation for ρ water was calculated using the following
value:

𝑐 = (48314 × 10−4 )

(17)

The inverse of the ρ water was then multiplied by the difference between the initial and
final sample mass to derive the volume of the sample analyzed by the flow cytometer.
Finally, the cell count taken from the dot plot of FL3 vs SSC was divided by the
calculated volume to yield the cell density reported in g·mL-1.

3.12. PREPARATION FOR SAMPLE TREATMENT
To begin an experimental treatment, algae would first be drawn from stock
cultures. These stock cultures would have been at least three weeks old, showing a green
tint in the culture tube. Varying ambient conditions in the lab would impact the relative
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maturation rate of the stock cultures as problems with consistent ambient temperature
conditions were a persistent issue. As a result, the three week time period was only a
guideline as cultures could take longer or shorter times to come to maturation. These
stock cultures were grown in maintenance media that consisted of a full formulation of
Prov50 as reported in the Appendix. Further, the media was made with natural seawater
from Boothbay, ME that had a salinity of between 33‰ and 35‰. These stocks were
also grown in natural sunlight, and would be supplemented with full-spectrum grow
lights (T5 High Output fluorescent grow light, 6400 K@ 5000 lm, 4 ft, 54 W bulb, AFC
Greenhouses, Buffalo Junction, VA USA) when daylight hours fell below 10 hrs, for a
total of 12 hrs of illumination. Cell counts would be made in accordance with the light
microscope methods previously discussed. A cell density of at least 10,000 cell·mL-1
was determined to be the critical cell density where the microalgae would reach the
maximum density without mutual shading according to the research literature [233]. If at
least 10,000 cell·mL-1 was observed, a 1 mL sample would be transferred into 15 mL of
standard, full formulation Prov50, with a synthetic seawater base at a salinity of 33 ± 2‰
(Appendix). A primary and a backup test tube for each experimental replicate would be
prepared. These cultures would be allowed to grow under natural sunlight, with
supplemental artificial illumination as explained previously, until a green tint would be
noticed in the tube, and critical cell density reached. The tubes would be sampled and
counted again with light microscope methods as previously discussed, until the critical
cell density was reached. A 1 mL sample would then be transferred into 15 mL of
experimental growth media as previously described in the methods section. Again, a
primary and a back-up test tube would be prepared for each experimental replicate.
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These cultures would be allowed to grow again until a green tint was noted. The tubes
would be sampled and counted with light microscope methods as previously discussed,
until the critical cell density was reached. Experiments would begin with the transfer of
10 mL of culture into 1 L of experimental growth media that was sterilized in the
bioreactor. An aeration supply line would be hooked up to the bioreactor and the flow
meter adjusted to provide a flow rate of 0.30 to 0.40 LPM. A sterilized, 50 mL syringe
would be connected to the sample port, and a 0.2 μm air filter would be connected to the
vent port as seen in the Figure 3.32. As noted in the literature, the algae would need to be
incubated in complete darkness in order to eliminate any energy for growth from
intercellular substances taken up from the culture medium and synthesized under natural
sunlight [242]. After three days, the experiment commenced with the taking of the first
sample for analysis via flow cytometry as previously discussed.

3.13. STATISTICAL METHODS
A basic understanding of the expected population growth characteristics of
microorganisms is required to provide background for the data treatment strategies
unique to working with biostatistics. The determination of the rate of growth of a given
sample is complicated by complex biological responses and adaptations. The first
concept that needs to be addressed is the complex nature of the population growth of a
model culture of microorganisms. Most all cultures of microorganisms, including
unicellular algae, are suitably complex such that a linear graph of the population of
organisms over time should yield a plot similar to the picture in Figure 3.36.
A mathematical representation of the visual model in Figure 3.36 is known as the
Verhulst Population Growth Model that was first published by Pierre Verhulst in 1845,
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the logistic model for population growth was described by the differential equation below
[311, 312].

𝑑𝑑
𝑟𝑟(𝑁𝐴 − 𝑁)
=
𝑑𝑑
𝑁𝐴

(18)

N represents the population as a count of individuals.

Figure 3.36. Standard growth curve with growth phases identified on the curve.

The r term is the Malthusian parameter which is a measure of the proportional rate of
change in a population over time. This term is also called the intrinsic rate of increase,
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or instantaneous rate of increase in other texts [313]. The value of N A is the carrying
capacity of the environment, otherwise known as the maximum sustainable population.
Defining the ratio of the population as divided by the carrying capacity of the
𝑁

environment as equal to x (𝑥 ≡ 𝑁 ) yields the differential equation:
𝐴

𝑑𝑥
= 𝑟𝑟(1 − 𝑥)
𝑑𝑑

(19)

The equation has the following solution when derived:

𝑥(𝑡) =

1

1
1 + �𝑥 − 1� 𝑒 −𝑟𝑟
0

(20)

It should be noted that there are several published modifications to the basic logistical
equation and research is ongoing in the field of biostatistics and ecological modeling that
takes into account various different conditions and philosophical approaches to
calculation of growth curves [314-316]. The limits on experimental determination of
other relevant variables, like nutrient uptake over time or gravimetric analysis of the
biomass produced, precluded the use of more sophisticated treatments of the growth
curves in the experiments.
The biological significance of each section of the sigmoidal population growth
curve can also be seen in Figure 3.36. An inoculum of algae transferred into fresh culture
media is expected to progress though the basic stages: Lag Phase, Exponential Growth
Phase, Stationary Phase, and Death Phase. Lag Phase is typically described as the period
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when the algae are acclimating to the new environment. During this period, the algae are
modifying biochemical systems within the cell to cope with the environmental factors of
the new environment. Fresh media is replete with compounds that consist mainly of
nitrogenous and phosphorous compounds (nutrients), trace metals, and at least one
vitamin as described in the literature [280]. For example, an organism that moves from a
depleted solution of media to a replete media will need time to adjust uptake mechanisms
to cope with the higher concentrations of nutrients. Once the organisms become
acclimated, the population growth will begin to accelerate. The acceleration in growth
will continue until reaching an exponential rate. As the population of the algae starts to
approach the carrying capacity of the environment, the rate of growth in the population
will decelerate until reaching a steady-state where the rate of mortality is approximately
equal to the addition of new organisms. Presuming that the culture media is not
refreshed, the population will eventually start to decline as the rate of loss of individuals
to mortality exceeds the additions of new organisms. In some very rapidly dividing
populations, the rapid division of the population will result in an overshoot of the
carrying capacity, and a steep decline will occur as members of the population die off at a
faster rate than new organisms can be replenished. The resulting graph will not resemble
a sigmoidal curve, but rather display a distinct peak in the linear plot of the population
over time, that is interpreted as representing the rapid deceleration of growth as the
population enters into the Death Phase. In either case, the upside or exponential growth
region of plots of population density over time are of primary importance for the purpose
of comparing experimental regimens, and for important estimates used in engineering
larger culture systems. Conceptually, at the exponential point in the growth curve, the
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population mortality is assumed to be zero, or otherwise insignificant to the overall
growth rate. As a result, a key assumption in the analysis of the Exponential Growth
Phase in a growth curve is that the rate of mortality (m) of the population is insignificant
to the rate of additions to the population, which is defined as the specific growth rate (k).
Using the following equation, the maximal rate at which the population would grow

under ideal conditions can be determined as r, since it would be equal to the specific
growth rate during exponential growth according to the following equation:

𝑟 =𝜇−𝑚

(21)

For the purposes of the study described here, the r value was further converted into a
doubling time (T 2 ) with units of hours, using the first order reaction equation:

𝑇2 =

0.6931
𝑟

(22)

To determine the doublings per hour (k), the following calculation was also performed:

𝑘=

𝑁
𝑙𝑙𝑙2 𝑁𝑡
∆𝑡

𝑜

(23)

As noted in the literature, the continuous nature of exponential growth would mean that r,
k, and T 2 have conceptual and numerical differences [313]. As an example presented in
the literature, a culture with a value of k equal to one division per day would yield a
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doubling time, T 2 , of one day. However, the intrinsic growth rate, r, would be 0.69 per
day as a result of the exponential nature of the data [313].

3.14. GROWTH CURVE ANALYSIS
The detailed analysis of the r values derived from the exponential portion of the
population growth is the backbone for comparative assessment of the experiments
performed. The exponential growth of the algae was of primary importance for this study
as it would reveal the intrinsic growth rate data required to begin to evaluate the
sustainability and economics of the proposed underground culture system. Likewise,
basic engineering and design considerations require estimates of growth rates of the
biomass for both production of biomass and environmental remediation. The first step in
creating useful comparisons and eventual actionable data for mining engineering
stakeholders was the creation of growth curve plots from the experimental data. The
calculated cell density data from the three different replicates for each experimental
treatment in the 22 factorial experimental design, were incorporated into the creation of
linear plots representing the growth curve. Cell density and time course data were
tabulated and plotted within spreadsheet software (Excel, Microsoft Corp). Cell density
was consistently tabulated and plotted as the ordinate in units of cells·mL-1and the time
was organized as the abscissa in units of hr. Since the data contained two distinct
populations of vastly different morphology, different x,y scatter plots were created for
each experimental treatment which consisted of the following:
(a) A linear graph consisting of the mean cell density of the sum of the
means for the large and small cell populations and bounded by plots of
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the ±SE to yield a visual representation of a region around the mean
representing a 95% confidence.
(b) A linear graph consisting of the mean cell densities of the small, large,
and sum of the means for the large and small cell populations.
(c) A linear graph consisting of the mean cell density of the large
morphology cell type population and bounded by plots of the ±SE to
yield a visual representation of a region around the mean representing
a 95% confidence.
(d) A linear graph consisting of the mean cell density of the small
morphology cell type population and bounded by plots of the ±SE to
yield a visual representation of a region around the mean representing
a 95% confidence.
(f) Included with the growth curve plots type a, c, & d, was the average
pH for the replicates that was measured over the same time period as
the experiment.
To establish a confidence interval of 95% around the mean cell density values in
the respective plots, a factor of 1.96 ± SE was calculated for each data point. The +SE
and -SE data were then used to generate new data sets that were added to the plots of the
mean value of the cell count data as independent plots. The dashed line plots above and
below the solid line of the mean cell density for the respective plots creates an upper and
lower boundary to the variability in the sampling of cell densities over the course of the
experiment. The SE was used to give an indicator of how precise the estimate of the
mean was for the cell densities plotted with in a 95% confidence interval. The main
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consideration for using the SE was that the experiments were examining a relatively
small number of samples that would produce a non-normal distribution. This method
was recommended in the literature [317]. As a result, the application of SD was ruled out
in favor of SE. The increase in sample size would lead to a decrease in the variability of
sample means according to the central limit theorem. However, even with the triple
redundant sampling of each replicate, the samples are still only a very small fraction of
the entire volume of the reactor (on the order of 1%). The SEs were derived to assist in
forming a more reliable estimate of how well the samples represented the entire
population, so that reliable predictions about the performance of the experimental
treatments could be made [317].

3.15. DERIVING THE INTRINSIC GROWTH RATE
Once the cell density and time course data were tabulated and graphs created, the
data sets were evaluated to elucidate the exponential phase of the growth curves as part of
the data analysis. The analysis was accomplished utilizing a modified method from
Guillard (1973) to evaluate the growth curve data that was presented in the literature
[313]. This straightforward method was selected to preserve the nuances of the actual
experimental data that might be otherwise lost in extensive mathematical and theoretical
treatments. Guillard’s method stipulated that at least three consecutive data points would
be required to derive the intrinsic growth rate for the Exponential Growth Phase. As
explained in the literature, the technique utilizes “visual analysis” of the growth curve to
identify the exponential portion of the growth curve, and then hand-fitting a linear
trendline to three consecutive data points in the semi-log plot of cell density versus time.
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Finally, the slope of the trendline would be determined and reported as the intrinsic
growth rate.
The analysis performed in this project sought to improve upon Guillard’s method
by removing some of the more arbitrary aspects. The condition of the original procedure
that at least three consecutive data points are chosen to represent the Exponential Growth
Phase was preserved in the method used in this project. However, sets of three data
points were fit to exponential curves and evaluated for the highest correlation of variance
(R2). Additionally, the data analysis included expanding the sets of data points to include
adjacent data points, but only if their inclusion increased the value of R2. Finally, the
intrinsic growth rate was determined to be the exponential coefficient of the equation for
the exponential trendline used to best fit the data. Descriptive statistics from the actual
data points encompassed by the data set used to derive the r-value in the exponential
curve fitting exercise, were also tabulated for analysis. The resulting data was
distinguished from the entire data set by an inset box of either blue or red within the
tabulation of the data for each treatment in the factorial experiment.
Thus, the size of the data set would be utilized as a factor in the analysis of the
data. The more data points that would “fit” to an exponential curve, the better the
“confidence” that the growth characteristics exhibited in the data set were exponential
and were not an artifact of small sample size. The evaluation was carried out for data
comprising the separate cell morphologies, large and small, as well as the total “sum of
cell’s” density data.
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4. RESULTS

4.1 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the following sections, results will be presented for each part of the overall
experiment. The figures and data tables introduced and described in the following
sections describe the sum total results for each of the four treatments of the 22 factorial
experiment. The results were further refined with examination of the population growth
characteristics of the small and large cell morphology data obtained.
4.1.1. Constant Illumination Under Blue Light. Data from the experimental
treatment of D. viridis with constant blue (450 nm) light was processed as described in
the Material and Methods §3.14 and tabulated. Table 4.1 presents the data and derived
results for the total combined cell counts of the large and small cell morphologies in the
samples treated with constant illumination under blue (450 nm) light. Time versus mean
cell density (𝑛�) data from Table 4.1 were plotted on the primary abscissa and ordinate

respectively, to create the solid black line plot in Figure 4.1. Dashed black line plots in
Figure 4.1 denote the 95% confidence interval around the mean created from adding or
subtracting the 𝑛� to the product of 1.96 and the SE. Finally, the pH was plotted on the

secondary ordinate as a solid orange line in Figure 4.1. Using the same aforementioned
procedure, tables and plots were developed for only the large cell morphology and the
small cell morphology.
Table 4.2 represents only data related to the large cell morphology in the
treatment with constant blue (450 nm) light and was used to create the linear plot in
Figure 4.2. The solid blue line plot in Figure 4.2 represents the mean cell density data for
the large cell morphology. Dashed blue line plots in Figure 4.2 denote the 95%
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confidence interval around the mean created from adding or subtracting the 𝑛� to the

product of 1.96 and the SE. Finally, the pH was plotted on the secondary ordinate as a
solid orange line in Figure 4.2.
Table 4.3 represents only data related to the small cell morphology in the
treatment with constant blue (450nm) light. Figure 4.3 was developed from the data
presented in Table 4.3. The solid green line plot in Figure 4.3 represents the mean cell
density data for the small cell morphology as presented in Table 4.3. Dashed green line
plots in Figure 4.3 denote the 95% confidence interval around the mean created from
adding or subtracting the 𝑛� to the product of 1.96 and the SE. Finally, the pH was plotted

on the secondary ordinate as a solid orange line in Figure 4.3.

Visual interpretation of the plotted data in Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2, and Figure 4.3
illustrates an extended lag time of nearly 60 hrs for the experiment before beginning the
ascent to the maximum average cell density of just over 7000 cells·mL-1. Figure 4.2 also
shows that the large cell morphology of the algae dominated the growth of the population
as a whole. The small morphology of the algae entered a fairly steady-state of growth
over the same period, and throughout the decline in the large cell morphology population
until the experiment was terminated.
The overall growth curve is not completely sigmoidal as the rapid decline in the
population after 100 hrs does not demonstrate a traditional steady-state phase in Figure
4.1. The graph demonstrates a widening of the confidence interval as the data progresses
into the later stages of the Exponential Growth Phase into the peak of the population
growth, and only continuing for a short time in the Death Phase before narrowing.

Table 4.1. Combined cell morphology growth rate data for constantly illuminated cultures grown under blue (450 nm) light.
Time (hr)
-1

𝑛� (cells·mL )

SE
𝑛� + (1.96 x SE)
𝑛� - (1.96 x SE)
pH
N2/N1
ln(N2/N1)
log2(N2/N1)
Δt=(t2-t1)
-1

r (hr )
k (doublings per hr)
T 2 (hr)
Mean r from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

0.0

15.1

49.5

60.4

72.4

84.2

96.1

108.2

120.6

132.7

144.1

156.3

1018
81.9
1179
858
7.662
1.10

1120
39.3
1197
1043
7.719
0.909

1018
81.9
1179
858
7.855
0.634

646
59.0
762
530
7.798
2.232

3659
271.9
4192
3126
8.380
1.288

4714
222.7
5151
4278
8.750
1.503

7087
371.5
7815
6359
8.982
0.465

3294
354.6
3989
2599
9.076
0.718

2365
63.2
2489
2241
9.095
0.431

1018
81.9
1179
858
9.191
0.609

620
30.7
680
560
9.235

0.0953
0.137
15.1

-0.0953
-0.137
34.4

-0.455
-0.657
10.9

0.803
1.16

1442
117.0
1671
1212
8.430
2.538
0.931
1.34

0.253
0.366

0.408
0.588

-0.766
-1.11

-0.331
-0.478

12.1

11.8

11.9

12.1

12.4

12.1

-0.843
-1.22
11.4

-0.496
-0.716
12.1

0.00633 -0.00277
0.00913 -0.00399
109.5
-250

-0.0418
-0.0603
-16.6

0.0665
0.0960
10.4

0.0790
0.114
8.77

0.0213
0.0308
32.5

0.0336
0.0485
20.6

-0.0620
-0.0894
-11.2

-0.0273
-0.0394
-25.4

-0.0740
-0.107
-9.37

-0.0409
-0.0590
-16.9

0.0556
0.0304
0.0175
-1.41

Mean k from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

0.0802
0.0438
0.0253
-1.41

Mean T 2 from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

17.2
13.3
7.65
1.70
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Figure 4.1. Plot time versus of the mean of the combined large and small cell morphologies’ cell densities for constant illumination
under blue (450 nm) light experiments. Included on the secondary ordinate is the pH taken over the same time period. Dashed lines
represent the boundary of the 95% confidence interval around the mean cell densities.
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Table 4.2. Large cell morphology growth rate data for constantly illuminated cultures grown under blue (450 nm) light.
0.0

15.1

49.5

60.4

72.4

84.2

96.1

108.2

120.6

132.7

144.1

156.3

𝑛� (cells·mL )

SE
𝑛� + (1.96 x SE)
𝑛� - (1.96 x SE)
pH
N2/N1

287
46.4
378
196
7.662
2.46

706
41.8
788
624
7.719
0.30

211
19.5
249
173
7.855
1.65

348
34.1
415
281
7.798
2.78

3220
235.1
3681
2759
8.380
1.23

3972
218.8
4400
3543
8.750
1.64

6532
424.8
7365
5699
8.982
0.43

2788
316.1
3408
2169
9.076
0.63

1763
51.4
1864
1663
9.095
0.18

313
29.1
370
256
9.191
0.60

188
19.2
225
150
9.235

ln(N2/N1)
log2(N2/N1)
Δt=(t2-t1)

0.899
1.30
15.1

-1.21
-1.74
34.4

0.500
0.722

1.02
1.48

967
91.1
1145
788
8.430
3.33
1.20
1.74

0.210
0.303

0.498
0.718

-0.851
-1.23

-0.458
-0.661

10.9

12.1

11.8

11.9

12.1

12.4

12.1

-1.73
-2.49
11.4

-0.511
-0.738
12.1

r (hr )
k (doublings per hr)
T 2 (hr)

0.0597
0.0862
11.6

-0.0351
-0.0507
-19.7

0.0459
0.0662
15.1

0.0847
0.122
8.18

0.102
0.147
6.79

0.0176
0.0255
39.3

0.0410
0.0592
16.9

-0.0688
-0.0993
-10.1

-0.0377
-0.0544
-18.4

-0.152
-0.219
-4.57

-0.0422
-0.0608
-16.4

Mean r from interval analysis

0.0776
0.0288
0.0166
-1.05

Time (hr)
-1

-1

Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

Mean k from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

0.112
0.0415
0.0240
-1.05

Mean T 2 from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

10.0
4.45
2.57
1.54
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Figure 4.2. Plot of time versus only the large cell morphology’s median cell densities for the constant illumination under blue (450
nm) light experiments. Included on the secondary ordinate is the pH taken over the same time period. Dashed lines represent the
boundary of the 95% confidence interval around the mean cell densities.
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Table 4.3. Small cell morphology growth rate data for constantly illuminated cultures grown under blue (450nm) light.
Time (hr)
-1

𝑛� (cells·mL )

SE
𝑛� + (1.96 x SE)
𝑛� - (1.96 x SE)
pH
N2/N1
ln(N2/N1)
log2(N2/N1)
Δt=(t2-t1)
-1

r (hr )
k (doublings per hr)
T 2 (hr)
Mean r from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

84.2
439
68.5
573
305
8.380
1.69

96.1
743
56.6
854
632
8.750
0.748

108.2
555
55.4
664
447
8.982
0.911

120.6
506
47.5
599
413
9.076
1.19

132.7
601
20.0
640
562
9.095
0.954

144.1
574
32.2
637
510
9.191
0.753

0.465
0.671

72.4
475
26.6
527
423
8.430
0.924
-0.0790
-0.114

0.526
0.759

-0.291
-0.420

-0.0929
-0.134

0.173
0.249

-0.283
-0.409

12.1

11.8

11.9

12.1

12.4

12.1

-0.0470
-0.0679
11.4

0.0385 -0.00671
0.0556 -0.0097
18.0
-103

0.0443
0.0639
15.7

-0.0240
-0.0346
-28.9

-0.0075
-0.0108
-92.2

0.0142
0.0205
48.8

-0.0041
-0.0060
-168

-0.0234
-0.0337
-29.7

0.0
731
83.4
894
567
7.662
0.566

15.1
414
9.3
432
396
7.719
0.626

49.5
259
31.5
321
197
7.855
1.15

60.4
298
26.6
350
246
7.798
1.59

-0.569
-0.820
15.1

-0.469
-0.676
34.4

0.141
0.203
10.9

-0.0378
-0.0545
-18.4

-0.0136
-0.0196
-50.9

0.0129
0.0186
53.7

0.0130
0.0291
0.0168
-0.19

Mean k from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

0.0188
0.0403
0.0233
-1.65

Mean T 2 from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

156.3
432
16.9
465
399
9.235

12.1

-23.2
69.4
40.1
-1.73
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Figure 4.3. Plot of time versus only the small cell morphology’s median cell densities for the constant illumination under blue (450
nm) light experiments. Included on the secondary ordinate is the pH taken over the same time period. Dashed lines represent the
boundary of the 95% confidence interval around the mean cell densities.
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The plot Figure 4.2 represents the same non-sigmoidal plot as exhibited in the
Figure 4.1 because of the dominance of the larger cell morphology in growth phases of
the experiment. Figure 4.2 exhibits the same widening of the confidence interval
illustrated in Figure 4.1 as the population approaches the peak cell density, then peaks,
and proceeds mid-way down the Death Phase. As the population density declines, the
confidence interval contracts to an almost unperceivable level on the graph until the end
of the experiment. The Figure 4.3 plot exhibits an immediate increase in the level of
large morphology cells within the first experimental time interval. The increase is
followed by a more gradual rise in the population density until around 60 hrs into the
experiment, when the population reaches the beginning of the Acceleration of Growth
phase. This subtle feature is lost on the Figure 4.1 graph, where the Lag Phase is almost
flat as a rapid decrease in the population of the smaller cell morphology almost
completely canceled out the increase in appearance of the larger cell morphology.
The graph of the small cell morphology in Figure 4.3 exhibited a more flat growth
curve that did not fit as well into a classical model. The Lag Phase in Figure 4.3 actually
demonstrated a distinct decrease in the population until around 60hrs when the small cell
morphology population began to increase. However, the cell density of the small cell
morphology only manages to recover to around the level of the initial concentration
introduced into the bioreactor. Similar to the large cell morphology over the same time
span, the small cell morphology had relative increases in the 95% confidence of the
mean. Also notable are the comparative cell densities between the two morphologies.
The cell densities of the small cell morphologies are around an order of magnitude less
than that of the large cell morphologies throughout much of the experiment. Only in the
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last few samples of the experiment do the cell densities of the small cell morphology
reach those of the large cell morphology. However, that situation only occurs because
the cell density of the large cell morphology has rapidly declined, and not because the
small cell morphology has rapidly grown.
4.1.2. Flashing Illumination Under Blue Light. Data from the experimental
treatment of D. viridis with blue (450 nm) light flashing at a frequency of 45.5 Hz was
processed as described in the Material and Methods §3.14 and tabulated. Table 4.4
presents the data and derived results for the total combined cell counts of the large and
small morphologies in the samples treated with flashing illumination under blue light.
Time versus 𝑛� data from Figure 4.4were plotted on the primary abscissa and ordinate

respectively, to create the solid black line plot in the figure. Dashed black line plots in
Figure 4.4 denote the 95% confidence interval around the mean created from adding or
subtracting the 𝑛� to the product of 1.96 and the SE. Finally, the pH was plotted on the

secondary ordinate as a solid orange line in Figure 4.4. Using the same aforementioned
procedure, tables and plots were developed for only the large cell morphology and the
small cell morphology.
Table 4.5 represents only data related to the large cell morphology in the
treatment with flashing blue (450nm) light and was used to create the linear plot in Figure
4.5. The solid blue line plot in Figure 4.5 represents the mean cell density data for the
large cell morphology. Dashed blue line plots in Figure 4.5 denote the 95% confidence
interval around the mean created from adding or subtracting the 𝑛� to the product of 1.96
and the SE. Finally, the pH was plotted on the secondary ordinate as a solid orange line
in Figure 4.5.
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Table 4.6 represents only data related to the small cell morphology in the
treatment with flashing blue (450nm) light. Figure 4.6 was developed from the data
presented in Table 4.6. The solid green line plot in Figure 4.6 represents the mean cell
density data for the small cell morphology as presented in Table 4.6. Dashed green line
plots in Figure 4.6 denote the 95% confidence interval around the mean created from
adding or subtracting the 𝑛� to the product of 1.96 and the SE. Finally, the pH was plotted

on the secondary ordinate as a solid orange line in Figure 4.6.

Visual interpretation of the plotted data in Figure 4.5 illustrates a lag time of
nearly 40 hrs before the commencement of the Positive Acceleration Phase populations.
The cell density peaks at over 12000 cells·mL-1 at two separate times within the plot. As
was seen in Figure 4.5, the growth of the large cell morphology population dominates the
plot of growth of the population as a whole in Figure 4.4. The small cell morphology
population also demonstrated a positive growth phase at the same time as the larger cell
type. The small cell morphology attained roughly one-half to one-third of the cell
densities of the larger cell morphology throughout the experimental trial. The small cell
morphology population peaked at around a mean cell density of 3700 cells·mL-1 , and the
larger cell morphology peaked at just over 10000 cells·mL-1. Figure 4.6 shows that the
small cell morphology population reached a reasonable steady-state between hour 45 and
hour 140 as the cell density fluctuated consistently between 3000 to 2000 cells·mL-1. The
plot of the mean cell densities of the large cell morphology clearly shows two distinct
decreases in cell density, one around hour 75 and another around hour 100 that distort the
graph away from a more classic growth curve in Figure 4.5.

Table 4.4. Combined cell morphology growth rate data for flashing (45.6 Hz) illuminated cultures grown under blue (450 nm) light.
Time (hr)

0.0

15.1

37.3

49.6

60.4

72.5

80.3

97.0

108.3

120.6

132.8

144.2

156.3

814
78.3
968
661
7.601
1.59
0.464
0.669

1295
104.4
1499
1090
7.875
1.33
0.283
0.409

1719
16.3
1750
1687
8.131
2.18
0.781
1.13

3753
432.3
4600
2906
8.219
2.47
0.904
1.30

9267
118.9
9500
9034
8.203
0.86
-0.147
-0.211

8004
117.9
8236
7773
8.687
1.56
0.442
0.637

12451
258.3
12957
11944
8.781
0.85

10568
565.1
11676
9460
9.200
1.03

10904
587.7
12056
9752
9.049
1.15

12488
1374.7
15183
9794
9.159
0.62

0.0313
0.0452

0.136
0.196

-0.471
-0.679

4720
436.4
5575
3865
9.378
0.45
-0.804
-1.16

2113
77.8
2265
1960
9.289

-0.164
-0.237

7801
265.7
8322
7280
9.071
0.61
-0.502
-0.725

15.1

22.2

12.3

10.8

12.1

7.76

16.7

11.3

12.4

12.1

11.4

12.1

r (hr )
k (doublings per hr)
T 2 (hr)

0.0306
0.0442
22.6

0.0128
0.0184
54.3

0.0634
0.0914
10.9

0.0840
0.1212
8.3

-0.0121
-0.0175
-57.2

0.0569 -0.00981
0.0821 -0.0141
12.2
-70.7

0.00277
0.00400
250

0.0110
0.0158
63.1

-0.0388
-0.0559
-17.9

-0.0440
-0.0635
-15.7

-0.0663
-0.0957
-10.4

Mean r from interval analysis

0.0451
0.0506
0.0292
-1.41

Mean T 2 from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

-12.7
38.6
22.3
-1.72

-1

𝑛� (cells·mL )

SE
𝑛� + (1.96 x SE)
𝑛� - (1.96 x SE)
pH
N2/N1
ln(N2/N1)
log2(N2/N1)
Δt=(t2-t1)
-1

Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

Mean k from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

0.0650
0.0730
0.0421
-1.41
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Figure 4.4. Plot time versus of the mean of the combined large and small cell morphologies’ cell densities for flashing illumination
(45.6 Hz) under blue (450 nm) light experiments. Included on the secondary ordinate is the pH taken over the same time period.
Dashed lines represent the boundary of the 95% confidence interval around the mean cell densities.
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Table 4.5. Large cell morphology growth rate data for flashing (45.6 Hz) illuminated cultures grown under blue (450 nm) light.
Time (hr)
-1

𝑛� (cells·mL )

SE
𝑛� + (1.96 x SE)
𝑛� - (1.96 x SE)
pH
N2/N1
ln(N2/N1)
log2(N2/N1)
Δt=(t2-t1)
-1

r (hr )
k (doublings per hr)
T 2 (hr)
Mean r from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

0.0

15.1

37.3

49.6

60.4

72.5

80.3

97.0

108.3

120.6

132.8

144.2

156.3

272
58.0
386
158
7.601
1.09
0.0869
0.125

297
12.7
322
272
7.875
2.37
0.864

704
70.8
843
565
8.131
1.86
0.621

1310
278.3
1855
765
8.219
5.13
1.64

6720
11.8
6743
6697
8.203
0.78
-0.249

5240
198.4
5628
4851
8.687
1.82
0.600

9548
404.0
10339
8756
8.781
0.72

6843
377.9
7583
6102
9.200
1.16

7923
372.0
8652
7194
9.049
1.29

10187
1258.2
12653
7721
9.159
0.52

1.25

0.896

2.36

-0.359

0.866

0.147
0.211

0.251
0.363

-0.659
-0.951

2341
365.1
3057
1626
9.378
0.07
-2.69
-3.88

159
35.6
229
89
9.289

-0.333
-0.481

5269
223.4
5707
4831
9.071
0.44
-0.811
-1.17

15.1

22.2

12.3

10.8

12.1

7.76

16.7

11.3

12.4

12.1

11.4

12.1

0.00574
0.00828
121

0.0390
0.0562
17.8

0.0504
0.0727
13.8

0.152
0.219
4.6

-0.0206
-0.0297
-33.7

0.0773
0.112
8.96

-0.0199
-0.0287
-34.8

0.0130
0.0187
53.4

0.0203
0.0294
34.1

-0.0543
-0.0784
-12.8

-0.0711
-0.103
-9.75

-0.222
-0.320
-3.12

Mean T 2 from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

12.0
6.78
3.92
-1.07

0.0804
0.0622
0.0359
1.67

Mean k from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

0.116
0.0897
0.0518
1.67
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Figure 4.5. Plot of time versus only the large cell morphology’s median cell densities for the flashing (45.6 Hz) illumination under
blue (450 nm) light experiments. Included on the secondary ordinate is the pH taken over the same time period. Dashed lines
represent the boundary of the 95% confidence interval around the mean cell densities.
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Table 4.6. Small cell morphology growth rate data for flashing (45.6 Hz) illuminated cultures grown under blue (450 nm) light.
Time (hr)
-1

𝑛� (cells·mL )

SE
𝑛� + (1.96 x SE)
𝑛� - (1.96 x SE)
pH
N2/N1
ln(N2/N1)
log2(N2/N1)
Δt=(t2-t1)
-1

r (hr )
k (doublings per hr)
T 2 (hr)

0.0

15.1

37.3

49.6

60.4

72.5

80.3

97.0

108.3

120.6

132.8

144.2

156.3

542
27.3
595
489
7.601
1.84
0.610
0.880

998
115.8
1225
771
7.875
1.02
0.0166
0.0239

1015
86.9
1185
844
8.131
2.41
0.879
1.268

2443
174.4
2785
2101
8.219
1.04
0.0417
0.0602

2547
108.6
2760
2334
8.203
1.09
0.0820
0.118

2765
84.6
2931
2599
8.687
1.05
0.0487
0.0703

2903
161.8
3220
2586
8.781
1.28

3725
287.6
4289
3162
9.2
0.800

2982
283.9
3538
2425
9.049
0.772

2301
119.4
2535
2067
9.159
1.10

-0.223
-0.321

-0.259
-0.374

0.0956
0.138

2379
141.8
2657
2101
9.378
0.821
-0.197
-0.284

1954
49.0
2050
1857
9.289

0.249
0.360

2532
161.9
2850
2215
9.071
0.939
-0.0624
-0.0901

15.1

22.2

12.3

10.8

12.1

7.8

16.7

11.3

12.4

12.1

11.4

12.1

0.0403 0.000748
0.0582 0.00108
17.2
926

0.0713
0.103
9.72

0.00388
0.00559
179

0.00678
0.00978
102

0.00628
0.00906
110

0.0149
0.0215
46.5

-0.0197
-0.0284
-35.2

-0.0210
-0.0302
-33.1

0.00788 -0.00547
0.0114 -0.00789
88.0
-127

-0.0163
-0.0235
-42.6

Mean r from interval analysis 0.00933
Standard Deviation
0.00485
Standard Error
0.0204
Skewness
1.71

Mean k from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

0.0135
0.00700
0.00404
1.71

Mean T 2 from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

86.4
34.8
20.1
-1.63
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Figure 4.6. Plot of time versus only the small cell morphology’s median cell densities for the flashing (45.6 Hz) illumination under
blue (450 nm) light experiments. Included on the secondary ordinate is the pH taken over the same time period. Dashed lines
represent the boundary of the 95% confidence interval around the mean cell densities.
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As previously noted in Figure 4.4, the overall growth curve is not completely
sigmoidal as declines in the overall cell density occur at hour 75 and hour 100. With the
addition of the SE information, the graph demonstrates a widening of the confidence
interval as the experiment matures. Early in the experiment, the 95% confidence interval
is fairly consistent and demonstrates a very tight correlation with the mean data up until
hour 80. As was also shown in Figure 4.4, the 95% confidence interval widens
significantly in data points taken around the peak cell density for the experiment.
The Figure 4.5 plot represents the same non-sigmoidal plot as exhibited in the
Figure 4.4. The overlay of SE information also shows the same widening of the
confidence interval as the cells approach the peak cell density and throughout the peak.
The decline in the cell density of the large cell morphology coincides with the decrease in
the width of the 95% confidence interval. Another notable feature during the Lag Phase
in the Figure 4.5 plot is an increase in the 95% confidence interval just as the cells are
entering into the Positive Acceleration Phase and then decreases as the cells enter the
Exponential Phase around hour 50 and lasts until the hour 80.
The graph of the small cell morphology in Figure 4.6 exhibited a mostly steadystate as the variation in the cell density only varied by about 1500 cells·mL-1 between
hour 50 and hour 160. While a peak count of just over 3700 cells·mL-1 occurred at hour
95, the wide 95% confidence interval put the data reasonably within the range. The Lag
Phase actually demonstrated a distinct decrease in the population until around hour 60
when the small cell morphology began to increase.
4.1.3. Constant Illumination Under Red Light. Data from the experimental
treatment of D. viridis with constant red (660 nm) light was processed as described in the
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Material and Methods §3.14 and tabulated. Table 4.7 presents the data and derived
results for the total combined cell counts of the large and small morphologies in the
samples treated with constant illumination under red light. Time versus mean cell density
(𝑛�) data from Table 4.7 were plotted on the primary abscissa and ordinate respectively, to
create the solid black line plot in Figure 4.7. Dashed black line plots in Figure 4.1 denote
the 95% confidence interval around the mean created from adding or subtracting the 𝑛� to

the product of 1.96 and the SE. Finally, the pH was plotted on the secondary ordinate as
a solid orange line in Figure 4.7. Using the same aforementioned procedure, tables and
plots were developed for only the large cell morphology and the small cell morphology.
Table 4.8 represents only data related to the large cell morphology in the

treatment with constant red (660 nm) light and was used to create the linear plot in Figure
4.2. The solid red line plot in Figure 4.8 represents the mean cell density data for the
large cell morphology. Dashed red line plots in Figure 4.8 denote the 95% confidence
interval around the mean created from adding or subtracting the 𝑛� to the product of 1.96
and the SE. Finally, the pH was plotted on the secondary ordinate as a solid orange line
in Figure 4.8.
Table 4.9 represents only data related to the small cell morphology in the
treatment with constant red (660 nm) light and was developed from the data presented in
Table 4.9. The solid green line plot in Figure 4.3 represents the mean cell density data
for the small cell morphology as presented in Table 4.9. Dashed green line plots in
Figure 4.9 denote the 95% confidence interval around the mean created from adding or

Table 4.7. Combined cell morphology growth rate data for constantly illuminated cultures grown under red (660 nm) light.
0.0

15.2

37.3

49.7

60.5

72.5

84.3

97.4

108.3

120.6

156.7

168.2

180.3

1121
99.1
1315
927
7.618
3.87

4338
306.7
4939
3737
7.893
3.47

30340
1543.2
33365
27316
8.343
1.21

36627
2098.7
40740
32513
8.406
0.902

17900
898.1
19660
16139
8.378
1.64

26411
502.8
27396
25425
8.632
1.20

31769
1343.8
34403
29136
8.925
1.18

37406
206.1
37810
37002
9.029

-0.104
-0.149

-0.616

-0.185
-0.267

0.494
0.713

0.191

1.01

0.188
0.272

29339
532.1
30382
28296
8.520
0.743
-0.297

21810
693.8
23170
20450
9.159
1.21

1.25
1.80

33024
4261.4
41376
24672
8.467
0.652
-0.427

21540
1061.1
23620
19460
8.381
0.831

1.35
1.95

15066
678.4
16396
13737
8.049
2.01
0.700

-0.428

0.276

0.185
0.267

0.163
0.236

15.2

22.2

12.3

10.8

12.1

11.7

13.1

10.9

12.4

36.1

11.5

12.1

r (hr )
k (doublings per hr)
T 2 (hr)

0.0893
0.129
7.76

0.0561
0.0810
12.4

0.0568
0.0819
12.2

0.0175
0.0252
39.7

-0.00857
-0.0124
-80.9

-0.0365
-0.0526
-19.0

-0.0141
-0.0204
-49.1

0.0454
0.0655
15.3

-0.0240
-0.0346
-28.9

0.00530
0.00764
130.8

0.0161
0.0233
43.0

0.0135
0.0194
51.4

Mean r from interval analysis

0.0549
0.0294
0.0170
-0.31

Time (hr)
-1

𝑛� (cells·mL )

SE
𝑛� + (1.96 x SE)
𝑛� - (1.96 x SE)
pH
N2/N1
ln(N2/N1)
log2(N2/N1)
Δt=(t2-t1)
-1

Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

Mean k from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

0.0792
0.0424
0.0245
-0.31

Mean T 2 from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Sewness

18.0
14.6
8.43
1.87
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Figure 4.7. Plot time versus of the mean of the combined large and small cell morphologies’ cell densities for constant illumination
under red (660 nm) light experiments. Included on the secondary ordinate is the pH taken over the same time period. Dashed lines
represent the boundary of the 95% confidence interval around the mean cell densities.
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Table 4.8. Large cell morphology growth rate data for constantly illuminated cultures grown under red (660 nm) light.
Time (hr)
𝑛� (cells·mL-1)

SE
𝑛� + (1.96 x SE)
𝑛� - (1.96 x SE)
pH
N2/N1
ln(N2/N1)
log2(N2/N1)
Δt=(t2-t1)
-1
r (hr )
k (doublings per hr)
T 2 (hr)

Mean r from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

0.0

15.2

37.3

49.7

60.5

72.5

84.3

97.4

108.3

120.6

156.7

168.2

180.3

336
58.6
451
222
7.618
8.27

2780
269.9
3309
2251
7.893
4.45

12374
872.0
14083
10665
8.049
2.01

24920
1884.3
28613
21227
8.406
0.890

22177
3665.0
29360
14993
8.467
0.374

8289
817.2
9890
6687
8.381
0.497

4119
559.7
5216
3022
8.378
1.68

6933
422.4
7761
6105
8.520
0.340

2360
49.4
2457
2263
9.159
0.958

2260
71.0
2399
2121
8.632
0.722

1633
237.4
2098
1167
8.925
0.874

1426
92.2
1607
1246
9.029

2.11
3.05

1.49
2.15

0.697
1.00

24834
1686.8
28140
21527
8.343
1.00
0.00347
0.00501

-0.117
-0.168

-0.984
-1.42

-0.699
-1.01

0.521
0.751

-1.08
-1.55

-0.043
-0.063

-0.325
-0.469

-0.135
-0.195

15.2

22.2

12.3

10.8

12.1

11.7

13.1

10.9

12.4

36.1

11.5

12.1

0.139
0.201
4.97

0.0673
0.0971
10.3

0.0565
0.0815
12.3

0.000322
0.000464
2153

-0.00965
-0.0139
-71.8

-0.0840
-0.121
-8.26

-0.0533
-0.0769
-13.0

0.0479
0.0690
14.5

-0.0872
-0.126
-7.95

-0.00120
-0.00173
-576

-0.0284
-0.0410
-24.4

-0.0111
-0.0161
-62.2

0.0414
0.0360
0.0208
-1.56

Mean k from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

0.0597
0.0519
0.0299
-1.56

Mean T 2 from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

725
1237
714
1.73
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Figure 4.8. Plot of time versus only the large cell morphology’s median cell densities for constant illumination under red (660 nm)
light experiments. Included on the secondary ordinate is the pH taken over the same time period. Dashed lines represent the boundary
of the 95% confidence interval around the mean cell densities.
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Table 4.9. Small cell morphology growth rate data for constantly illuminated cultures grown under red (660nm) light.
Time (hr)
𝑛� (cells·mL-1)

SE
𝑛� + (1.96 x SE)
𝑛� - (1.96 x SE)
pH
N2/N1
ln(N2/N1)
log2(N2/N1)

0

15.2

37.3

49.7

60.5

72.5

84.3

97.4

108.3

120.6

156.7

168.2

180.3

785
46.6
876
693
7.618
1.99

1558
66.8
1689
1427
7.893
1.73

2692
193.6
3072
2313
8.049
2.05

11707
360.0
12413
11001
8.406
0.93

10847
628.3
12079
9616
8.467
1.22

24151
520.9
25172
23130
8.632
1.25

30137
1231.4
32550
27723
8.925
1.19

35979
160.0
36293
35666
9.029

0.716
1.03

-0.076
-0.110

13781
396.9
14559
13003
8.378
1.63
0.486
0.701

19450
644.6
20713
18187
9.159
1.24

0.547
0.789

13251
355.3
13948
12555
8.381
1.04
0.039
0.057

22406
117.1
22635
22176
8.520
0.87

0.686
0.989

5507
198.5
5896
5117
8.343
2.13
0.754
1.09

-0.141
-0.204

0.216
0.312

0.221
0.319

0.177
0.256

15.2

22.2

12.3

10.8

12.1

0.200
0.289
11.7

-1
r (hr )
k (doublings per hr)
T 2 (hr)

0.0452
0.0653
15.3

0.0247
0.0356
28.1

0.0580
0.0837
11.9

0.0700
0.101
9.9

-0.00631
-0.00911
-109.8

0.0171
0.0246
40.6

Mean r from interval analysis

0.0495
0.0339
0.0112
-0.56

Δt=(t2-t1)

Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

Mean k from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

0.0714
0.0280
0.0161
-0.56

13.1

10.9

12.4

36.1

11.5

12.1

0.00298
0.00431
232.2

0.0447
0.0644
15.5

-0.0114
-0.0165
-60.6

0.00599
0.00865
115.6

0.0193
0.0279
35.9

0.0146
0.0211
47.4

Mean T 2 from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

16.3
8.2
4.72
1.58
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Figure 4.9. Plot of time versus only the small cell morphology’s median cell densities for constant illumination under red (660 nm)
light experiments. Included on the secondary ordinate is the pH taken over the same time period. Dashed lines represent the boundary
of the 95% confidence interval around the mean cell densities.
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subtracting the 𝑛� to the product of 1.96 and the SE. Finally, the pH was plotted on the
secondary ordinate as a solid orange line in Figure 4.6.

Visual interpretation of the plotted data in Figure 4.7 illustrates an immediate
progression of the large cell morphology into the Acceleration Phase. The population
density of the large cell morphology continues through a distinct exponential phase,
roughly between hours 20 and 45, until reaching a mean peak density of just under 25000
cells·mL-1. The small cell morphology takes on a more linear population growth profile
throughout the duration of the experiment. With the exception of some intermediate
peaks in the data, the small cell morphology continues to grow at a fairly linear rate and
peaks with over 35000 cells·mL-1 when the experiment is terminated. Figure 4.7 also
shows that the large cell morphology of the algae dominated the early portion of the
growth of the population as a whole, and the small cell morphology of the algae
dominated the cell counts from hour 80 until the termination of the experiment.
The overall growth curve presented in Figure 4.7 is not completely sigmoidal as
the rapid decline in the sum of the large and small cell morphologies’ mean cell densities
decline significantly shortly after hour 60. However, the decline is halted around hour
95, and another small spike in the data is noted at about hour 110. The graph continues to
steadily increase until the termination of the experiment. The plot in Figure 4.7 shows a
fairly consistent and narrow 95% confidence interval all the way up to the major peak of
the graph at just after hour 60. The peak of the graph in Figure 4.7 demonstrates a
considerable widening of the confidence interval with a variation of between 4000-5000
cells·mL-1. The 95% confidence intervals then narrows down again as the population
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declines to hour 95. The samples taken afterwards show a fairly consistent 95%
confidence in the mean until the termination of the experiment.
Figure 4.8 is the linear plot of the mean cell densities (cells·mL-1) versus time (hr)
of the following: Data for the large cell morphology is designated by the solid red line.
A 95% confidence of the mean value is shown by the dashed red lines that represent the
+SE (upper dashed line) and –SE (lower dashed line). The overlay of SE information
also shows the same widening of the 95% confidence interval as was illustrated in Figure
4.7 at the peak cell density of around 25000 cells·mL-1. A small stationary phase is
inferred roughly between hour 50 and hour 70 in the experiment. A Death Phase then
continues until hour 120 when the population again reaches a fairly steady-state of
between 1400 and 2400 cells·mL-1. The 95% confidence interval bounded by the dashed
red lines is fairly constant up until the peak cell density. The plot is much wider at the
beginning of the Death Phase interval, and then begins to close as the large cell
morphology declines in population, until it is almost imperceptible at around hour 110.
Figure 4.9 is the linear plot of the mean cell densities (cells·mL-1) versus time (hr)
of the following: Data for the small cell morphology is designated by the solid green
line. A 95% confidence of the mean value is shown by the dashed green lines that
represent the +SE (upper dashed line) and –SE (lower dashed line). The graph of the
small cell morphology exhibited a more linear growth curve that did not fit as well into a
classical growth model. A discernable Lag Phase seems to occur until hour 40, and an
Acceleration Phase seems to build until hour 60. The overall plot seems to demonstrate a
more linear growth trend as a clear exponential phase, or any peak in cell densities is not
readily apparent in the plot. The maximum density of the small cell type occurs at the
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termination of the experiment when it surpasses 37000 cells·mL-1. Unlike the plot of the
large cell morphology over the same time span, the small cell morphology plot
demonstrated only a very small and consistent 95% confidence of the mean. Also
notable are the comparative cell densities between the two cell morphologies. The cell
densities of the small cell morphology are around an order of magnitude less than that of
the large cell morphology throughout much of the experiment. However, the steady
growth of the small cell morphology eventually dominates the experiments as the large
cell morphology retreats.
4.1.4. Flashing Illumination Under Red Light. Data from the experimental
treatment of D. viridis with red (660 nm) light flashing at a frequency of 45.6 Hz was
processed as described in the Material and Methods §3.14 and tabulated. Table 4.10
presents the data and derived results for the total combined cell counts of the large and
small cell morphologies in the samples treated with flashing illumination under red (660
nm) light. Time versus 𝑛� data from Figure 4.10 were plotted on the primary abscissa and
ordinate respectively, to create the solid black line plot in the figure. Dashed black line
plots in Figure 4.10 denote the 95% confidence interval around the mean created from
adding or subtracting the 𝑛� to the product of 1.96 and the SE. Finally, the pH was plotted
on the secondary ordinate as a solid orange line in Figure 4.10. Using the same

aforementioned procedure, tables and plots were developed for only the large cell
morphology and the small cell morphology.
Figure 4.11 represents only data related to the large cell morphology in the
treatment with flashing (45.6 Hz) red (660 nm) light and was used to create the linear plot
in Figure 4.11. The solid red line plot in Figure 4.11 represents the mean cell density
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data for the large cell morphology. Dashed red line plots in Figure 4.11 denote the 95%
confidence interval around the mean created from adding or subtracting the 𝑛� to the

product of 1.96 and the SE. Finally, the pH was plotted on the secondary ordinate as a
solid orange line in Figure 4.11.
Table 4.12 represents only data related to the small cell morphology in the
treatment with flashing (45.6 Hz) red (660nm) light. Figure 4.12 was developed from the
data presented in Table 4.12. The solid green line plot in Figure 4.12 represents the mean
cell density data for the small cell morphology as presented in Table 4.12. Dashed green
line plots in Figure 4.12 denote the 95% confidence interval around the mean created
from adding or subtracting the 𝑛� to the product of 1.96 and the SE. Finally, the pH was
plotted on the secondary ordinate as a solid orange line in Figure 4.12.

Visual interpretation of the plotted data in Figure 4.10 shows that the plot takes on
a classical sigmoidal S-curve with distinct phases. However, plots of the respective
morphologies that underlie the plot of the sum of cell’s cell densities show vastly
different growth characteristics. A discernable Lag Phase of nearly 30hrs for the large
cell morphology is shown in Figure 4.12. The influence of the large cell morphology on
the sum of cell’s cell densities continues until attaining a maximum cell density of just
over 39000 cells·mL-1 . With the exception of a brief pause at hour 80, the large cell
morphology continues a nearly exponential decline until hour 140 and a cell density of
around 3000 cells·mL-1, until the termination of the experiment. The small cell
morphology shows a much steadier, more linear increase in cell density for the duration
of the experiment and reaches a higher final cell density (47800 cells·mL-1) than the large
morphology.

Table 4.10. Combined cell morphology growth rate data for flashing (45.6 Hz) illuminated cultures grown under red (660 nm) light.
Time (hr)
-1

𝑛� (cells·mL )

SE
𝑛� + (1.96 x SE)
𝑛� - (1.96 x SE)
pH
N2/N1
ln(N2/N1)
log2(N2/N1)
Δt=(t2-t1)
r (hr-1)
k (doublings per hr)
T 2 (hr)
Mean r from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

0.00

15.2

37.3

49.7

60.5

72.6

84.3

97.4

108.2

120.6

132.8

144.2

156.4

1354
38.1
1428
1279
7.609
2.76

3738
357.3
4438
3037
7.92
2.35

8767
183.4
9127
8407
8.143
4.29

37604
2180.9
41879
33330
8.322
1.28

48277
5301.1
58667
37887
8.376
0.86

41277
1437.8
44095
38459
8.437
1.08

44599
3340.0
51146
38053
8.506
0.87

38734
1925.5
42508
34960
8.512
1.06

41155
4343.9
49669
32640
8.536
0.76

31257
716.8
32662
29852
8.532
1.10

34276
983.4
36204
32349
8.611
1.26

43219
1188.0
45547
40890
8.723
1.11

47809
643.9
49071
46547
8.633

1.02

0.853

1.46

0.250

-0.157

0.0774

-0.141

0.0606

-0.275

0.0922

0.232

0.101

1.47
15.2

1.23
22.2

2.10
12.4

0.360
10.8

-0.226
12.1

0.112
11.7

-0.203
13.1

0.0874

-0.397

0.133

10.9

12.4

12.2

0.334
11.4

0.146
12.2

0.0669
0.0966
10.4

0.0385
0.0555
18.0

0.118
0.170
5.89

0.0232
0.0335
29.9

-0.0130
-0.0187
-53.5

0.00662
0.00955
105

-0.0107
-0.0155
-64.6

0.00558
0.00805
124

-0.0222
-0.0321
-31.2

0.00758
0.0109
91.5

0.0203
0.0294
34.1

0.00830
0.0120
83.5

0.0744
0.0508
0.02930
0.805

Mean k from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

0.107
0.0579
0.0335
0.805

Mean T 2 from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

17.9
12.0
6.92
-0.0380
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Figure 4.10. Plot time versus of the mean of the combined large and small cell morphologies’ cell densities for flashing illumination
(45.6 Hz) under red (660 nm) light experiments. Included on the secondary ordinate is the pH taken over the same time period.
Dashed lines represent the boundary of the 95% confidence interval around the mean cell densities.
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Table 4.11. Large cell morphology growth rate data for flashing (45.6 Hz) illuminated cultures grown under red (660 nm) light.
Time (hr)
-1

𝑛� (cells·mL )

SE
𝑛� + (1.96 x SE)
𝑛� - (1.96 x SE)
pH
N2/N1
ln(N2/N1)
log2(N2/N1)
Δt=(t2-t1)
r (hr-1)
k (doublings per hr)
T 2 (hr)
Mean r from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

0.0

15.2

37.3

49.7

60.5

72.6

84.3

97.4

108.2

120.6

132.8

144.2

156.4

355
54.5
462
248
7.609
6.52

2314
274.3
2851
1776
7.92
2.65

6139
230.0
6589
5688
8.143
5.20

31944
1967.9
35802
28087
8.322
1.23

39385
1114.0
41568
37202
8.376
0.75

29679
1520.6
32659
26698
8.437
0.97

28890
2971.4
34714
23066
8.506
0.66

19068
2102.0
23187
14948
8.512
0.56

10767
3885.7
18383
3151
8.536
0.46

4961
325.4
5599
4323
8.532
0.56

2766
363.1
3477
2054
8.611
1.20

3316
152.4
3615
3017
8.723
0.62

2045
143.2
2325
1764
8.633

1.88

0.976

1.65

0.209

-0.283

-0.027

-0.416

-0.572

-0.775

-0.584

0.181

-0.484

2.71
15.2

1.41
22.2

2.38
12.4

0.302
10.8

-0.408
12.1

-0.0388
11.7

-0.599
13.1

-0.825

-1.12

-0.843

10.9

12.4

12.2

0.262
11.4

-0.698
12.2

0.124
0.178
5.61

0.0440
0.0635
15.75

0.133
0.192
5.20

0.0195
0.0281
35.6

-0.0234 -0.00230
-0.0338 -0.00332
-29.6
-301

-0.0316
-0.0456
-21.9

-0.0526
-0.0760
-13.2

-0.0626
-0.0903
-11.1

-0.0480
-0.0692
-14.4

0.0159
0.0230
43.5

-0.0397
-0.0573
-17.4

0.0594
0.0676
0.0390
0.05

Mean k from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

0.0857
0.0975
0.0563
0.05

Mean T 2 from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

6.51
23.7
13.66
-0.682
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Figure 4.11. Plot of time versus only the large cell morphology’s median cell densities for flashing (45.6 Hz) illumination under red
(660 nm) light experiments. Included on the secondary ordinate is the pH taken over the same time period. Dashed lines represent the
boundary of the 95% confidence interval around the mean cell densities.
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Table 4.12. Small cell morphology growth rate data for flashing (45.6 Hz) illuminated cultures grown under red (660 nm) light.
Time (hr)

0.0

15.2

37.3

49.7

60.5

72.6

84.3

97.4

108.2

120.6

132.8

144.2

156.4

999
58.7
1114
884
7.609
1.43

1424
98.0
1616
1232
7.92
1.85

2628
51.6
2730
2527
8.143
2.15

5660
236.8
6124
5196
8.322
1.57

8892
204.3
9293
8492
8.376
1.30

11598
85.4
11766
11431
8.437
1.35

15709
411.3
16515
14903
8.506
1.25

19667
334.2
20322
19012
8.512
1.55

30388
869.9
32093
28683
8.536
0.87

26296
393.0
27067
25526
8.532
1.20

31511
656.2
32797
30225
8.611
1.27

39903
1036.4
41934
37872
8.723
1.15

45764
685.2
47107.2
44421.3
8.633

0.355

0.613

0.767

0.452

0.266

0.303

0.225

0.435

-0.145

0.181

0.236

0.137

0.511
15.2

0.884
22.2

1.107
12.4

0.652
10.8

0.383
12.1

0.438
11.7

0.324
13.1

0.628

-0.209

0.261

10.9

12.4

12.2

0.341
11.4

0.198
12.2

r (hr-1)
k (doublings per hr)
T 2 (hr)

0.0234
0.0337
29.7

0.0276
0.0399
25.1

0.0620
0.0895
11.2

0.0420
0.0606
16.5

0.0220
0.0317
31.5

0.0259
0.0374
26.7

0.0171
0.0247
40.5

0.0401
0.0578
17.3

-0.0117
-0.0169
-59.3

0.0149
0.0214
46.6

0.0207
0.0299
33.4

0.0113
0.0163
61.5

Mean r from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

0.0226
0.0195
0.0112
-1.120

-1

𝑛� (cells·mL )

SE
𝑛� + (1.96 x SE)
𝑛� - (1.96 x SE)
pH
N2/N1
ln(N2/N1)
log2(N2/N1)
Δt=(t2-t1)

Mean k from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

0.0326
0.0281
0.0162
-1.120

Mean T 2 from interval analysis
Standard Deviation
Standard Error
Skewness

12.2
36.2
20.89
-2.108
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Figure 4.12. Plot of time versus only the small cell morphology’s median cell densities for flashing (45.6 Hz) illumination under red
(660 nm) light experiments. Included on the secondary ordinate is the pH taken over the same time period. Dashed lines represent the
boundary of the 95% confidence interval around the mean cell densities.
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The overall growth curve shape is a reasonable approximation of a classical
sigmoidal growth curve in Figure 4.12. The many phases of the growth curve can be
assigned to the graph. A Lag Phase had a duration of roughly 24 hours before beginning
the Positive Acceleration Phase up to hour 40. From hour 40 to roughly hour 60, the
population experienced exponential growth. The population then peaked with a cell
density of around 48000 cells·mL-1. The peak slightly overshot the steady-state which
resulted in a fairly consistent cell density of between 45000 and 38000 cells·mL-1 from
hour 70 to hour 105. The population then started to decline until regaining positive
acceleration until the termination of the experiment. With the addition of the SE
information, the graph demonstrates a significant widening of the confidence interval
once it reaches the peak cell density then progresses into a steady-state. The 95%
confidence interval then contracts significantly around hour 120 and is fairly consistent
about the mean until the termination of the experiment.
Figure 4.11 is the linear plot of the mean the cell densities (cells·mL-1) versus
time (hr) of the following: Data for the large cell morphology is designated by the red
line. A 95% confidence of the mean value is shown by the dashed red lines that represent
the +SE (upper dashed line) and –SE (lower dashed line). The graph demonstrates a clear
Lag Phase of about 24 hrs then completes the Positive Acceleration Phase by about hour
35. The population proceeds through the Exponential Growth Phase until reaching the
peak cell density with a cell density of roughly 39000 cells·mL-1. The overlay of SE
information also shows a slight widening of the confidence interval as the cell densities
approach the peak cell density. As the plot of cell densities decline, the confidence
intervals widen further until about hour 70. The width of the 95% confidence interval
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remains relatively constant until around hour 125 when the decline in the population
stops. The 95% confidence interval contracts significantly at the same point as the
population maintains a mean cell density of around 2000 and 3300 cells·mL-1,until the
experiment is terminated.
Figure 4.12 is the linear plot of the mean cell densities (cells·mL-1) versus time
(hr) of the following: Data for the small cell morphology is designated by the solid green
line. A 95% confidence of the mean value is shown by the dashed green lines that
represent the +SE (upper dashed line) and –SE (lower dashed line). The graph of the
small cell morphology exhibited a continual linear growth profile throughout the duration
of the experiment. A barely perceivable Lag Phase could be parsed from the plot until
around hour 40. From hour 40 until the end of the experiment, the growth of the small
cell morphology maintained a very steady, nearly linear progression. One minor feature
to the graph was a brief spike in the cell density counts around hour 110. The area
bounded by the graphs of the positive and negative SE did not substantially change, or
show extraordinary large spikes in the 95% confidence interval during the experiment.
The 95% confidence interval did go from being nearly imperceptible, until around hour
110 when it began to gradually widen in rough proportion to the increase in the cell
density until the experiment was concluded.

4.2. DERIVING THE INTRINSIC GROWTH RATE
Employing the modified method presented previously in 3.15, data was selected
from each treatment as representative of the exponential phase of growth for each of the
factorial experiments conducted in the capstone project. The selected data resulting from
the analysis outlined in § 3.15 can be discerned in the Tables 4.1 – 4.12 as they have been
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surrounded by a colored box that relates to the wavelength of light used in the
experiment. Basic descriptive statistics for r, k, and t 2 where further carried out for the
selected data points in each of the tables.
4.2.1. Intrinsic Growth Rate for Constant Illumination Under Blue Light.
Determination of the intrinsic growth rate from the experiments conducted under constant
illumination under blue (450 nm) light was conducted by graphing the cell time on the
abscissa while using a logarithmic ordinate of the cell densities from the data points in
Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 determined to best represent the exponential growth phase of the
large cell morphology and the small cell morphology, respectively. The plot of the
selected data found within the data set of the constant illumination under blue (450nm)
light experiment, was fit to exponential trendlines for each of the cell morphologies.
Figure 4.13 is a composite of the large and small cell morphologies’ exponential growth
phase plots, respectively. Additional exponential trendlines have been fit to each of the
plots of the large and small cell morphologies to derive the growth rate from the
exponential equation that is also included in Figure 4.13.
The data plotted for the large cell morphology (blue line) in Figure 4.13 was
derived from a set of three consecutive points, from hour 60.3 to hour 84.2. The set of
cell density data from that time period yielded the highest R2 value of 0.9971, of any set
of three data points tested against the curve. The resulting r value taken from the
equation for the exponential trendline was 0.0933 hr -1.
The data plotted for the small cell morphology (green line) in Figure 4.13 was
found from a set of five consecutive points, from hour 49.5 to hour 96.1. The set of cell
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density data from the time period yielded the highest R2 value of 0.9019. The resulting r
value taken from the derived equation for the exponential trendline was 0.0213 hr -1.
The data that was calculated, but does not appear in Figure 4.13, was for the sum
of the total cells. The exponential trendline was fit to a set of three consecutive points
from hour 60.4 to hour 84.2. The set of cell density data from the time period yielded the
highest R2 value of 0.9975, and the resulting r value taken from the equation for the
exponential trendline was 0.0728 hr -1.
4.2.2. Intrinsic Growth Rate for Flashing Illumination Under Blue Light.
Determination of the intrinsic growth rate from the experiments conducted under flashing
(45.6 Hz) illumination under blue (450 nm) light was conducted by graphing the cell time
on the abscissa while using a logarithmic ordinate of the cell densities from the data
points in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 determined to best represent the exponential growth
phase of the large cell morphology and the small cell morphology, respectively. The plot
of the selected data found within the data set of the flashing (45.6Hz) illumination under
blue (450nm) light experiment, was fit to exponential trendlines for each of the cell
morphologies. Figure 4.14 is a composite of the large and small cell morphologies
exponential growth phase plots, respectively. Additional exponential trend lines have
been fit to each of the plots of the large and small cell morphologies to derive the growth
rate from the exponential equation that is also included in Figure 4.14.
The data plotted in Figure 4.14 for the large cell morphology (blue line) was
found from a set of three consecutive data points from hour 15.1 to hour 49.6. The set of
cell density data from that time period yielded the highest R2 value of 0.9952 of any set
of three data points tested against the curve.

Figure 4.13. Plot of data points best representing exponential growth for the two cell morphologies in constant illumination under
blue (450 nm) light experiments. The solid green line represents the small cell morphology’s exponential growth phase and the solid
blue line represents the large cell morphology’s exponential growth phase. Dashed black lines represent the fitted exponential
trendline for each exponential growth phase. Equations for the fitted trendlines have also been presented in the figure.
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The resulting r-value taken from the equation for the exponential trendline was 0.0425
hr -1.
The data plotted for the small cell morphology (green line) in Figure 4.14 was
derived from a set of three consecutive data points from hour 60.4 to hour 80.3. The set
of cell density data from the time period yielded the highest R2 value of 0.9995. The
resulting r value that was taken from the derived equation for the exponential trendline
was 0.0066 hr -1.
The data that was calculated, but does not appear in Figure 4.14, was for the sum
of the total cells. The exponential trendline was fit to a set of three consecutive data
points from hour 37.3 to hour 60.4. The set of cell density data from the time period
yielded the highest R2 value of 0.9936, and the resulting r value taken from the equation
for the exponential trendline was 0.0726 hr -1.
4.2.3. Intrinsic Growth Rate for Constant Illumination Under Red Light.
Determination of the intrinsic growth rate from the experiments conducted under constant
illumination under red (660 nm) light was conducted by graphing the cell time on the
abscissa while using a logarithmic ordinate of the cell densities from the data points in
Table 4.8 and Table 4.9 determined to best represent the exponential growth phase of the
large cell morphology and the small cell morphology, respectively. The plot of the
selected data found within the data set of the constant illumination under red (660 nm)
light experiment, was fit to exponential trendlines for each of the cell morphologies.
Figure 4.15 is a composite of the large and small cell morphologies exponential growth
phase plots, respectively. Additional exponential trendlines have been fit to each of the

Figure 4.14. Plot of data points best representing exponential growth for the two cell morphologies in flashing (45.6 Hz) illumination
under blue (450 nm) light experiments. The solid green line represents the small cell morphology’s exponential growth phase and the
solid blue line represents the large cell morphology’s exponential growth phase. Dashed black lines represent the fitted exponential
trendline for each exponential growth phase. Equations for the fitted trendlines have also been presented in the figure.
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plots of the large and small cell morphologies to derive the growth rate from the
exponential equation that is also included in Figure 4.15.
The data plotted in Figure 4.15 for the large cell morphology (red line) was
derived from a set of three consecutive data points from hour 15.2 to hour 49.7. The set
of cell density data from that time period yielded the highest R2 value of 0.9981, of any
set of three data points tested against the curve. The resulting r value taken from the
equation for the exponential trendline was 0.0639 hr -1.
The data plotted for the small cell morphology (green line) in Figure 4.15 was
derived from a set of five consecutive data points from hour 0 to hour 49.7. The set of
cell density data from the time period yielded the highest R2 value of 0.9766. The
resulting r value taken from the derived equation for the exponential trendline was 0.0367
hr -1.
The data that was calculated, but does not appear in Figure 4.15, was for the sum
of the total cells. The exponential trendline was fit to a set of three consecutive data
points from hour 0 to hour 49.7. The set of cell density data from the time period yielded
the highest R2 value of 0.9878, and the resulting r value taken from the equation for the
exponential trendline was 0.649 hr -1.
4.2.4. Intrinsic Growth Rate for Flashing Illumination Under Red Light.
Determination of the intrinsic growth rate from the experiments conducted under flashing
(45.6 Hz) illumination under red (660 nm) light was conducted by graphing the cell time
on the abscissa while using a logarithmic ordinate of the cell densities from the data
points in Table 4.11 and Table 4.12 determined to best represent the exponential growth
phase of the large cell morphology and the small cell morphology, respectively.

Figure 4.15. Plot of data points best representing exponential growth for the two cell morphologies in constant illumination under red
(660 nm) light experiments. The solid green line represents the small cell morphology’s exponential growth phase and the solid red
line represents the large cell morphology’s exponential growth phase. Dashed black lines represent the fitted exponential trendline for
each exponential growth phase. Equations for the fitted trendlines have also been presented in the figure.
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The plot of the selected data found within the data set of the flashing (45.6Hz)
illumination under red (660nm) light experiment, was fit to exponential trendlines for
each of the cell morphologies. Figure 4.16 is a composite of the large and small cell
morphologies exponential growth phase plots, respectively. Additional exponential
trendlines have been fit to each of the plots of the large and small cell morphology’s to
derive the growth rate from the exponential equation that is also included in Figure 4.16.
The data plotted in Figure 4.16 for the large cell morphology (red line) was
derived from a set of three consecutive data points from hour 0 to hour 60.5. The set of
cell density data from that time period yielded the highest R2 value of 0.9633, of any set
of three data points tested against the curve. The resulting r value taken from the
equation for the exponential trendline was 0.0773 hr -1.
The data plotted for the small cell morphology (green line) in Figure 4.16 was
derived from a set of five consecutive data points from hour 49.5 to hour 108.2. The set
of cell density data from the time period yielded the highest R2 value of 0.9845. The
resulting r value taken from the derived equation for the exponential trendline was 0.0266
hr -1.
The data that was calculated, but does not appear in Figure 4.16, was for the sum
of the total cells. The exponential trendline were fit to a set of three consecutive data
points from hour 0 to hour 37.3. The set of cell density data from the time period yielded
the highest R2 value of 0.9752, and the resulting r-value taken from the equation for the
exponential trend line was 0.0492 hr -1.

Figure 4.16. Plot of data points best representing exponential growth for the two cell morphologies in flashing (45.6 Hz) illumination
under red (660 nm) light experiments. The solid green line represents the small cell morphology’s exponential growth phase and the
solid red line represents the large cell morphology’s exponential growth phase. Dashed black lines represent the fitted exponential
trendline for each exponential growth phase. Equations for the fitted trendlines have also been presented in the figure.
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4.3. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The results from the calculations and curve fitting exercises were organized into
tables following the original experimental design previously presented in Table 1.2. The
first summary table of data is presented in Table 4.13 where the data for the r values
calculated from the sum total of the cell densities gives the overall results for the
experiments. Table 4.14 presents the results for the large cell morphology in each of the
four experiments. Table 4.15 presents the results for the r values for the small cell
morphology in each of the experiments.

Table 4.13. Results summary for total cell density in experiments.

Table 4.14. Results summary for the large cell morphology’s cell densities in the
respective experiments.
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Table 4.15. Results summary for the small cell morphology’s cell densities in the
respective experiments.
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5. DISCUSSION

5.1 INTRODUCTION
The overall goal of this project was to launch a multidisciplinary study into the
efficacy of combining algal biotechnology for the benefit of the mining industry, both
economically and environmentally. Specifically, is it feasible to use abandoned/vacant/
unused mining properties to build a successful commercial-industrial culture of algae? As
noted in the beginning of this paper, the issues to be solved are:
(a) Negative impacts due to variation in ambient light
(b) Negative impacts due to variation in ambient temperature
(c) Negative impacts due to a lack of biosecurity
(d) Competition for water resources with agriculture and municipalities
(e) Exorbitant infrastructure and manpower costs
These factors have limited the commercial-industrial culture of algae, except in niche
markets. To make a final judgment on the efficacy of the proposed model each of these
issues must be studied. The research for this dissertation was limited to a study of the use
of artificial light to alleviate the first negative impact, the variation in ambient light. For
the proposed model to work, artificial light must be able to replace ambient light. As part
of the ongoing study, the bench work for this project concentrated on studying the effects
of artificial illumination on the growth rate of the algae, D. viridis. Four properties of
artificial illumination were studied and evaluated for their effect on the growth rate of
algae, constant versus flashing light, and red versus blue wavelengths.
The first analytical discussion in this section will involve a close examination of
the non-uniform data distribution. Second, reported growth rates and maximum cell
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densities values for D. viridis are presented. Third, statistical differences in the growth
rates for the different groups of treatments in the experiments will be analyzed. Fourth,
an interpretation of observed growth behaviors is presented. A summary discussion will
address a fundamental finding that will begin to move the research frontier in basic
phycology as the experiments gave a glimpse of a truly novel discovery in the behavior
of D. viridis.

5.2 NON-UNIFORM DATA DISTRIBUTION CONSIDERATIONS
Issues relating to the uniform distribution of the cells in the bioreactors may have
played a role in the observed deviations of plots from a true S-shaped sigmoidal growth
curve shown in Figure 3.36. Furthermore, some or all of the issues may have contributed
to the observed fluctuation in the 95% confidence interval of the mean values of cell
densities for the experiments. The main sources for irregularities and error in the
recorded experimental data were identified as the sampling location within the bioreactor,
the formation of biofilms, and the production of extracellular polysaccharides.
5.2.1 Sampling of Experimental Cultures. The method of sampling from the
bioreactors should have favored the smaller, flagellated cell morphology. Therefore, the
sampling should have been skewed to capture the motile, small cell morphology as they
could stay in solution better under experimental conditions, than the large cell
morphology. The bioreactors were designed to draw samples from the mid-depth of the
volume. The experimental setup lacked sufficient agitation equipment, such as a shaker
or magnetic stirring apparatus to prevent settling of the cells.
5.2.2 Exopolysaccharides and Extracellular Mucilage. While the presence of
specific mucilage, or exopolysaccharides, was not able to be detected, it was anticipated,
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based on the literature review, that there may have been some of these compounds
present [253, 318, 319]. The wide standard error distribution in the cell densities of all of
the experiments was noted specifically around the maximum cell densities. The research
literature explained that the large cell morphology excretes a thick, extracellular layer of
mucilage [22]. Direct microscopic analysis of samples confirmed the presence of such a
layer in the large cell morphology in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1. Micrograph of large cell morphology with faint outline of extra cellular
mucilage surrounding cell (400x magnification).

Another observation presented in the literature noted that experimental samples that used
vigorous aeration would exhibit “frothing” and D. viridis cells would clump together and
fall out of solution [320]. The frothing was most likely the result of extracellular
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compounds causing this effect. Such compounds secreted by the algae under study may
have had the following effects on samples:
(a) The smaller, motile cell morphologies could have adhered to the mucilage
of the larger cell morphology, which removed them from the solution.
The result in the data would have been large standard errors in the cell
counts of the smaller cell morphology, as the larger cell morphology
would begin to peak. The standard errors would become smaller as the
larger cell morphology would retreat.
(b) The larger cell morphologies would be more likely to stick to one another
and settle out of solution. However, they would likely keep dividing in
the biofilm in the bottom of the bioreactor. Thus, the growth rates and cell
densities may have been greater than reported in the experimental work.

5.3. REPORTED LITERATURE VALUES FOR D. VIRIDIS
An upper bound for the r value in laboratory growth assays for Dunaliella sp.
under ideal conditions was reported as 0.116 hr -1 (T 2 = 6 hours) [265]. Studies specific
to D. viridis have a wide range of reported r values under ideal conditions in different
experimental treatments. The information from ten different published research studies
has been tabulated and is presented in Table 5.1. The table lists the following data (if
available):
(a) Maximum Cell Density (106 cells·mL-1)
(b) Maximum Growth Rate (hr -1)
(c) Duration of the experiments
(d) Enumeration Methods
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The oldest study reported in Table 5.1 provides information about D. viridis that was very
similar to the results obtained in the bench work.

Table 5.1. Reported values for maximum cell density and growth rates.
Maximum Cell
Density
(106cells·mL-1)
2.75

Maximum
growth rate
(hr-1)
n/a

Length of
Experiment

Enumeration
Method

Ref.

96 hrs

n/a

[259]

4.04

0.179

17 days

Oxygen Evolution

[321]

n/a

0.0333

4 days

Coulter Counter

[322]

18

0.05

4 days

Coulter Counter

[263]

20

n/a

7 days

Coulter Counter

[323]

2.29

0.0071

7 days

Haemocytometer

[302]

6

n/a

20 days

Turbidity

[324]

8.56

0.030

n/a

Haemocytometer

[325]

5.5

0.035

200 hrs

Coulter Counter

[320]

0.036

n/a

16 days

Microscope

[326]

The maximum cell densities recorded in the Gibor paper [326] give values for maximum
cell densities that range from 1200 to 36000 cells·mL-1. These reported cell densities
were consistent with the results obtained in the experimental work reported in this
document. While the results reported in the literature were consistent with results of the
bench work experiments, both were very different from the other nine studies. The other
nine studies reported cell densities that were at least 1000x larger.
Other interesting conclusions from the references in Table 5.1 include the
following:
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(a) D. viridis growth rates depend on the photobioreactor design [324].
(b) D.viridis growth rates found in laboratory work were very low
compared to those found in outdoor raceways [302].

5.4. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF GROWTH RATE DATA
The statistical analysis intended to accompany the original 2x2 factorial
experimental design was a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) using the categories
of wavelength of light (660nm “Red” or 450nm “Blue”) and type of illumination
(Constant or Flashing) to compare against the r values derived from the exponential
trendline analysis previously described in Section 4. ANOVA analysis was found to be a
standard method of analysis in the relevant research literature for experiments where
growth rates were examined in relation to lighting regimes, as well as other treatments
that examined nutrients, salinity, and cultivation time. [259, 300, 321, 325, 327, 328].
The discovery that the “contamination” in the experiments was most likely a different
cell morphology of the same microorganism, given that the true identity of the algae was
likely D. viridis and not D. parva, provided for an additional category for statistical
analysis. As a result, a three-way ANOVA was conducted with SigmaPlot Software
(Version 13.0, Systat Software, Inc., San Jose, CA, USA) with the addition of the
category of cell size (Large or Small). A listing of the specific categories and data
evaluated in the three-way ANOVA is in Table 5.2. The standard ANOVA analysis
package within SigmaPlot software also provided important ancillary information to
assure that proper assumptions were made about the data so that the statistical treatment
was appropriate for the data. Tests of both normality and equal variance of the data were
assessed prior to executing the three-way ANOVA. The test of normality was used to
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determine if the samples originated from a random sample with a normal distribution
[329].

Table 5.2. Data table for three-way ANOVA

Similar testing of the data was performed in the research literature with the KolmogorovSmirnoff test [321]. The normality test performed in the analysis of the data for the
project reported here employed the Shapiro-Wilk Test for Normality as provided in the
SigmaPlot software. However, the output of the analysis did not include a W value as
specified in the NIST e-Handbook, but rather a P value was presented in its place [329].
The interpretation of the P-value was similar to the W value, in that the value was
reported as a decimal percentage, where a value approaching 1 represents the relative
percentage (100%) that the random sample follows a normal distribution. The data for
the three-way ANOVA conducted for the experiments passed the test for normal
distribution with a P=0.968, and was then tested for equal variance employing the
Brown-Forsythe Test.
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The assessment of equal variance among biological samples is very important
since biological systems tend not to be completely Gaussian. The literature only
provided a few instances of specific statistical treatments in similar testing of green
microalgae in experiments where growth rates were evaluated. Homoedasticidy was
examined in the literature using the Cochran-Bartlett Test [321] and Levene’s test [325].
The Cochran-Bartlett Test was not well suited for the small sample size in the work
reported in the capstone experiments because of the sensitivity of the Cocharan-Bartlett
Test to departures from normality. The Levene’s test also suffers from a dependence on
means which reduces the test’s robustness when examining non-normal data [329] The
Brown-Forsythe Test was determined to be a better test for the experimental data in the
project as departures from strictly normal distributions were expected given the nature of
working with living microorganisms.
Results from the three-way ANOVA are presented in Table 5.3. The three-way
ANOVA concluded that only the cell size category proved a significant difference with
better than a 95% confidence. To isolate which group significantly differed from the
others, a multiple comparison procedure was performed with Holm-Šídák. The Tukey
test was performed in similar published experiments comparing growth rates of
microalgae to experimental treatments [259, 321]. However, the Holm-Šídák was
determined to be more powerful and can stand alone from the ANOVA, rather than to
only be used to follow-up ANOVA. The results of the Holm-Šídák can be seen in Table
5.4. The results determined that a significant difference related to cell morphology
(Large or Small) was evident.
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Table 5.3. Results of three-way ANOVA. Factors: DF= Degrees of Freedom; SS= Sum
of Squares; MS= Mean of Squares; F= F-test factor; & P= test of the null hypothesis.

Table 5.4. Results from Holm-Šídák analysis.

Additional examination of the data was performed utilizing Mann-Whitney Rank
Sum Tests to evaluate the different groups with the growth rate data. The Mann-Whitney
Rank Sum Test was employed over the Kolmogoorov-Smirnov Test used in the literature
because the test is more sensitive to differences in distributions between the groups of
data being tested. The Mann-Whitney test was applied to three different comparisons:
Large cell morphology versus Small cell morphology, Blue versus Red light, and
Flashing versus Constant illumination. The results of the data analysis are presented in
Table 5.5. The outcome of the Mann-Whitney test determined that the mean of the
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growth rates for the large cell morphology was statistically larger than the growth rates
for the small cell morphology with a 95% confidence and significant power (greater than
0.800) for both one-tailed and two-tailed results. The comparisons of the Blue versus
Red light and for the Flashing versus Constant illumination, demonstrated that the sample
means did not show enough difference in the mean values of the growth rates to rule out
the possibility that the difference seen is due to random sampling variability. However,
the power calculated for both the one-tailed and two-tailed tests in each of the
comparisons was less than 0.800, leading to the conclusion that the negative results may
not be accurate.The only statistically significant difference in the experiments was the
difference between the growth rates for the large and small cell morphologies.
Additionally, the larger cell morphology had a statistically higher growth rate in all
experiments. The other experiments did not provide any statistically significant
differences between treatments with illumination or wavelength of light.

5.5. INTERPRETATION OF OBSERVED GROWTH BEHAVIOR
The maximum growth rates do not give a good indicator of the growth history of
the algae population [330]. Therefore, the analysis of the growth rate data must be taken
in the context of the experiment for adequate conclusions to be made about the
experimental treatments. To accomplish the task, the numerical results were discussed in
the context of the growth trends observed within the different experiments.

Table 5.5. The results of the Mann-Whitney Rank Sum analysis.
Group Name

N

Mean

Standard Deviation

Standard Error of the
Mean

Blue

4

0.409

0.0379

0.0189

Red

4

0.511

0.0235

0.0118

Two-tailed P-value

0.663

One-Tailed P-value

0.332

Power (α=0.050)

0.068

Power (α=0.050)

0.108

Constant Illumination

4

0.0538

0.0317

0.0158

Flashing Illumination

4

0.0382

0.0299

0.0149

Two-tailed P-value

0.502

One-Tailed P-value

0.251

Power (α=0.050)

0.068

Power(α=0.050)

0.108

Small

4

0.0228

0.0125

0.00627

Large

4

0.0692

0.0215

0.0108

Two-tailed P-value

0.00972

One-Tailed P-value

0.00486

Power (α=0.050)

0.872

Power (α=0.050)

0.948
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5.5.1. Constant Illumination Under Blue Light. The results of the experiments
with constant illumination under blue (450 nm) light revealed interesting behaviors in the
growth of the D. viridis under this experimental regime. A lack of a distinct exponential
phase in the growth of the small cell morphology was evidenced by the R2 value being
the lowest of any experimental regime (0.9019). The experiment with constant
illumination under blue light was the only experimental treatment with such a lack of a
district exponential phase. Examination of the cell counts for the small cell morphology
were very close to being statistically insignificant given the established thresholds for cell
counts based on a 95% confidence interval that were established in Section 3. The initial
sharp decline in the population was possibly indicative of metamorphosis of the small
cells transforming into the large cell type. Such a conclusion is supported by an almost
identical increase in the population of the large cell morphology in the same time period,
resulting in a nearly flat line during the Lag Phase in the plot of the combined cells in
Figure 4.1.
An example of the biofilm produced in the experiments with constant illumination
under blue (450 nm) light is presented in the photograph of the bottom of a bioreactor
taken through the neck of the Erlenmeyer flask in Figure 5.2. The more motile, small cell
morphology should have been favored in the collection data as the large cells lacked
flagella. However, just the opposite is seen in the data as the large cell morphology
dominates in the experiment.
The sampling effect may also be responsible for another issue with the
experimental work. The peak of the mean cell density for the large cell morphology was
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just over 6500 cells mL-1. This value was significantly less than most other experiments
reported in the literature in Table 5.1.

Figure 5.2. Example of biofilm formed with constant illumination under blue (450 nm)
light experiment.

The r value for the large cell morphology, 0.0933hr -1, was near the high end of
the range of growth rates reported in the literature. Another notable observation from
the experiments with constant illumination under blue (450 nm) light was the two-tone
appearance of the biofilm that accumulated at the bottom of the bioreactors. From
interpretation of flow cytometry data, the darker pigmented biomass is believed to be the
larger cell morphology. Along with size, the factors used in the bivariate plot analysis
were correlated to the increase in fluorescence signal. The observed decade of difference
in the logarithmic plots of the fluorescence signal in FL3 was interpreted as an increase in
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pigments in the PSII system that resulted in a “brighter” response to excitation by the
laser. Attempts to collect the biomass for further analysis and quantitatively confirm the
observation were not possible do to the limitations of the laboratory.
5.5.2. Flashing Illumination Under Blue Light. The large cell morphology’s
cell densities continued to exceed that of the small cell morphology’s cell densities for
just over 100 hrs. The maximum growth rate of 0.0726 hr -1 derived for the large cell
morphology was well within the range of growth rates reported in the literature. Further,
the fitment of the exponential trendline was very good (R2 = 0.9952), demonstrating that
the large cell morphology did achieve a distinct Exponential Growth Phase.
An inverse relationship between the growth curve responses of the large and small
cell morphologies to the flashing (45.6 Hz) illumination under blue (450 nm)light could
be inferred from close examination of the growth rate plots. Just before a peak in the
large cell morphology at hour 60, the small cell morphology showed a marked increase in
cell density. Similarly, at hour 100, a spike in the small cell morphology preceded a large
spike in the cell density of the large cell morphology at hour 120.
The small cell morphology exhibited exponential growth very late in the
experiment (R2= 0.9937). However, the r value was extremely low (0.0066hr -1), but
close to the lower bounds of what was reported in the literature.
Maximum cell densities were again much lower than many of the values
published in the literature. The peak cell densities were 10.2x104 cells·mL-1 and
3.72x104 for cells·mL-1 for the large and small cell morphologies, respectively.
Sampling error likely occurred in the experiment as biofilm was also noted in the
bioreactors for these experiments. A photograph from one of the replicates in Figure 5.3
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illustrates the biofilm formed in the flashing (45.6 Hz) illumination under blue (450 nm)
light experiments.

Figure 5.3. Example of biofilm formed in flashing (45.6 Hz) illumination under blue
(450 nm) light experiments.

A notable feature of the biofilm was a distinct difference between pigmentation of the
algae. The much darker green colonies of algae are seen in the margins of the field while
the majority of the film is composed of the lighter color. The exact identity of the darker
algae are suspected to be the remnants of the large cell morphology that were still
actively dividing. This is alluded to by the fact that late in the experiment the population
was dominated by the smaller cell morphology. Additionally, the majority of the larger
cell morphology had peaked 100 hours prior to the termination of the experiment and the
dead cells had lost their pigmentation.
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5.5.3. Constant Illumination Under Red Light. The growth for the large cell
morphology had a discernable exponential phase as noted from the fit of an exponential
trendline (R2 = 0.9981). The growth rate for the large cell morphology was 0.0639 hr -1
and was on the high end of the range of growth rates reported in the literature. The small
cell morphology also had a reasonable approximation to an exponential growth phase
with an R2 value of 0.9766, and the inclusion of four data points in calculating the
maximum r value of 0.0367 hr-1. The growth rate for the small cell morphology was
within the range reported in the literature.
Except for the initial time point, the large cell morphology dominated the early
culture, quickly reaching peak cell density of just under 2.5x104 cells·mL-1 by hour 50.
The small cell morphology’s cell densities accelerated at the point where the larger cell
morphology’s cell densities began to decline. The small cell morphology steadily
increased in cell density, until attaining just under a maximum of 3.6x104 cells·mL-1 by
the end of the experiment at hour 180. While the analysis of the growth data identified a
relatively long period of exponential growth in the culture of 50 hrs, the small cells may
have only just begun to enter exponential growth towards the end of the experiment.
Given that some experiments in the literature previously cited had durations from 20 to
144 days, the small cell morphology’s growth curve may have just begun to accelerate at
the end of the experiment. Absolute cell yields and peak densities must be observed with
caution given the nature of the sampling error potentially favoring the small cell
morphology. Figure 5.4 is a photograph of the biofilm accumulated on the bottom of the
bioreactor for constant illumination under red (660 nm) light.
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Figure 5.4. Example of biofilm formed in constant illumination under red (660 nm) light
experiments.

The photograph in Figure 5.4 exhibits the same two-tone biofilm seen in previous
experiments. However, the relative amount of darker pigmented cells are much less
evident in the biofilm, and may reflect both the early peak in the experiments of the large
cell morphology and the domination in the later time periods by the small, less pigmented
cell morphology.
A distinct increase in the cell densities recorded around hour 108 showed a brief
spike in the data. The suspected cause of the spike is possibly from replacement of
experimental volume with filtered synthetic sea water. While evaporation of the
experimental volume normally required additions with just RO water, the slight addition
of too much RO water in a previous sampling event may have required that some salt was
added back to the volume. Since the synthetic seawater is made from evaporated, natural
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sea salts, some limiting nutrient(s) was likely re-introduced into the media causing a
spike in the growth of both cell morphology types. Machine error was discounted
because a spike in the pH just following the uptick in cell densities confirms that the
spike was real and not a sampling error.
5.5.4. Flashing Illumination Under Red Light. The results of the experiments
with flashing (45.6 Hz) illumination under red (660 nm) light showed further interesting
behaviors by D. viridis in these experiments. The small cell morphology demonstrated
the best fit to an exponential trendline of the two morphologies with an R2 value of
0.9845 as compared to the large cell morphology’s R2 = 0.9633. Further, the small cell
morphology growth rate value was derived from six data points, confirming that the small
cells were most likely in exponential growth even with a slightly lower than ideal R2
value. Similarly, the R2 value for the large cell morphology was taken over five
consecutive data points that improved the likelihood that the large cell morphology also
experienced exponential growth. As a result, the derived r values have a good degree of
confidence. The larger cell morphology demonstrated a higher r value than the smaller
cell morphology with 0.0773 hr -1 to 0.0266 hr -1, respectively. The large cell
morphology compares well to established data in the literature and the small cell
morphology is just out of the range.
Sampling errors were also anticipated in the data as a biofilm of algae was noted
in the bioreactors. Figure 5.5 shows a photograph of a biofilm from one of the
experimental replicates.
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Figure 5.5. Example of biofilm formed in flashing (45.6 Hz) illumination under red (660
nm) light experiments.

Smaller flecks of the darker, large cell morphology can be seen in a field of much lighter
green that is assumed to be a mixture of small cell morphology and photobleached, dead
large cell morphology in Figure 5.5.
The growth curves of the two morphologies demonstrated very different
behaviors in the flashing (45.6 Hz) illumination under red (660 nm) light experiment.
The large cell morphology dominated early and peaked just before the smaller cell
morphology’s growth accelerated into the exponential phase. The Exponential Growth
Phase was likely only in its early stages for the small cell morphology in the experiment.
The literature reports that it took 10 days for D. viridis to reach the mid-exponential
phase [331].
5.5.5. Light Color Comparisons. Red (660 nm) light experiments resulted in
distinctive patterns of growth in the plots of the mean cell density of the large and small
cell morphologies, respectively. The plots in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 illustrate the early
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peak in cell density in the large cell morphology for both red (660nm) light experiments.
However, the small cell morphology continues a steady growth until it exceeds the
maximum cell density of the large cell morphology just before the experiment is
terminated. Experiments with the blue (450 nm) light also exhibited an early peak in the
cell density of the large morphology. However, unlike the red (660 nm) light
experiments, the small cell morphology plots remain flat and either do not fit an
exponential trend or have insignificantly small growth rates.
Along with a distinctive pattern of growth between the light color experiments, a
distinction could be made between maximum cell densities. Red (660 nm) light
experiments had much greater maximum cell densities for both the large and small cell
morphology when compared to the blue (450 nm) light experiments. Maximum cell
densities from the red (660nm) light experiments were approximately 39,000 cells·mL -1
and 46,000 cells·mL -1 for the large and small cell morphologies, respectively. Maximum
cell densities for the blue (450 nm) light experiments were approximately 10,000
cells·mL -1 and 3,700 cells·mL -1 for the large and small cell morphologies, respectively.
Given that the cells were experiencing a very similar exposure to photons (≈ 100μmol·m·s-1), the color of the light could have likely been responsible for the differences in
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maximum cell counts.
5.5.6. Discussion of Results for Illumination Comparisons. Differences in the
maximum cell densities from the treatments exhibited some interesting results. The
research literature reported that flashed (45.6 Hz) illumination increased photosynthetic
efficiency, and therefore dramatically increased yields of algae in intensive cultures [219,
233, 332, 333]. In this project, experiments under red (660 nm) light, either constant or

Figure 5.6. Plot of the median cell density over time for the large (solid red line) and small (solid green line) cell morphologies for
experiments in constant illumination under red (660 nm) light.
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Figure 5.7. Plot of the median cell density over time for the large (solid red line) and small (solid green line) cell morphologies for
experiments in flashing (45.6 Hz) illumination under red (660 nm) light.
209
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flashing (45.6 Hz), exhibited very little difference between the growth rates for either of
the cell morphologies. Experiments under blue (450 nm) light did demonstrate a
significant difference between the constant illumination and the flashing (45.6 Hz)
illumination for both the large and small cell morphology. However, the flashing (45.6
Hz) illumination under blue (450 nm) light demonstrated the opposite of what was
expected where both cell morphologies had lower growth rates under flashing (45.6 Hz)
light.

5.5. SUMMARY
The overall goal of this project was to launch a multidisciplinary study into the
efficacy of combining algal biotechnology for the benefit of the mining industry, both
economically and environmentally. In order for a commercial- industrial culture of algae
to be viable for use in unused/abandoned/vacant mining properties, it is necessary to
identify and isolate the factors of artificial illumination leading to the highest growth rate
in algae, including constant versus flashing (45.6 Hz) light and blue (450 nm) versus red
(660 nm) wavelength by experimental testing. This proposal is unique in that mining
properties could be remediated and reclaimed while at the same time providing an
environment for the commercial-industrial cultivation of algae with all its attendant
benefits. Those benefits reviewed in the literature include: the replacement of fossildiesel in base power production and in diesel powered equipment, as well as, remediation
of mine influenced waters for acid remediation and heavy metals removal. It was not the
purpose of this research to create new technologies, but to apply current technologies in a
novel way. While this is a most ambitious project, the review of the literature identifies
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the mining infrastructure and properties with the algal biotechnologies that can be
integrated into this model.
The bench scale experiments investigated factors inherent in artificial illumination
including constant versus flashing (45.6 Hz) illumination, and blue (450 nm) versus red
(660 nm) wavelengths.
(a) The experimental results show that the halotolerant, strictly
photoautotrophic, eukaryotic, green microalgae, D. viridis can be
grown under only monochromatic wavelengths of light that relate to
the maximum absorbance spectrum of chlorophyll.
(b) The experimental results show that morphological change related to
some factor or combination of factors causes the rapid development
and growth of the palmella morphology (large cells).
(c) The cell morphology, large or small, is statistically significant in the
treatments of constant or flashing (45.6 Hz) illumination, and blue
(450 nm) or red (660 nm) light. Further analysis shows that the
growth rate for the larger cell morphology was consistently larger than
that of the small cell morphology.
(d) Growth rates and maximum cell densities from the experimental
results were successfully compared to published research studies.
(e) The experimental results do not suggest a statistically significant
difference between constant or flashing (45.6 Hz) illumination. This
was found to be contradictory to the published research literature.
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However, specific experiments on D. viridis with flashing, or pulsed
light regimes had not been attempted previously.
(f) The experimental results do not suggest a statistical difference
between the blue (450 nm) and red (660 nm) wave lengths. The
literature reports that the photosystems of green plants are more
receptive to blue (450 nm) light and should have been able to
incorporate the energy more efficiently. However, what was observed
was a preference for the smaller cell morphology to exhibit
exponential growth in experiments with red (660 nm) light.
(g) The experimental results showed that the use of flow cytometry was
more efficient than microscopic counting of cells. However, cells
might have been missed by that method, especially the large cell
morphology that settled to the bottom of the bioreactor possibly taking
with them the motile cells that may have been entangled with the
extracellular mucilage of the larger cells.
(h) The experimental results were the first reported incident of the radical
physical adaptation of D. viridis to different lighting regimes. The
implication for the exploitation of this adaptation for the commercialindustrial culture of algae is potentially lower costs to harvest algae by
selectively promoting the formation of the large cell morphology
through the manipulation of artificial illumination. With larger cells,
the effectiveness of separation technologies, like filtration or
centrifugation, are more effective.
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6. FUTURE WORK

6.1 RECOMMENDATIONS
A recognized path to continued prosperity in the mining sector is through
innovations and applications of biotechnology to mining [128, 334-336]. In December of
2014, a large consortium comprised of the universities of Bath, Bristol, Cardiff, and
Exeter; the Plymouth Marine Laboratory, the U.K. Coal Authority and a private waste
management group have allied to investigate if algal biotechnologies can help remediate
mine influenced waters while providing feedstock for biofuel [38]. The scientists and
mining engineers of the GW4 Alliance are in the early stages of organizing an effort very
similar to the project undertaken for the partial fulfillment of the requirements of the PhD
in mining engineering and supports the scientific and academic merit of the endeavor.
Similar to the faculty from the Camborne School of Mines in their project, the overall
goal of this project was to launch a multidisciplinary study into the efficacy of combining
algal biotechnology for the benefit of the mining industry, both economically and
environmentally. Specific to this manuscript, was an investigation of using
abandoned/vacant/unused mining infrastructure, to culture a commercially relevant,
halotolerant, strictly photoautotrophic, eukaryotic, green microalgae for the express
purpose of sustainably growing biomass at the commercial-industrial scale in
underground mining brownfields.
The synergy of combining microalgae biotechnologies with the expertise of
mining engineering has only just begun with the research project presented in this
manuscript for the partial fulfillment of a PhD degree in mining engineering. A host of
further experiments are necessary to refine and expand upon the preliminary data
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obtained in this experimental research to continue to expand the research frontier, firmly
establishing the groundwork for the potentially disruptive biotechnologies for the mining
industry. The experimental research presented has only begun to address the first of the
five major objectives required for the formal assessment of the relevant science and
engineering for the multidisciplinary endeavor to establish key design, economic, and
environmental elements for successful redevelopment and remediation of underground
mines. As previously outlined in the beginning of this manuscript, the key issues to be
investigated are:
(a) Negative impacts due to variation in ambient light
(b) Negative impacts due to variation in ambient temperature
(c) Negative impacts due to a lack of biosecurity
(d) Competition for water resources with agriculture and municipalities
(e) Exorbitant infrastructure and manpower costs
In the investigations already conducted to mitigate negative impacts of ambient lighting,
novel results have been realized that have contributed to the basic science of phycology
and have moved forward the realization of sustainable sources of liquid fuels and
chemicals for the mining industry. It is fully anticipated that the continued research into
the redevelopment of underground mining properties for commercial-industrial scale
algae culture will continue to be a fertile area for scientific and engineering research.
Based on the results of both the review of the body of knowledge, and the
experimental research, many more investigations are required to improve and extend
upon the groundwork already established. In the careful selection of future work, the
following guiding principles must be kept in the fore:
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(i) The future work must continue to develop relevant engineering and
design parameters based on experimental results and extended by
relevant theoretical data.
(ii) The future work must also work to fully assess the formulated design
parameters to conclude whether the proposed model improves upon
existing OPC and PBR models in terms of economic and
environmental impacts.
The following recommendations for future work will focus on the continued synthesis
and application of algal biotechnologies for the mining industry:

Genomic Identification- Because of the historical problems in the proper identification of
the D. viridis, formal genetic analysis of the algae used is required to conclusively
determine the identity of the model algae used in this project. Based on immediate
confusion in the literature with the exact identification of the UTEX LB1983 strain used
in the experimental work, confirmation of the phenotypic identification with genomic
information would be prudent [277].

Cell Physiology- Full characterization of the cell physiology, such as chlorophyll antenna
size, need to be examined to begin to elucidate the exact morphological response to
different illumination treatments on the cellular level. Observations in the literature
record the onset of smaller, more photosynthetically efficient chlorophyll antenna size in
Dunaliella salina and Dunaliella tertiolecta [229]. The reason for this investigation
would be to compare experimental observations with the data in the literature that show.
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that such a morphological change is possibly brought on by differences in the wavelength
of light (i.e., color) and not just more intense light (2000 umol photon·m-2·s-1 of PAR).

Cell Biochemistry- The determination of the similarities and differences in the
composition of the algal biomass under different lighting regimes and wavelengths is
important to establish the possible downstream use and value of the biomass. Included in
analysis would be an investigation in the identification and classification of extracellular
excretions from the algae under different lighting regimes.

Mass Transfer- Important design and engineering information will be derived from
further investigation of the total amounts and rate of transfer of nutrients and carbon into
the algae under similar experiments with artificial lighting.

Energy Transfer- Economic and environmental sustainability of the proposed process
depends directly on the efficiency in the transfer of electrical energy to chemical energy
in the biomass.

Enhanced Enumeration- Employing modern flow cytometers with the ability to record
images of the particles being analyzed would assist greatly in refining the identification
and enumeration of the different cell morphologies. Further, the addition of cell sorting
would also allow for exact selection of populations of different morphologies for further
analysis to determine what factors cause the morphological changes discovered.
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Continuous Culture- The establishment of continuous culture at the pilot scale within an
underground mine.

Analysis of Biodiesel- Using analytical methods set forth by the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (Golden, CO USA) to evaluate the quality of the soy–derived for
examination of the biodiesel derived specifically from D. viridis [337].

6.2. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE PHD RESEARCH
As a discipline, mining engineers are much more accustomed to the tremendous
scale of industrial commodities procurement and their management and have applied this
perspective to evaluate algal culture systems. Thus far, the work with algal
biotechnologies has yielded both basic scientific discoveries and has worked to advance
the sustainability, both economically and environmentally, of the mining industry.
The mining department of the Missouri University of Science and Technology has
taken a very progressive position on alleviating many of the major issues of cost and
sustainability with the continued expansion of diesel power machinery within the mining
industry. As a result, a substantive investment has already been made in the deployment
of research laboratory space to investigate alternatives for liquid fuels while examining
environmentally sustainable methods for producing the quality and quantity required. To
this end, the research facility has been very active within a coalition of scientists and
engineers for the purpose of establishing fundamental technologies and techniques for the
utilization of existing subterranean mining infrastructure. However, as has been seen in
similar projects in the U.K., considerably more resources need to be brought to bear to
keep the research moving forward and the frontier of knowledge expanding.

APPENDIX
RECIPES FOR THE PREPARATION OF CULTURE MEDIA
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Synthetic saltwater was prepared in 5 L batches. From previous exploratory
experiments, ≈1.25 g of Instant-Ocean Sea Salt (Spectrum Brands, Blacksburg, Virginia,
USA) to 1 L of culture water (≈ 2 MΩ reverse-osmosis water) would yield
approximately1‰ when measured with a refractometer using equipment described in
§3.11 of Material and Methods. The amount of salt added is a little larger than the
theoretical amount of 1 g/L as a result of the Instant-Ocean Sea Salt containing nondissolved solids that were bits of shell and sand due to it being a natural product.
Typically, a 35‰ strength solution would be prepared as a slightly more concentrated
stock solution because additions of nutrients, trace metals, and vitamins would slightly
dilute the mix. The synthetic seawater would then be constantly stirred and boiled for at
least 5min. The water was then vacuum filtered with 0.22 𝜇m PES filter into a 2 L glass
storage bottle with GL-45 threads to accept the bottle top vacuum filters previously

described in §3.4.2 of the Materials and Methods. The filtered synthetic sea water would
then be combined with other batches in a sterilized 5 gallon (20L) High Density
Polypropylene carboy with spigot. Each 5 gallon (20L) batch of seawater would then be
used as the base formulation of experimental growth media and as sheath fluid for the
flow cytometer.
Natural Sea water was sourced from Culture Collection for Marine
Phytoplankton. The water was taken directly from Booth Bay, ME and filtered and
pasteurized by the personnel of the culture collection before being shipped in 3 gallon
carboys to the lab. In preparation for use with stock cultures, the natural sea water was
filtered with the same with 0.22 𝜇m PES filter into a 2 L glass storage bottle with GL-45

threads to accept the bottle top vacuum filters previously described in §3.4.2 of the
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Materials and Methods and then steam autoclaved at 121°C & 2.0 atm for 30 min before
being incorporated into the media.
The original samples of Dunaliella from the UTEX Culture Collection were
shipped in a half-strength Erdschreiber’s Medium with a salinity of 15ppt. This media
was used early on in the project for both maintaining stock cultures and for early
experiments. A liter of Erdschreiber’s Medium was purchased from the UTEX Culture
Collection and primarily used to maintain cultures until sufficient skill had been
developed for crafting the medium in the laboratory. Following the recipe was taken
from the UTEX Culture Collection website (www.sbs.utexas.edu/utex/media.aspx) with a
few minor alterations, every liter of full strength Erdschreiber’s Medium was made using
the materials and amounts listed in Table 1A.

Table 1A. Components of Erdschrieber’s Medium from the UTEX Culture Collection.
Component

Amount

1.

Steam autoclaved seawater (≈ 33 ± 2 ‰)

1

Liter

2.

P-IV Metal Solution

12

mL

3.

Soilwater: GR+ medium

50

mL

4.

0.7 M NaNO 3

3.33

mL

5.

0.02 M NaHPO 4 •7H 2 O

3.33

mL

6.

Vitamin B 12

1

mL
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Maintenance cultures were diluted to half-strength with steam autoclaved natural
seawater. The first component of the recipe was altered from the original. The seawater
component was originally collected from the Gulf of Mexico and was pasteurized by
UTEX before being shipped to the laboratory. When the supply of original UTEX
sourced seawater ran out, steam-autoclaved seawater from Boothbay, ME was substituted
for the stock cultures. Synthetic seawater with a salinity of 30‰ was prepared by
suitably diluting the 35‰ prepared stock solution previously described here.
The second component, the P-IV Metal Solution, was prepared as a stock solution
in a 1000mL graduated cylinder that was rated “To Contain”. Following the recipe for
the P-IV Metal Solution posted on the UTEX Culture Collection website
(www.sbs.utexas.edu/utex/media.aspx) the materials listed in Table 2A were added to the
graduated cylinder.

Table 2A. P-IV Metal Solution for Erdschrieber’s.
Component

Amount

1.

dH 2 O

900

mL

2.

Na 2 EDTA•2H 2 O

0.75

g

3.

FeCl 3 •6H 2 O

0.097

g

4.

MnCl 2 •4H 2 O

0.041

g

5.

ZnCl 2

0.005

g

6.

CoCl 2 •6H 2 O

0.002

g

7.

NaMoO4•2H 2 O

0.004

g
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The graduated cylinder was placed on a stirring hotplate set to 95°C and
approximately 200 rpm to assist in the dissolving of the compounds. Once everything
was dissolved, the total volume was brought up to 1000mL with dH 2 O. The solution was
transferred to a 2 L glass storage bottle and steam autoclaved as previously mentioned in
§3.4.2 of the Material and Methods. Once cooled, the Trace Metal Solution was
refrigerated.
The third component, the Soilwater, GR+ medium, was prepared as a stock
solution. The method for creating the soil water was modified from that presented on the
UTEX Culture Collection webpage. Potting Soil in the original UTEX recipe was
replaced with soil taken from a strictly organic private garden located in Romney, IN.
The soil consistency was a rich, black, loamy soil that had proven to be very fertile and
without pesticide or herbicide residues. A concentrated soilwater was created with 50g
of soil added to a graduated 500mL GL-45 glass media bottle. The media bottle was
placed on a stirring hotplate set to 95°C and approximately 200 rpm while a volume of
dH20 was added such that volume in the bottle was approximately 250mL. The solution
was allowed to mix for an hour and was then filtered through 3 layers of unbleached
coffee filters into second graduated 500mL GL-45 glass media bottle. The bottle was
then steam autoclaved at 121°C & 2.0 atm for 30 min. The solution was then allowed to
cool and refrigerated for 24 hours before the mixture was again filtered through 3 layers
of unbleached coffee filters into a clean graduated 500mL GL-45 glass media bottle and
autoclaved again. The process was repeated a third time before the mixture was vacuum
filtered through a coarse cellulose filter paper (Whatman Grade 4) into a final 500mL
GL-45 glass media bottle and steam autoclaved at 121°C & 2.0 atm for 30 min. No
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further additions were made to the solution which was a modification as the original
UTEX recipe added calcium carbonate to the mixture. The solution was then stored in
the refrigerator, but was brought to room temperature before using.
The fourth component, 0.70M NaNO 3 (Sodium nitrate solution) was made in
1000mL batches using a “To Contain” graduated cylinder and adding 59.493g of
chemical to 900mL of dH 2 O and then the volume was brought up to 1000mL with dH 2 O.
This solution was then transferred to a 2 L glass storage bottle and bottle and steam
autoclaved at 121°C & 2.0 atm for 30 min. Solution was then transferred to 250 mL,
plastic low density polyethylene (LDPE) storage bottles and refrigerated.
The fifth component, 0.02 M Na 2 HPO 4 (Sodium hydrogen phosphate solution)
was made in 1000mL batches using a “To Contain” graduated cylinder and adding
5.3614g of Na 2 HPO 4 •7H 2 O to 900mL of dH 2 O and then the volume was brought up to
1000mL with dH 2 O. This solution was then transferred to a 2 L glass storage bottle and
bottle and steam autoclaved at 121°C & 2.0 atm for 30 min. Solution was then
transferred to 250 mL, plastic low density polyethylene (LDPE) storage bottles and
refrigerated.
The final component, Vitamin B 12 stock solution was a two part process. The
first process involved the preparation of 200mL of 50 mM HEPES buffer with a pH of
7.80by dissolving 2.4 grams of HEPES buffer in 190mL of dH 2 O in a 1000 mL “To
Contain” graduated cylinder that had been previously cleaned and steam autoclaved at
121°C & 2.0 atm for 30 min. The pH of the solution was monitored with pH meter
adjusted with the addition of a small amount of potassium hydroxide (KOH) added to the
solution while constantly stirred. Once the pH of the solution was adjusted to 7.8, 0.027
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g of Vitamin B 12 (cyanocobalamin) was added to the mixture while constantly stirring
and 70°C heating. The final mixture was then filter sterilized with a bottle top filter into
amber glass storage bottle (Kimble Chase RAY-SORB KIMAX media bottle, 14399250).
The bottle top filter was the same type as previously described in §3.4.2 of the Materials
and Methods.
Experimentation with other growth media was undertaken as the result of
investigations conducted during a 7-day workshop at the Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean
Science in Boothbay, ME (October 23-29, 2008). Three different growth mediums were
applied and evaluated for use in the research project: f/2, L1, and Prov50. The first
experimental media, f/2, is fully described in [198]. Since Dunaliella do not require
silica, the Na 2 SiO 3 •9H 2 O was excluded from the formulations used in the experiments.
Table 3A is the modified recipe for f/2-Si that was used in the experiments.

Table 3A. Modified recipe for f/2-Si from the Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Science.
Component

Amount

1.

Steam autoclaved seawater (≈ 33 ± 2 ‰)

1

Liter

2.

Trace Metal Solution

1

mL

3.

0.88 M NaNO 3

2

mL

4.

0.019 M NaHPO 4 •7H 2 O

2

mL

5.

Vitamin Stock Solution

1

mL
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The first component of the recipe was altered from the original recipe in some
cases. Steam-autoclaved seawater from Boothbay, ME was substituted with synthetic
seawater of a similar salinity when the media was used for experiments. The natural
seawater was retained for maintenance cultures. Furthermore, the maintenance cultures
also had the amount of sodium nitrate and sodium hydrogen phosphate increased by 1 mL
each in a 1 liter batch.
The second component, the Trace Metal Solution, was prepared as a stock
solution in a 1000mL graduated cylinder that was rated “To Contain”. Table 4A is the
recipe used for the Trace Metal Solution from the literature [198].

Table 4A. Recipe for Trace Metals Solution for f/2-Si from the Bigelow Laboratory for
Ocean Science.
Component

Amount

1.

dH 2 O

950

mL

2.

Na 2 EDTA•2H 2 O

4.36

g

3.

FeCl 3 •6H 2 O

3.15

g

4.

0.040 M CuSO 4 •5H 2 O

1

mL

5.

0.077 M ZnSO 4 •7H 2 O

1

mL

6.

0.040 M CoCl 2 •6H 2 O

1

mL

7.

0.026 M NaMoO 4 •2H 2 O

1

mL

8.

0.91 M MnCl 2 •4H 2 O

1

mL
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Components 4-8 of the Trace Metal solution were prepared separately in 200mL, Class-A
volumetric flasks and dH 2 O to bring the solutions to the proper volume. Each of the
components was steam autoclaved as previously mentioned in §3.4.2 of the Material and
Methods once they were transferred to 500mL glass media storage bottles. The metals
were then cooled and stored in a refrigerator. Components of the Trace Metal solution
were brought up to room temperature before combining into the final stock solution of
Trace Metals Solution.
A graduated cylinder was placed on a stirring hotplate set to 95°C and
approximately 200 rpm to assist in the dissolving of the compounds. Once everything
was dissolved, the total volume was brought up to 1000mL with dH 2 O. The solution was
transferred to a 2 L glass storage bottle and steam autoclaved as previously mentioned in
§3.4.2 of the Material and Methods. Once cooled, the Trace Metal Solution was
refrigerated.
The third component, 0.88 M NaNO 3 (Sodium nitrate solution) was made in
1000mL batches using a “To Contain” graduated cylinder and adding 75.00g of chemical
to 900 mL of dH 2 O and then the volume was brought up to 1000mL with dH 2 O. This
solution was then transferred to a 2 L glass storage bottle and bottle and steam autoclaved
at 121°C & 2.0 atm for 30 min. Solution was then transferred to 250 mL, plastic low
density polyethylene (LDPE) storage bottles and refrigerated.
The fourth component, 0.019M Na 2 HPO 4 (Sodium hydrogen phosphate solution)
was made in 1000mL batches using a “To Contain” graduated cylinder and adding 5.00g
of Na 2 HPO 4 •7H 2 O to 900 mL of dH 2 O and then the volume was brought up to 1000mL
with dH 2 O. This solution was then transferred to a 2 L glass storage bottle and bottle and
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steam autoclaved at 121°C & 2.0 atm for 30 min. Solution was then transferred to 250
mL, plastic low density polyethylene (LDPE) storage bottles and refrigerated.
The final component, Vitamin Stock Solution consisted of a three vitamins;
thiamine (vitamin B 1 ), biotin (vitamin H) and cyanocobalamin (vitamin B 12 ) in the
quantities presented in Table 5A.

Table 5A. Recipe for Vitamin Stock Solution for f/2-Si from the Bigelow Laboratory for
Ocean Science.
Component

Amount

1.

Thiamine

200

mg

2.

Biotin

10

mL

3.

Cyanocobalamin

1

mL

The first component of the Vitamin Stock Solution, the thiamine, was massed and added
to a 1000mL class-A, volumetric flask. A biotin stock solution was created by adding
0.0200g into a 200mL, class-A volumetric flask and bringing the final volume up to
200mL. This solution was filter sterilized using the method previously described in
§3.4.2 of the Materials and Methods before being deliverd to the 1000mL volumetric
flask containing the thiamine. The cyanocobalamin solution used to make the Vitamin
Stock Solution for the f/2 was taken “as is” from the solution prepared for the UTEX
Erdschreiber’s Medium previously described. However, the concentration of the UTEX
Vitamin B 12 recipe was much less than the 1.0g per liter needed for the f/2. As a result,
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7.4 mL of the UTEX Vitamin B 12 stock solution was added to the 1000mL volumetric
flask with the thiamine and biotin. The volume was then brought up to 1000mL and
gently heated and stirred on a stirring hot plate set to 70° C and 135 rpm. Once all the
components were completely dissolved, the mixture was vacuum filtered into a 2 L glass
storage bottle and then autoclaved in accordance with the previously described methods
in §3.4.2 of the Material and Methods. The solution was wrapped in tin-foil to keep light
exposure to a minimum and placed into the freezer for storage.
The second experimental media, L1, is fully described in [198]. Since Dunaliella
do not require silica, the Na 2 SiO 3 •9H 2 O was excluded from the formulations used in the
experiments. Table 6A is the modified recipe for L1-Si that was used in the experiments:

Table 6A. Recipe for L1-Si from Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Science.
Component

Amount

1.

Steam autoclaved seawater (≈ 33 ± 2 ‰)

1

Liter

2.

Trace Metal Solution

1

mL

3.

0.88 M NaNO 3

2

mL

4.

0.019 M NaHPO 4 •7H 2 O

2

mL

5.

Vitamin Stock Solution

1

mL

The only difference between the L1 formula and the f/2 is that the Trace Metal
Solution for the L1 media is more extensive than that for f/2 with the addition of selenous
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acid, nickel (II) sulfate, sodium orthophosphate and sodium chromate. As a result, the
Trace Metal Solution for the L1 media was purchased from Culture Collection of Marine
Phytoplankton, Boothbay, ME. Table 7A is the recipe for the Trace Metal Solution as
listed in [198].

Table 7A. Recipe for Trace Metals Solution for L1-Si from Bigelow Laboratory for
Ocean Science.
Component

Amount

1.

dH 2 O

950

mL

2.

Na 2 EDTA•2H 2 O

4.36

g

3.

FeCl 3 •6H 2 O

3.15

g

4.

0.010 M CuSO 4 •5H 2 O

1

mL

5.

0.080 M ZnSO 4 •7H 2 O

1

mL

6.

0.050 M CoCl 2 •6H 2 O

1

mL

7.

0.082 M NaMoO 4 •2H 2 O

1

mL

8.

0.90 M MnCl 2 •4H 2 O

1

mL

9.

0.01 M H 2 SeO 3

1

mL

10.

0.009 M NiSO 4 •6H 2 O

1

mL

11.

0.01 M Na 3 VO 4

1

mL

12.

0.01 M K 2 CrO 4

1

mL
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The final experimental media, Prov50, is fully described in [198]. Table 8A is the
recipe for Prov 50 that was used in the experiments.

Table 8A. Recipe for Prov 50 from Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Science.
Component

Amount

1.

Steam autoclaved seawater (≈ 33 ± 2 ‰)

1

Liter

2.

Trace Metal Solution

1

mL

3.

Alkaline Soil Extract Solution

1

mL

4.

0.88 M NaNO 3

2

mL

5.

0.019 M NaHPO 4 •7H 2 O

2

mL

7.

0.50 M NH 4 Cl

2

mL

6.

Vitamin Stock Solution

1

mL

The only difference between the Prov50 formula and the f/2 was the addition of
ammonium chloride and an alkaline soil extract solution. A stock ammonium chloride
solution was prepared by adding
The Alkaline Soil Extract Solution was different then the previously described
Soilwater GR+ medium for the UTEX Erdschreiber’s media. Following the directions
from [198] was first prepared as concentrate that was later diluted 5:1 (by volume) for
use in the Prov50 formulation. As with the Soilwater GR+ medium, the same soil taken
from a strictly organic private garden located in Romney, IN was used. The soil
consistency was a rich, black, loamy soil that had proven to be very fertile and without
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pesticide or herbicide residues. A solution consisting of 100g of soil to 200g of dH 2 O
was added to a graduated 500mL GL-45 glass media bottle along with 0.40g of sodium
hydroxide was also added to the mixture. The media bottle was placed on a stirring
hotplate set to 95°C and approximately 200 rpm. The solution was allowed to mix for
two hours and was then filtered through three layers of unbleached coffee filters into
second graduated 500mL GL-45 glass media bottle. The mixture was then steam
autoclaved at 121°C & 2.0 atm for 30 min. The solution was then allowed to cool and
refrigerated for 24 hours before the mixture was again filtered through 3 layers of
unbleached coffee filters into a clean graduated 500mL GL-45 glass media bottle and
autoclaved again. The process was repeated a third time before the mixture was vacuum
filtered through a coarse cellulose filter paper (Whatman Grade 4) into a final 500mL
GL-45 glass media bottle and steam autoclaved at 121°C & 2.0 atm for 30 min. The
solution was then stored in the refrigerator, but was brought to room temperature before
using.
A working stock was created by diluting 40mL of the concentrated soil extract to
200mL in a class A volumetric flask. The working stock was transferred to a 250 mL
glass media bottle and steam autoclaved at 121°C & 2.0 atm for 30 min. The solution
was then stored in the refrigerator, but was brought to room temperature before using.
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